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ABSTRACT
In this dissertation, I trace the slow evolution and diversification of Carinthian Slovene
vernacular memory practices, showing that the trauma of forced assimilation, persecution,
deportation, and resistance during the Second World War—and the vilification that came after
it—has produced a hyper-local memory in Austria that challenges Carinthia’s official memory of
the Second World War. I examine these various vernacular practices through a cross-media
analysis of museums, memorials, civic education initiatives, and literature created by Carinthian
Slovene artists and memory activists. Relying on John Bodnar’s framework of memory, I
juxtapose these various media of memory, showing the advantages and limitations of each, and
by doing so, reveal the numerous strategies a historically discriminated against minority has at its
disposal for influencing the official memory culture of the state in which it resides.
Offering an interdisciplinary approach to collective memory, I explore what I call the
southern Carinthia “landscape of remembrance” to expose how the remembrance of the past is
constructed and contested through monuments, memorials, and museums. Through the use of
qualitative expert interviews, I also show how various activist organizations activate this
landscape as a pedagogical resource for the present. On a literary level, I not only advocate for
an inclusion of Carinthian Slovene literature into conceptualizations of Austrian literature, but I
also apply various theories of memory to my reading of Maja Haderlap’s 2011 novel, Engel des
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Vergessens, to illustrate how a contemporary author represents complex mnemonic practices in
narrative form.
For this study, I rely on a wide-range of methods from various fields, including literary
and cultural studies, history, and critical geography. By concentrating on southern Carinthia, I
add a new, regional perspective to studies of postwar Austrian collective memory, and show that
self-reflective attempts to reckon with Austrian complicity with Nazism at the national level
have not superseded ethnocentric ones at the provincial level in Carinthia. My results reveal that
the dynamics of collective memory in southern Carinthia continue to remain locally anchored,
and thus question Memory Studies’ recent emphasis of transnational memory frameworks,
particularly for European memories of the Second World War.
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A Note on Spelling Conventions and Terminology
As I will show in the introduction, Carinthia has historically been a bilingual and bi-ethnic
region. With the signing of the Austrian State Treaty in 1955, which brought an end to the Allied
occupation of the country, the Austrian government committed itself to implementing various
protections for its Slovene and Croatian minorities. Article 7 of the State Treaty, added at the
insistence of the Yugoslav government during negotiations, is clear as to what these obligations
entail (sections 1-3 are listed below).
Österreichische Staatsangehörige der slowenischen und kroatischen Minderheiten in
Kärnten, Burgenland und Steiermark genießen dieselben Rechte auf Grund gleicher
Bedingungen wie alle anderen österreichischen Staatsangehörigen einschließlich des
Rechtes auf ihre eigenen Organisationen, Versammlungen und Presse in ihrer eigenen
Sprache.
Sie haben Anspruch auf Elementarunterricht in slowenischer oder kroatischer
Sprache und auf eine verhältnismäßige Anzahl eigener Mittelschulen; in diesem
Zusammenhang werden Schullehrpläne überprüft und eine Abteilung der
Schulaufsichtsbehörde wird für slowenische und kroatische Schulen errichtet werden.
In den Verwaltungs- und Gerichtsbezirken Kärntens, des Burgenlandes und der
Steiermark mit slowenischer, kroatischer oder gemischter Bevölkerung wird die
slowenische oder kroatische Sprache zusätzlich zum Deutschen als Amtssprache
zugelassen. In solchen Bezirken werden die Bezeichnungen und Aufschriften
topographischer Natur sowohl in slowenischer oder kroatischer Sprache wie in Deutsch
verfaßt.1
Since 1955, these treaty obligations have (at best) been half-heartedly carried out or (more
likely) willfully ignored. In Carinthia, bilingual topographical signs were never erected to the
extent they should have been after the Second World War, and the bilingual educational system
has rarely been supported by the state government. 2 Although a compromise was reached
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Bundesgesetzblatt (BGBl.), Nr. 152/1955, “Staatsvertrag betreffend die Wiederherstellung
eines unabhängigen und demokratischen Österreich,” July 30, 1955.
2
For an overview of the issue of the topographical signs, see Brigitte Entner, “Von Ortstafeln
und anderen ‘Zweisprachigkeiten’ oder: die versuchte Konstruktion eines ‘deutschen’ Kärntens,”
Razprave in gradivo 47 (2005): 88–100. For the failure of the bilingual school system, see
Robert Knight, Slavs in Post-Nazi Austria: Carinthian Slovenes and the Politics of Assimilation,
xi

between the various Carinthian political parties and representative bodies regarding the
construction of bilingual signs in 2011, the Carinthian state government—a coalition between the
Christian Conservatives (ÖVP), Social Democrats (SPÖ), and the Greens (Die Grünen)—
amended the state constitution (Article 5) in 2017 to unequivocally state that German is the
“Landessprache” of Carinthia, which ignited considerable outrage from the various Slovene
political organizations in the state.3 In light of this context—both the State Treaty’s protection of
Slovene as a language and the state government’s continual attempts to not fulfill this
obligation—I use both the German and Slovene spelling of place names and organizations in this
dissertation.
Constitutional rights for recognized Volksgruppen (ethnic groups) is complex in Austria.
The basis for constitutional protection has been Article 19 of the Basic State Law from 1867,
which guaranteed equal protection for all Volksstämme (ethnic entities) in the Austrian part of
the newly formed Austrian-Hungarian Monarchy (Cisleithania), and is still referenced in legal
debates. Protections for minorities are also grounded in Articles 63 and 66-69 of the Treaty of
Saint-Germain-en-Laye, which brought an end to the First World War and laid out the
obligations required of the new Austrian state regarding its minorities. Today, specific rights are
provided to six officially recognized “autochthonous ethnic groups” in Austria: the Carinthian
and Styrian Slovenes, Burgenland Croats, Burgenland and Viennese Hungarians, Roma and

1945-1960 (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2017). For the recent dynamics of the bilingual
schools in Carinthia, see Sabina Zorčič, “Linguistic Habitus, Different Capitals and the Identity
of Bilingual Youth: The Case of Austrian Carinthia,” Journal of Multilingual and Multicultural
Development 40, no. 9 (2019): 787–800.
3
Landesgesetzblatt (LGBl.), Nr. 15/2017, “Kärntner Landesverfassung; Änderung Auflösung
und Abwicklung des Fonds ‚Sondervermögen Kärnten’,” June 29, 2017. For criticisms, see Die
Presse, “Kärnten: heftige Kritik an der ‘Landessprache Deutsch,’” Die Presse, February 13,
2017.
xii

Sinti, Viennese Czechs, and Viennese Slovaks. The rights of the Carinthian Slovenes and
Burgenland Croats are anchored in Article 7 of the 1955 Austrian State Treaty, while the rights
of the other six groups are protected through the 1976 Volksgruppengesetz (Ethnic Groups Act).
These six ethnic groups are legally distinct from recent immigrants who live in Austria who do
not have legal protections against discrimination based language or culture nor do they have a
legal right to the public use of their language. In light of this legal context, throughout this
dissertation, I use the term “ethnic group” explicitly when referring to Carinthian Slovenes.4
Finally, this dissertation relies on numerous photographs of various commemorative structures
and landscapes. Unless otherwise noted, I (Douglas Carlton McKnight) am the photographer and
copyright holder of the image.

4

See William E. Sanford, “Government-Minority Dialogue in Austria: The Ethnic Advisory
Councils,” International Journal on Group Rights 3, no. 4 (1996): 261–282. For the complicated
interaction between national identity, language, and ethnicity in Carinthia, see Ewald Hiebl,
“National Identity between Assimilation and Autonomy in Austria and South Tyrol in the Mirror
of the Census,” Romanian Journal of Population Studies 10, no. 2 (2016): 11–29.
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Chapter One.
Introduction
Between April 14 and April 15, 1942, German police went door-to-door in southern Carinthia,
the southernmost Gau of the ever-expanding German Reich. Lists were distributed, families
woken, individuals arrested. Only six years old at the time, Katja Sturm-Schnabl remembered
armed soldiers entering her family’s home in the early hours of the morning, yelling orders in
every direction, and forcing her family out of their home. As they were led up the street, her aunt
had begun to sob and her mother’s face glazed over. She looked up her father and could not
recognize him. His face, usually a reflection of the seriousness with which he ran the household,
had changed. It had turned grey. Within a few minutes, the people upon whom she had relied for
protection and security her whole life had fallen apart, overcome with fear.1 With enough time to
pack just what they could carry, 221 families like the Sturm-Schnabls were forced onto trucks
and buses and sent to a collection camp in Ebenthal/Žrelec just outside of Klagenfurt/Celovec,
the capital of Carinthia. From here, 917 people were put onto trains and, over the course of three
days, deported to various concentration camps within the Altreich (the territory of Germany
within its pre-1938 borders) run by the Volksdeutsche Mittelstelle.2
Aboard these trains, however, were not Austrian Jews, but rather a group which has been
largely overlooked in Austria’s official memory of the Second World War: the Carinthian
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Katja Sturm-Schnabl, “Tito, mein Retter,” in Spurensuche. Erzählte Geschichte der Kärntner
Slowenen, ed. Dokumentationsarchiv des österreichischen Widerstandes, Klub Prežihov Voranc,
Institut za proučevanje prostora Alpe-Jadran (Vienna: Österreichischer Bundesverlag, 1990),
153–154.
2
Valentin Sima, “Die Vertreibung slowenischer Familien als Höhepunkt deutschnationaler
Politik in Kärnten,” in Pregon koroskih slovencev 1942-2002 = Die Vertreibung der Kärntner
Slowenen 1942-2002, ed. Avguštin Malle (Klagenfurt: Drava, 2002), 152; Mirko Bogataj, Ein
Volk am Rand der Mitte. Die Kärntner Slowenen (Klagenfurt: Kitab, 2008), 118.
1

Slovenes.3 In the wake of these deportations, a resistance movement developed in southern
Carinthia. For the next three years, an estimated 3,000 partisans, both from Slovenia and from
Carinthia, would fight against Nazism in Austria with the Osvobodilna fronta slovenskega
naroda, the Liberation Front of the Slovene Nation.4 By the time the Second World War came to
a close in Austria in May 1945, at least 564 Carinthian Slovenes—civilians, Wehrmacht
deserters, and partisans—had been killed by Nazi policy.5
The persecution and resistance of Carinthian Slovenes during the Second World War has
inspired a large amount of research from scholars from different disciplines. From local histories
of particular villages in southern Carinthia and large-scale studies of the entire Slovene
resistance, to detailed analyses of individual military operations and the fate of Slovene
Wehrmacht deserters, historians have unearthed a vast amount of historical data over the last
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For Nazi policy on Vienna’s Jews, see Gerhard Botz, “The Jews of Vienna from the ‘Anschluß’
to the Holocaust [1987],” Historical Social Research / Historische Sozialforschung. Supplement,
no. 28 (2016): 316–334.
4
Marjan Linasi, Koroški partizani. Protinacistični odpor na dvojezičnem koroškem v okviru
slovenske Osvobodilne fronte (Klagenfurt: Hermagoras/Mohorjeva, 2010), 678–679.
5
Brigitte Entner, Wer war Klara aus Šentlipš/St. Philippen? Kärntner Slowenen und
Sloweninnen als Opfer der NS-Verfolgung. Ein Gedenkbuch (Klagenfurt: Drava, 2014), 27.
2

several decades regarding the nuts and bolts of how the resistance functioned in the region.6
These historians tell us that the Slovene resistance in Carinthia was the largest and most effective
armed resistance effort that occurred within the borders of today’s Austria during the war.7 In
addition to these historians, literary scholars have also called attention to the numerous literary
representations of Slovene persecution and/or resistance that have been published since the war

6

Many Carinthian-based historians have written extensively about this topic, all of whose work I
am indebted to. Some of the key texts I relied on for this project were Avguštin Malle, ed.,
Pregon koroških slovencev 1942-2002 = Die Vertreibung der Kärntner Slowenen 1942-2002
(Klagenfurt: Drava, 2002); Stefan Karner and Andreas Moritsch, Kärnten und die nationale
Frage. Aussiedlung - Verschleppung - nationaler Kampf, vol. 1 (Klagenfurt: Johannes Heyn and
Hermagoras/Mohorjeva, 2005); Brigitte Entner, Valentin Sima, and Avguštin Mall, eds.,
Widerstand gegen Faschismus und Nationalsozialismus im Alpen-Adria-Raum. Odpor proti
fašizmu in nacizmu v alpsko-jadranskem prostoru (Klagenfurt: Drava, 2011); Brigitte Entner and
Valentin Sima, eds., Zweiter Weltkrieg und ethnische Homogenisierungsversuche im AlpenAdria-Raum/Druga svetovna vojna in poizkusi etnične homogenizacije v alpsko-jadranskem
prostoru (Klagenfurt: Drava, 2012). For introductions to National Socialism in Carinthian, see
Nadja Danglmaier and Werner Koroschitz, Nationalsozialismus in Kärnten: Opfer. Täter.
Gegner (Innsbruck: Studienverlag, 2015), particularly the section on the Carinthian Slovenes
(195–213), and Peter Pirker “Der Nationalsozialismus im Oberen Drautal. Aufstieg, Herrschaft,
Opposition und Widerstand,” in Aus dem Gedächtnis in die Erinnerung. Die Opfer des
Nationalsozialismus im Oberen Drautal, ed. Peter Pirker and Anita Profunser (Klagenfurt:
Drava, 2012), 26–74.While not a central focus of this dissertation, Robert Knight has written the
most in-depth study of the assimilatory pressures the Carinthian Slovenes faced in the postwar
period, particular in the realm of education. See Robert Knight, Slavs in Post-Nazi Austria.
7
Wolfgang Neugebauer, Der österreichische Widerstand 1938-1945 (Vienna: Steinbauer, 2008),
182. One of the first German-language books to be published about the partisan resistance in
Carinthia was Josef Rausch’s Der Partisanenkampf in Kärnten im Zweiten Weltkrieg (Vienna:
Österreichischer Bundesverlag, 1979). A few years later, Radomir V. Luža’s The Resistance in
Austria, 1938-1945 (Duluth: University of Minnesota Press, 1984) was published, which was
one of the first broad studies of the Austrian resistance. He dedicates a chapter (193–209) to the
guerilla warfare in the south of the country In the same year, Thomas Barker’s The Slovene
Minority of Carinthia (New York: Columbia University Press, 1984), was published, which has
an extended discussion of the Slovene resistance. This was followed by his “Partisan Warfare in
the Bilingual Region of Carinthia,” Slovene Studies 11, no. 1–2 (1989): 193–210. The most
detailed study of the Carinthian Slovene partisans is Linasi’s Koroški partizani cited above,
which was translated into German in 2013. See also Peter Pirker, “British Subversive Politics
towards Austria and Partisan Resistance in the Austrian-Slovene Borderland, 1938–45,” Journal
of Contemporary History 52, no. 2 (April 1, 2017): 319–51.
3

ended in 1945.8 Written throughout the entire postwar period and mostly in Slovene, such texts
reveal a side of the experience of the Second World War that has largely been overlooked in
conceptualizations of Austria’s postwar literary development. Another group of scholars,
working at the intersection of history and memory, has also revealed the rich vernacular memory
culture that exists in the Slovene-speaking areas of Carinthia outside of Austria’s official one.9
All three of these strands of research (history, literature, and commemorative culture) have
proved helpful in not only furthering our understanding of the history of the Second World War
in Carinthia, but also in how a discriminated against minority manages its own memory culture
in a hostile commemorative environment. My interdisciplinary analysis of Carinthian Slovene
“vernacular” memory, however allows me to explore how this memory culture is manufactured
through commemorative structures, museums, civic educational initiatives, and literature created

8

Franc Zadravec, “Die slowenische Gegenwartsliteratur in Kärnten. Anklage und Widerstand,”
in Die slowenische Literatur in Kärnten. Ein Lexikon, ed. Verband slowenischer
Schriftsteller/innen, Übersetzer/innen und Publizist/inn/en in Österreich (Klagenfurt: Drava,
1991), 137–151; Andreas Leben and Erwin Köstler, “Von den primären Quellen zum
publizistischen Diskurs. Über den bewaffneten Widerstand der Partisanen in Kärnten,”
Zeitgeschichte 34, no. 4 (2007): 226–242; Judith Goetz, Bücher gegen das Vergessen Kärntnerslowenische Literatur über Widerstand und Verfolgung (Klagenfurt: Kitab, 2012);
Klaus Amann, “Kampfplatz Erinnerung: der Widerstand der Kärntner Slowenen im Zweiten
Weltkrieg als politischer und als literarischer Topos,” in Erfundene Erinnerung. Literatur als
Gedächtnisbildung und Gedächtnisreflexion, ed. Thomas Eder (Linz: StifterHaus and
BeiträgerInnen, 2013), 81–107; Andrej Leben, “Koroške (slovenske) vojne pripovedi med
reprezentacijo in diskurzom,” Primerjalna književnost 38, no. 3 (2015): 121–138; Andreas
Leben, “Der Partisanenkampf im Spiegel slowenischer und deutschsprachiger Literatur,” in
Erinnern - Erzählen - Europa. Das Gedächtnis der Literatur, ed. Hajnalka Nagy and Werner
Wintersteiner (Innsbruck: Studienverlag, 2015), 138–52.
9
Avguštin Malle, “Erinnerung an Vertreibung und Widerstand,” in Malle, Pregon koroskih
slovencev 1942-2002, 213–247; Lisa Rettl, PartisanInnendenkmäler (Innsbruck: Studienverlag,
2006); Avguštin Malle, “Der Widerstand der Kärntner Slowenen im Historischen Gedächtnis,”
in Entner, Malle, and Sima, Widerstand gegen Faschismus, 66–83; Lisa Rettl et al., eds.,
Peršman (Göttingen: Wallstein, 2014); Andrej Mohar, Otoki Spomina/Gedenkinseln.
Partizanska spominska obeležja na južnem Koroškem/Gedenkstätten für die Partisanen in
Südkärnten (Klagenfurt: Drava, 2018).
4

and cultivated by Carinthian Slovene artists and memory activists. By offering a cross-media
analysis of this vernacular memory culture, I describe how each has contested national myths in
medium-specific form, show how these have dynamically interacted with shifting official
memory cultures, and explain how these mediums also register changes in Carinthian Slovene
commemorative culture that have occurred since the war ended 75 years ago.
Vernacular and Official Memory
The term “vernacular” is perhaps most widely understood in the context of language, that is, the
“writing, using, or speaking the native or indigenous language of a country of district.”10 But it
has also been used productively across numerous academic disciplines to denote the “everyday,”
the “ordinary,” or a type of “localness” in some shape or form.11 In Memory Studies, the term
refers to John Bodnar’s concept of “vernacular memory,” with which he described various
American commemorative practices originating from “vernacular culture,” or the memory
constructed and maintained by community-based, grassroots groups operating in local areas.12 In
Remaking America: Public Memory, Commemoration, and Patriotism in the Twentieth Century,
Bodnar juxtaposes this vernacular memory to “official memory,” which emanates from a
society’s cultural and political elite. This elite embodies an “official culture” and occupies
positions in a society’s official institutions (in education, government, or the military). For
Sabine Marschall, who has demonstrated the continued usefulness of Bodnar’s approach to
memory in her more recent analyses of public memory spaces in post-apartheid South Africa,
10

Leonard Norman Primiano, “Vernacular Religion and the Search for Method in Religious
Folklife,” Western Folklore 54, no. 1 (1995): 42
11
For the traditional definition from anthropology, see Margaret Lantis, “Vernacular Culture,”
American Anthropologist 62, no. 2 (1960): 202–216. For architecture, see Carl Mitcham,
“Thinking Re-Vernacular Building,” Design Issues 21, no. 1 (2005): 32–40.
12
John Bodnar, Remaking America: Public Memory, Commemoration, and Patriotism in the
Twentieth Century (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992).
5

official memory is the “officially sanctioned markers and spaces of memory, mostly
government-endorsed memorials, museums, street names, commemorative monuments, and
statues in the public domain” while vernacular memory “includes a diverse range of collective
memory practices, often highly localized, informal, spontaneous, ephemeral, community-based,
or rooted in tradition, local custom, or popular culture.”13
For scholars like Bodnar, there is a stark difference between vernacular and official
memory, stemming largely from why the respective group (the vernacular or the official) wants
to commemorate a past event. Vernacular memories, since they derive from the community in
question and are created by what he calls “ordinary people,” convey the realities of social life
and are thus, in his view, more authentic versions of the past. Official culture, however, tries to
co-opt these vernacular memories in order to create ideal versions of the past based on what the
past “should be” rather than what it really was. By relying on concepts like patriotism, official
culture flattens out the diverse experiences and interests of the vernacular, and, by doing so,
creates a memory of the past that can be used to support, among other goals, national unity and
the construction of a national identity. It is through this interaction between the vernacular and
the official that what Bodnar calls “public memory” is created.14
Since Remaking America was published in 1992, Bodnar’s framework has been
questioned, particularly his claim that vernacular memories produce an “authentic” memory
while its official counterpart is only interested in abusing memory for its own goals.15 More
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recent research asserts that these two forms of memory are actually quite fluid. Sabina Mihelj,
for example, argues that “there are several possible ways for vernacular and official memories to
interact — sometimes they are openly opposed, in other instances they might mirror each
other.”16 Likewise, the domineering and manipulative picture of official memory in Bodnar’s
framework has also been challenged, with scholars such as Jeffrey Olick demonstrating that
official memory is never as hegemonic as it seems and is itself highly contested.17 Jenny
Wüstenberg, in her recent study on memory in postwar Germany, cautions against characterizing
either “the state” or “civil society” as monolithic groups of actors.18 Still others have warned
against characterizing grassroots groups as somehow more ethical or principled than their
counterparts working for the state. As Marschall reminds us:
…just as officially sanctioned forms of memory have their limitations and are often
criticized, vernacular memory practices can equally be problematic and lend themselves
to abuse. Because vernacular practices are community-based and often anchored in
specific ethnic or religious traditions, they can be exclusive, offensive, and dangerous in
culturally heterogeneous societies, especially when being imposed on diverse
audiences.19
Certainly, I agree with these scholars who contend that Bodnar’s distinction between “authentic”
vernacular memories and “instrumentalized” official ones is difficult to justify. Moreover, by
focusing on the vernacular, I do not intend to heroicize it at the expense of the official or
overlook problematic commemorative practices that can be associated with it. Nevertheless,
there is still a fundamental difference, along with a lingering tension, between the official
16
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landscape of remembrance in southern Carinthia and its vernacular counterpart in the Carinthian
Slovene community, which is why such a stark juxtaposition between the official and the
vernacular is still warranted in my study.
The tension between the official and the vernacular described above is the starting point
in my dissertation. Throughout, I explore what happens when a minority group’s collective
memories of a past event are pushed to the peripheries of the official memory of the country in
which it resides. In the chapters that follow, I take an interdisciplinary approach to analyzing
Carinthian Slovene vernacular memory by investigating various “mediums of memory” created
and maintained by Carinthian Slovenes that support the community’s remembrance of the events
of the Second World War.20 While the mediums of memory that could be analyzed for such a
study are diverse and far-reaching, I concentrate on three mediums: commemorative structures, a
museum, and literature.
These particular mediums, as carriers of particular stories from the past into the present,
have been recognized as playing an especially important role in the process of remembrance.
Some literary scholars contend that literature, on the one hand, is a privileged medium for
addressing concerns of memory, particularly when it comes to memories of violence that have
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been marginalized or overshadowed in official discourses.21 Monuments and memorials, on the
other, are often seen as having a special role in constructing, supporting, and maintaining
collective memories tied to national identities due to their prominence in public space, their
selective interpretations of the past, and their pedagogical functions.22 Museums, too, have been
recognized as having an important role to play in promoting particular memories of the past in
the present. In particular, “minority museums”—those museums owned and operated by the
minority whose story is being told in it—can use exhibition spaces to not only push back against
hegemonic historical narratives, but to also act as spaces of healing for community members.23
Taking all three strands of research together, as I do in this dissertation, can enable a better
understanding of how the processes of remembrance relating to the Second World War functions
in the Carinthian Slovene community in the early twenty-first century.
The concept of collective memory is certainly not without its detractors. From James
Young and S.A. Duncan Bell, to Susan Sontag and Kerwin Lee Klein, scholars have often
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asserted that the term “memory” should be reserved for the individual (i.e., biological) process of
remembrance and not applied to collective groups. As Young puts it in the introduction to his
classic study, The Texture of Memory, “Even though groups share socially constructed
assumptions and values that organize memory into roughly similar patterns, individuals cannot
share another’s memory any more than they can share another’s cortex.”24 What criticisms like
Young’s miss, however, is that scholars who explore the collective memories of social groups do
not literally argue that these individuals share each other’s memories. Instead, what is meant by
“memory” in this context (and in this dissertation) is the social process through which the past is
constructed (and continually reconstructed) through various media (e.g., historiography,
television, literature, museums, monuments, etc.) for use in the present.25
Somewhat surprisingly, even this notion of the mediation of memory has been criticized.
Samuel Hynes, who has written extensively about the commemoration of the First World War,
argues in his description of the Thiepval memorial at the Somme (Belgium) that “no pile of brick
and stones can cause us to remember what we have not seen.”26 S.A. Duncan Bell has a similar
position:
They [memorials] may well store or transmit information about the past, or act as socialpsychological triggers for often very powerful images or emotions – just visualize a
picture of a slave ship – but they do not embody memory, for we were not
there...Buildings, archives, poems and all the other artefacts, symbols and rituals that
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cultures imbue with meaning, but do not remember. And neither are they necessarily
spurs to us remembering.27
Yet again, however, this style of criticism overlooks the nuance with which the terms “mediums
of memory” are used. To clarify from the outset, I am not arguing that monuments or buildings
themselves carry some type of inherent memory in their final constructed form. Rather, they
support the process of remembrance by communicating particular interpretations, frames, and
reference points to individuals, as members of collective social groups, in the present through
various techniques and strategies. Jay Winter’s definition of “memory” and “remembrance”—a
definition I follow in this dissertation—captures this notion of memory being produced,
constructed, and actively molded. According to Winter:
I use the term “remembrance” to describe a social process; “memory,” both individual
and collective, is its product. Remembrance is active and transitory; it has a beginning
and an end, an existence in space and time. Its very delimitation is its strength as a
heuristic device. Collective remembrance, the process of public recollection, is the act of
groups of people who gather bits and pieces of the past and join them together for a
public that will express and consume the constructed memory. What such groups create is
not merely a cluster of individual memories: the whole is greater than the sum of the
parts.28
Historical Background: The Slovenes in Carinthia
In Austria’s official collective remembrance practices of the Second World War, the persecution
of the Carinthian Slovenes and their participation in the Liberation Front has been overlooked. In
Carinthia’s, both of these phenomenon have been reinterpreted in order to marginalize
Carinthian Slovene contributions to the liberation of Austria from Nazism, to downplay
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Carinthians’ active participation in the Nazi project, to deflect Carinthian Slovene postwar
claims for redress and justice, and to disregard responsibilities relating to Slovene-language
rights anchored in Article 7 of the 1955 Austrian State Treaty.
Although the Carinthian Slovenes are one of Austria’s six officially protected
“autochthonous ethnic groups,” the belief that the Carinthian Slovenes are a foreign minority or
newcomer to the region is a trope in right-wing political discourse that is still prevalent today,
serving to call the legitimacy of the Carinthian Slovenes’ status as fellow Austrians into
question. This type of discourse does not only originate from the usual suspects, namely the
Kärntner Abwehrkämpferbund, the Ulrichsberggemeinschaft, the Kärntnerheimatdienst, and
other right-wing Heimatverbände in the state. It has also managed to linger in the respected
scholarship produced by more mainstream discourses from institutions as highly esteemed as the
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (USHMM) in Washington, D.C. The USHMM, for
example, has a collection of photos documenting the deportation of the Carinthian Slovenes in
during the Second World War. Under the photos, a description can be found that perpetuates this
narrative of the Slovenes being “new” to Austria. According to the museum:
…orders were issued by Himmler for the rapid deportation of Slovenes who had
emigrated [sic] to the region after the conclusion of the First World War. The
deportations were carried out in an effort to render the area formerly held by the
Habsburgs racially-pure…29
This description of the Carinthian Slovenes is simply inaccurate. A Slavic-speaking community
has existed in what is now called Carinthia for over 1,500 years. Slavic tribes settled the Jaun
(Jauntal/Podjuna), Rose (RosentalRož), and Gail (Gailtal/Ziljska dolina) valleys of the region as
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early as the second half of the sixth century.30 By the turn of the seventh century, the region then
known as Carantania (Karantanien/Karantanija) had been established with its administrative
area centered around the Austrian region known today as Zollfeld/Gosposvetsko polje).31 This
political entity is considered the oldest in the Slavic-speaking world.32
While the borders of Carantania shifted considerably over the centuries, the territory,
according to Lene Hansen, was “Three times the size of present-day Slovenia, [and] it stretched
into what is now Austria and Hungary and centered around what is today the Austrian province
of Carinthia.”33 Until the middle of the eighth century, when the Franks, under the leadership of
Charlemagne, gained control of the territory, Carantania remained an independent political
entity. Afterwards, the region became a march (a frontier district) in the Carolingian Empire. By
the late ninth century, limited documentary sources refer to this area as the Duchy of Carinthia.34
From 1335 until 1918, Carinthia, along with Carniola (Krain/Kranjska), was deemed a hereditary
land of the Habsburgs.35 In Figure 1 below (pg. 14), a map of Carantania in the seventh and
eighth centuries can be found. Figure 2 (pg. 14) is a map of today’s Austria with Carinthia
highlighted, while Figure 3 (pg. 15) is a map of Carinthia with the region of “southern Carinthia”
marked, the region today in which Carinthia Slovenes traditionally reside.
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Figure 1. Map of Carantania, seventh and eighth centuries.36
.

Figure 2. Map of Austria, Carinthia highlighted.37
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Figure 3. Map of Carinthia.
“Southern Carinthia” is considered to be the region below the green border, drawn in accordance with the
Minority School Law of 1959 (which gives families in this region the right to a public education in German and
Slovene). Since the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, this has been the region Carinthian Slovenes have
traditionally resided in.

Despite claims to the contrary, the region has been bilingual since at least the ninth
century, after the arrival of the Germanic-speaking Bavarians, and tensions and power
imbalances have existed ever since. Soon after the Bavarians arrived, a pattern developed:
Germanic-speaking inhabitants tended to occupy the main roads of the region and founded new
urban centers in Carinthia, while the Slavic-speaking peoples lived in the more remote
mountainous areas and worked the land. 38 This arrangement allowed German-speakers to
dominate the upper-levels of the social hierarchy in Carinthia. “If a Slovene peasant raised
himself on the social ladder,” according to Thomas Barker, “he entered a German
environment.”39 Over the centuries, this social dynamic supported what historians have called a
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form of “natural assimilation” on the part of the Slovene-speakers in the region.40 Particularly
during the modernization and industrialization process of the nineteenth century, the region
became more Germanized through economic developments. “This was not the result of
deliberate German national ambitions,” argues Tom Gullberg, “but the natural consequences of a
necessary adaptation to changing social circumstances. The crescendo in Slovene mobility, both
social and geographic, fostered greater contact with the German, rather than the Slovene, cultural
sphere.”41 This dynamic remained largely stable throughout the next millennium until the rise of
nationalist movements in the late nineteenth century.
With the arrival of the First World War, this delicate balance began to come under
pressure, and by the last months of the war, the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy was in turmoil.42
With the looming defeat of the Central Powers in 1918, the once multi-ethnic empire broke into
its constituent parts due to insurmountable political problems. In October 1918 in Vienna,
German parliamentarians of the Reichsrat of the monarchy created a new body, the
Nationalversammlung für Deutschösterreich (National Assembly of German-Austria). By the
end of the month, they had declared their independence from the monarchy and established an
independent state under the control of the Staatsrat (State Council). By mid-November 1918,
soon after Charles I had abdicated his throne, this group of parliamentarians declared that this
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new state, in a move that frightened the victorious Allied Powers, was to be an integral part of
the new German republic and be called Deutschösterreich (German Austria).43
The Allies, however, expressly forbid the joining of Austria with Germany at the Paris
Peace Conference—something which German-speaking parties across the Austrian political
spectrum clamored for—and a provision in the Treaty of St. Germain, signed between the Allies
and the new Austrian nation-state to officially end the war, expressly forbid Anschluss (union)
with Germany. No longer would this new Austrian state be called German-Austria. From 1919
onwards, it would be known as the Republic of Austria.44 Meanwhile, while these negotiations
were occurring in Vienna and Paris over the redrawing of the map of central Europe, other
independent states formed from the former Habsburg lands, including one on Austria’s new
southern border. This new state, the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes (Kraljevina Srbov,
Hravatov in Slovencev; hereafter, SHS), managed to unite the south Slavic peoples in one state
for the first time.45
Carinthia, a major part of the Habsburg lands since the fourteenth century, now found
itself caught between these two new states. Both Austria and the SHS state immediately laid
territorial claims to Carinthia after the end of the First World War. Although both states agreed
to let the so-called “Carinthian border question” be solved during negotiations at the Paris Peace
Conference, within weeks, SHS militiamen and soldiers made their way into the southern
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Slovene-speaking areas of Carinthia and occupied large parts of the province.46 By the spring of
1919, SHS troops had occupied Klagenfurt/Celovec, the Carinthian capital, and demanded
territorial concessions from Austria that amounted to about one-third of the province’s
population (or about 200,000 people).47
By the spring of 1919, only a few months after their troops had entered Austria, the SHS
state had largely succeeded in its military efforts to gain control of southern Carinthia. Soon,
however, the tide turned, and local Austrian militias initiated a counter-offensive that brought the
border conflict to a draw, with both sides occupying different pockets of the province. To
somehow solve this dilemma, Austria, the SHS state, and the Supreme Council of the Paris Peace
Conference (the French, British, American, and Italian heads of state) agreed, as part of the
Treaty of St. Germain, to hold a plebiscite in southern Carinthia to let the local inhabitants decide
to which state they wanted to belong. Articles 49-51 of the treaty, which went into effect
September 19, 1919, laid out the terms of the plebiscite. The first vote would be held in Zone A
(the SHS zone of occupation). If Zone A voted to join the SHS state, then a vote would then be
held in Zone B (which was considered the Austrian zone). The plebiscite was successfully held
the following year on October 10, 1920, and 96% of eligible voters participated.48 Although
there were twice as many Slovene speakers in Zone A of the plebiscite area, 22,025 people voted
to remain a part of Austria, while only 15,279 voted to join the SHS state. In other words, about
sixty percent of the population voted to join Austria, which means that about 12,000 Slovene
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speakers opted for Austria instead of the SHS state.49 In Figure 4 (pg. 20), a map of these
plebiscite zones can be found.
Why so many Slovene speakers voted to remain an ethnic minority in German-speaking
Austria instead of joining the new SHS state has been the subject of much scholarly debate.
Arnold Suppan points to several possible explanations, including locals’ desire for Carinthia to
remain an intact economic unit, the attractiveness of the new Austrian social welfare state (the
early years of Austrian politics were dominated by social democrats), regional Carinthian
patriotism, and effective Austrian propaganda. 50 Donald F. Reindl emphasizes economic
reasons, arguing that those Slovenes who voted to remain in Austria “no doubt looked at the wall
of the mountains towering to the south and the easy road to Klagenfurt to the north, and
pondered where they would sell their harvest in the future. Economic considerations...compelled
the Slovenians in the Plebiscite Zone to cast their votes for the new Austrian republic.”51 In
addition to pure economics, Nadja Danglmaier and Werner Koroschitz also highlight the
negative image of the SHS state in Carinthia—as a conservative, military monarchy—even
amongst Slovenes.52
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Figure 4. Map of Carinthian plebiscite zones, 1920.
In the map above, all of Carinthia is shown. In the regions dotted gray, no plebiscite was held. The Allies
gave the Kanaltal/Kanalska dolina to the Kingdom of Italy, while both Seeland/Jezersko and the
Mießtal/Mežiška dolina went to the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes.

Although in the weeks leading up to the plebiscite, Carinthia’s political leadership
promised the Slovenes that they would be able to retain their linguistic habits and rights in a
newly unified Carinthia, immediately after the votes were counted, Germanization of the region
was given the green light. To be sure, one could argue this was nothing new. The Carinthian
Slovenes had been under strong assimilatory pressures since at least the last third of the
nineteenth century.53 But the discriminatory policies authorized in the decade after the plebiscite
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reached a legal level not seen before.54 Instead of the slow, steady, economic assimilatory forces
that often governed life in Carinthia in the latter half of the nineteenth and early part of the
twentieth centuries, the Austrian government, hand-in-hand with German nationalist
organizations in Carinthia, enacted policies that used legal measures to force assimilation of their
Slovene minority. These policies crossed numerous areas of life in the province and affected
financial administration, language use, and education policy.
The shift in language policy occurred not just in Carinthia, but all over the new Austrian
state. During the times of the Habsburgs, Cisleithania—the Austrian part of the AustroHungarian Monarchy—never had one official language. It had nine. Under the Habsburgs,
language policy had been governed by the Ausgleich of 1867 (the Austro-Hungarian
Compromise), which protected minority rights in a wide range of activities, including in
education.55 German speakers, in other words, were but one language group among many, and
were actually overwhelmingly outnumbered by Slavic speakers.56 Once the first republic came
into existence, however, this power dynamic shifted, and German became the official language
of the state, while Slovene was relegated to a minority one on the country’s southern periphery.57
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Of course, Slovenes—along with the rest of Austria’s recognized ethnic minorities—had clear
legal protections in their new state. Articles 63 and 66-69, Section V, of the Treaty of SaintGermain laid out the obligations required of the new Austrian state in regards to its minorities,
including a right to be taught in a minority language. Article 149 of the Bundesverfassungsgesetz
of 1920 (Federal Constitutional Law) offered similar protections. Nonetheless, mass
discrimination against Slovenes occurred in Carinthia throughout the 1920s, and these legal
protections were only ever partially enacted.58
Slovenes, particularly those who had voted to join the SHS state in the 1920 plebiscite,
were denied jobs and harassed. Bilingual topographical signs were removed and the official
language became German.59 According to Robert Knight, “Police and civil servants, including
teachers, were to ensure that Slovene speakers who had voted for Yugoslavia were ‘educated’ to
become loyal members of a German province.”60 The position of Arthur Lemisch, the provincial
governor of Carinthia until 1921, perhaps best illustrates the active Germanization policies of the
Austrian government towards its Slovene minority.
Nur ein Menschenalter haben wir Zeit, diese Verführten zum Kärntnertum
zurückzuführen; in der Lebensdauer einer Generation muss das Erziehungswerk
vollendet sein. [...] Haus, Schule und Kirche müssen sich am Heilungswerk
beteiligen. [...] Ohne Druck und ohne Künsteleien, nach Kärntner Gebräuchen,
muss auch dieses Kärntner Werk vollbracht werden. [...] Die Kultur des deutschen
Volkes hat Kärnten zur südlichen Mark gemacht, die Kultur Mitteleuropas
gegenüber südlicher Hyperkultur soll es und wird es auch schaffen, mitzuhelfen,
dass Kärnten ungeteilt bleibt. Mit deutscher Kultur und Kärntner Gemütlichkeit
wollen wir, wenn Schule und Kirche das ihre tun, in einem Menschenalter die uns
vorgesteckte Arbeit geleistet haben.61
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These attitudes had repercussions. In the immediate aftermath of the plebiscite, Slovene
associations that organized cultural meetings and events were pressured into closing. 62
Organizations such as Kärntner Bodenvermittlungsstelle (a real estate brokerage company)
purchased Slovene-owned farms in the area and provided funding for ethnic Germans to settle in
their place, which incentivized a form of German homesteading of the region.63 By 1933, this
had led to 196 Slovene-owned properties being sold to Germans in the region.64
To understand why this pressure to assimilate increased so dramatically in the aftermath
of the plebiscite, one has to consider how the armed conflict between Austria and the SHS
state—known in German historiography and popular memory as the Abwehrkampf (defensive
struggle) and in Slovene as the Boj za severno mejo (the fight for the northern border)—and the
ensuing plebiscite of 1920 were remembered and interpreted in the ensuing decade. For Germans
in Carinthia, memory of the Abwehrkampf was immediately recognized as playing a unifying
role in a border province against the “Slavic threat” to the south.65
This narrative focused on the heroism and courage of the Carinthian militia volunteers
(the Abwehrkämpfer, 270 of which lost their lives in the conflict), while those Slovenes that
fought for the SHS state or supported its goals were considered traitors to the new Austrian
republic.66 Carinthian unity, writes Robert Knight, “now seemed sealed by the bloodshed in the
cause and the defenders of the border had defied the odds stacked against them to overcome the
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indifference to the outside world…the final outcome—the maintenance of Carinthian unity—
could therefore be interpreted as a triumph of Carinthian military valour. The values of the ‘front
experience’ became part of a quasi-religious redemptive event.”67
The plebiscite, too, was remembered in this fashion. As Weinmann argues, the plebiscite
itself was seen not just as a vote to remain an integral part of the new Austrian state, but also as a
vote “für die deutsche Kultur, für das Deutschtum.”68 When seen in this light, then, a vote to join
the SHS state was deemed not just a vote to join a new country, but a vote for “Slavdom.”
October 10, the day the plebiscite was held, soon became the new Carinthian state holiday. Even
today, one hundred years after the conflict, the Abwehrkampf still plays a controversial role in
Carinthia’s memory culture.69 Both of these currents—official discriminatory policies, hand in
hand with popular perceptions of the Abwehrkampf and the plebiscite—contributed to the
immense pressure the Slovene minority was under in the 1920s.
Yet, from the perspective of German nationalists, were these efforts successful? Did
forced assimilation achieve the results that earlier, “natural” assimilation had not?
Although scholars have pointed out the pitfalls of relying too heavily on census records
from the Habsburg era, these records provide us with a broad estimate of how many Slovene
speakers lived in Carinthia over time.70 In 1880, in the Habsburg’s first census, an estimated
85,000 Slovene speakers lived in Carinthia, making up about one-third of the population. In
1923, just three years after the plebiscite was held, there were only 34,000 people who admitted
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to using Slovene as their Umgangssprache (colloquial language).71 Germanization, then, seemed
to be slowly achieving its goal of removing Slovene from Carinthia already by the middle of the
1920s.
These policies continued into the 1930s. Although Carinthia had proved to be fertile
ground for the early growth of Nazism in the country—the Nazi party had already entered the
Carinthian state parliament by 1921—the persecution of the Slovenes did not occur immediately
after the Anschluss in March 1938, as the Nazis wanted to be sure of countrywide support for the
annexation.72 In the lead up to the referendum on the Anschluss—which occurred a month after
the act itself, making what was de facto, de jure—leaders of the Slovene community, including
Franc Petak and Joško Tischler, not only supported the new National Socialist regime, but also
actively advocated for Slovenes to support the referendum for annexation. When the referendum
was held in April 1938, Slovenes, in the end, supported it as ardently as any other group in
Austria. “Whether this was naive, opportunistic or merely desperate, it clearly underestimated
the flexibility—or incoherence—of Nazi ideology,” writes Knight, “which could easily
encompass both racial dimensions and the coercive assimilation of those who, on other
occasions, were deemed racially inferior.”73 After the referendum was held, though, it became
clear that Nazi racial policy, while not as hostile as it would be towards Austria’s Jews, would
nevertheless have little room for Slavs living within the new territories of the Reich. According
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to Valentin Sima, these policies, which slowly radicalized as the war progressed, can be divided
into three phases.74
In the first phase (1938-1941), policy in Carinthia was characterized largely by a
continuation of the Germanization efforts that had been laid in the 1920s. 75 Unlike the
experience of Austrian Jews, the Slovenes were initially left with the small hope that they could
survive through assimilation. During these three years, Nazi policy was generally directed at
limiting Slovene language use in public administration and in the education system. As early as
the fall of 1939, for instance, Slovene-language instruction in the dual-language schools of
Carinthia was banned.76 Moreover, the oldest Slovene-language publishing house, Hermagoras
Verein/Mohorjeva družba (founded in 1852), which had (and still has) a branch in
Klagenfurt/Celovec, was banned.77 Although a limited number of leading Slovene priests and
intellectuals were arrested during this time, German policy remained restrained in Carinthia
largely for two reasons. A sizable German minority (an estimated 500,000 people) lived in the
Kingdom of Yugoslavia during this time and, perhaps more importantly, Hitler, in the early
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stages of the war, was still trying to bring Yugoslavia into the war on the side of the Axis
powers.78
On April 6, 1941, though, these international dynamics shifted. With the Axis invasion of
Yugoslavia—the Germans invaded from the north, the Italians from the west, the Hungarians
and Bulgarians from the east—these constraints were removed, and the second phase (19411942) began. 79 During this time, discriminatory policies against the Carinthian Slovenes
increased dramatically. With the defeat of Yugoslavia, Nazi policy made less and less of a
difference between the Carinthian Slovenes and those Slovenes living the newly occupied
northern regions of Yugoslavia of Lower Styria (Untersteiermark/Spodnja Štajerska) and
Carniola (Krain/Kranjska).80 “After the collapse of Yugoslavia in April 1941,” writes Maurice
Williams, “there had been little need to act cautiously and the Nazis had escalated their program
to germanize and assimilate.” 81 In addition to the continued targeting of leading Slovene
intellectuals, this phase was also characterized by its attempts to limit all public displays and use
of Slovene in public.82 The Slowenischer Kulturverband/Slovenska prosvetna zveza (Slovene
Cultural Association) was soon deemed illegal, and the use of Slovene within religious
institutions was also banned. For those Slovenes who could not be Germanized (or refused to
be), deportation became the solution. These deportations began in the spring of 1942, when
78
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Heinrich Himmler’s directive to deport the Slovenes to make room for new German settlers from
the Val Canale region (Kanaltal/Kanalska dolina) of northern Italy was put into motion.
The third stage (1942-1945) consisted of mass deportation and terror. On April 14 and
15, 1942, as described in the opening to this chapter, 221 Slovene families were rounded up by
local police and taken to a collection camp outside of Klagenfurt/Celovec. 917 of these
individuals would eventually be deported to various camps in Germany. While this third stage
saw the largest single deportation and planned action against the Carinthian Slovenes during the
war, the local population was continuously terrorized by arrests, torture, executions, and
individual deportations up until the final days of the war. While various forms of resistance to
Nazi policies began as early as 1940 in southern Carinthia, armed, politically organized
resistance did not occur until the summer of 1942.83 The mass deportation of April 1942 was the
catalyst for many Slovenes to join the partisan units of the Liberation Front operating around the
Karawank mountain range that separates southern Carinthia (Austria) from northern Carniola
(Slovenia).84
In response to the Axis invasion of Yugoslavia on April 6, 1941, the Liberation Front was
founded in Ljubljana (Slovenia) on April 27.85 The Liberation Front’s political program was
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clear from the outset, which, as I show in my analysis of Carinthian official memory in chapter
two, was one of the reasons its legacy could be delegitimized in the postwar period.86 As part of
the wider communist-led resistance movement throughout Yugoslavia, it first aimed to defeat the
occupying

forces

and

their

collaborators.

Through

“neizprosna

oborožena

akcija”

(uncompromising armed struggle), the Slovene lands—that is, where Slovene-speakers lived
(parts of Austria, Italy, and Hungary)—would not only be liberated from invaders, but finally be
united into one Slovene nation.87 The program also outlined what would happen after the war.
Slovenia would be governed by the Liberation Front on the principles of “ljudska demokracija”
(people’s democracy) as part of a federated, socialist Yugoslavia.
The Liberation Front began to send activists across the Karawanken mountain range and
into southern Carinthia by the summer of 1942. Two years later, the Liberation Front had around
900 partisans operating in the region. To be sure, not all Slovenes living in Carinthia joined the
resistance. 15,000 are estimated to have served in the Wehrmacht, with 3,000 having died in it.88
Yet by the end of the war, approximately 3,000 partisans had fought in southern Carinthia and
around 1,000 had been Carinthian Slovenes.89 The Liberation Front, moreover, found widespread
support amongst the civilian population of the region, primarily (but not exclusively) from
Slovenes.

As Brigitte Entner explains, those who did not join the armed partisan groups
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supported them through various other means, for example, by providing them food and medicine,
but also by acting as couriers of important information. Women and children, due to their ability
to move much more openly in public, played a critical role in the resistance network as well.90
The Liberation Front is widely considered by historians to be the most successful armed
resistance group that operated within the territory of the German Reich during the war. Due to
the effectiveness of the Liberation Front’s attacks (on personnel and infrastructure), an estimated
10,000 German soldiers and police (the size of a division) were tied down in the region and
could not be deployed elsewhere in Europe.91 Moreover, the Liberation Front was able to inflict
upwards of 500 casualties on German forces, appropriate material that would have been shipped
throughout the Reich (e.g., agricultural products, cattle), provide much-needed intelligence to the
Allies, and rescue Allied pilots shot down over the region.92 According to Peter Pirker, the
Liberation front was even able to inflict “presumably the only military defeat inflicted on
Wehrmacht and SS units by partisans within the borders of the Third Reich” at the Battle of Črna
na Koroškem in August 1944.93 Due to all of these factors, the Slovene resistance, in Robert
Knight’s words, “was the most effective military challenge to Nazi rule within the territory of the
Reich.”94 This conclusion is also shared by various historians, including Tim Kirk,95 Marian
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Linasi, 96 and Wolfgang Neubebauer, 97 the former director of Documentation Center of the
Austrian Resistance in Vienna.
The last days of the war, however, brought new conflict to Carinthia. Memories of the
Abwehrkampf were recreated during this final stage of the war to mobilize support for the
embattled Nazi regime. Friedrich Rainer, the Gauleiter of Carinthia who had managed to hold
onto power until as late as May 7, 1945, called for the “Abwehrkämpferidee” to defend against
the Slavic “bandits” that were crossing the border into Carinthia again.98 Unlike 1918, though, it
was not only troops from Yugoslavia that were crossing the border, but also British ones. Both
Allied armies entered the streets of Klagenfurt/Celovec on May 8, 1945, the Yugoslavs only a
few hours behind their British counterparts. 99 A tense standoff between the two armies ensued
until the end of May when Tito, the commander of Yugoslav forces, withdrew under pressure
from both the Western Allies and the Soviet Union, leaving the British army as the sole
occupation authority in Carinthia until 1955.100
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In the ensuing weeks, both armies began arresting former Nazi party functionaries.101
263 Carinthians were arrested by the Oddelek za zaščito naroda (Department of People’s
Protection; OZNA), the Yugoslav intelligence service, and brought to Yugoslavia.102 106 of
these were released or escaped arrest, and 59 eventually were returned to Austria. 98 are still
missing and are assumed to have been executed in Yugoslavia without trial.103 These arrests took
place in the wider context of the mass repatriations that occurred in southern Carinthia in May of
1945. In the fields around Bleiburg/Pliberk, the British army repatriated tens of thousands of
Nazi-allied collaborationist soldiers (Croatian Ustaša and Domobranstvo, Slovene Domobranci,
and Serbian and Montenegrin Četniks) and civilian refugees back to Yugoslavia.104 Thousands of
Cossacks, too, who had fought in Croatia on the side of the Germans, were also stationed in this
part of Austria and were repatriated to the Soviet Union.105 While the exact number of those
affected is still hotly debated, an estimated 70,000 of those repatriated were subsequently
executed in various locations around northern Slovenia by the OZNA and the Korpus narodne
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odbrane Jugoslavije (People’s Defense Corps of Yugoslavia; KNOJ), the Yugoslav army’s
intelligence service responsible for internal security in liberated territories during the war.106
In addition to these repatriations, arrests, and executions, Yugoslavia also demanded
large territorial concessions from the defeated Austrians after the war, amounting to 2,600 square
kilometers (an area in which 180,000 people lived).107 In the aftermath of the war, this became
an concern amongst German-speaking southern Carinthians, who, as Josef Rausch points out,
were reminded of the SHS state’s territorial claims a generation earlier after the end of the First
World War. 108 These territorial demands, though, also became a major sticking point between
Liberation Front activists—who continually agitated for border revisionism—and the new British
occupation authorities, as the Western Allies had rejected any calls for a shift of the southern
border in the 1943 Moscow Declaration.109 Although the British and the Slovene partisans had
been allied during the war, the wartime working relationship soon dissipated. Carinthian
denazification was only ever carried out half-heartedly. 110 During the early years of the
occupation, moreover, the British banned the Liberation Front’s publications, spontaneously
enacted search warrants of houses sympathetic to its activities, closed border crossings into
Yugoslavia, and even arrested Karel Prušnik-Gašper, the secretary of the Pokrajinski odbor
106
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Osvobodilne fronte (Regional Committee of the Liberation Front), in 1947 for criticizing the
British occupation authorities during the unveiling ceremony of the Monument to the
International Struggle against Fascism in Völkermart/Velikovec (a monument I will examine in
chapter two).111
Victory for the Yugoslav army, and for the Carinthian Slovenes who had actively
supported the Liberation Front, was soon overshadowed by these two events, both of which
formed the foundation for Carinthia’s postwar official memory culture in relation to the Second
World War. For the estimated 1,000 Carinthian Slovenes who fought with the Liberation Front—
and the 145 that died—it would be local organizations from the Slovene community itself, not
the Austrian state, that would commemorate the sacrifices made on the country’s behalf during
the war.112 As I will show below, Austrian official memory was dominated by an interpretation
of the past that allowed it to dodge any responsibility for its role in the war. Within this
paradigm—the so-called Opfermythos (victim myth)—little room was made for competing
vernacular memories of the past that called into question this official interpretation of the war.
Austrian Official Memory in the Postwar Period
On August 19, 1945, three months after the Second World War had finally reached its end, a
memorial to the 17,000 Red Army soldiers killed during the battle for Vienna was unveiled on
Schwarzenbergplatz, a square right off of Vienna’s historic Ringstraße. During the ceremony,
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Leopold Figl, who would soon become Austria’s first postwar chancellor, outlined Austria’s
experience of the war to the crowd.
Sieben Jahre schmachtete das österreichische Volk unter dem Hitlerbarbarismus. Sieben
Jahre wurde das österreichische Volk unterjocht und unterdrückt, kein freies Wort der
Meinung, kein Bekenntnis zu einer Idee war möglich, brutaler Terror und Gewalt
zwangen die Menschen zu blindem Untertanentum.113
A similar position was taken by the Carinthian state government. In 1945, the government
released a brochure, Kärnten—ein Problem?, which described the persecution of the Carinthian
Slovenes druing the war in the following manner.
Was der Nationalsozialismus den Menschen slowenischer Zunge in Kärnten
angetan hat, gehört nicht in den Verantwortungskreis des alten oder neuen Österreich. Es
ist, so verdammenswert es auch erscheint, nicht um ein Quäntchen mehr als das, was andere
aufrechte Gegner dieses Regimes deutscher Zunge erdulden mussten.114
Although Figl’s comment and the government’s brochure both seem blatantly self-exculpatory
today, in the years following the war, Austria’s official memory was dominated by this
interpretation of events, or the idea that Austria was the first country to fall to Nazi aggression.
Although plenty of scholarly ink has been spilled describing the various tenets of the victim
myth over the years, Heidemarie Uhl’s summary best encapsulates it. According to Uhl:
In March 1938 Austria was occupied and annexed by Germany against its will; it was
liberated in April/May 1945 by Austrian resistance fighters and the Allies. The years
between 1938 and 1945 were described as a period of foreign rule and, as far as Austria’s
role and participation in the war was concerned, these were portrayed as a period of
resistance and persecution, of the nation’s fight for its liberation.115
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75 years after the collapse of the Third Reich, this interpretation of Austria’s role in the Second
World War is no longer considered a tenable political or academic position. Over the last three
decades, a broad, interdisciplinary and international consensus has developed, which, while
acknowledging that Austria was indeed invaded by Nazi Germany on March 12, 1938, firmly
asserts that the Austrian postwar emphasis on victimhood allowed scholars to overlook Austrian
mass support for the Anschluss, the absence of an Austrian-wide resistance movement, and the
over-representation of Austrians’ participation in Holocaust-related crimes.116 Indeed, as Matti
Bunzl concludes, “the majority of the Austrian population never perceived National Socialist
state as a foreign regime and that the end of war was seen predominantly as a defeat rather than
liberation from a foreign yoke.”117
The Austrians, however, did not invent the “Austria-as-first-victim” narrative on their
own, nor was it created with Figl’s speech or Carinthia’s brochure. According to most historians,
the victim myth actually has its origins in the 1943 Moscow Declaration, a document that
outlined Allied policy goals for the postwar period and referred to Austria as the first free
country to fall to Nazi aggression. Although it has been shown that the declaration was originally
designed as a tool of Allied propaganda meant to ignite a revolt inside Austria to quicken
Germany’s defeat, Austrian politicians immediately incorporated the language of victimhood
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into Austria’s formal Declaration of Independence from Germany on April 27, 1945.118 In
Austria’s first postwar parliamentary elections seven months later, a Grand Coalition was formed
and the victim myth became the “foundation stone for independent Austrian statehood” that all
political parties cultivated during the Allied occupation period (1945-1955). 119 It became what
Günter Bischoff calls the “principal pillar” of Austria’s identity over the ensuing decades.120
From 1955 until 1986, the year of the “Waldheim Affair”—the international controversy
surrounding the disclosure of Austrian presidential candidate Kurt Waldheim’s service as an
intelligence officer for the Wehrmacht in the Balkans during the Second World War—the victim
myth was not only remarkably stable in the official realm, but it also successfully marginalized
competing narratives of Austria’s role in the Second World War.121
Certainly, the victim myth’s hold has loosened since the mid-1980s, and Austria’s official
memory is no longer characterized solely by denying the country’s role in National Socialism.
Since the Waldheim Affair, often seen as a “turn” in Austrian official memory debates, there has
been a fundamental shift in how Austria, at the national political level, engages with its National
Socialist past.122 With chancellor Franz Vranitzky’s speech to the Nationalrat in 1991, in which
he officially acknowledged Austria’s role in the war, a whole host of policies have been enacted
aimed at reconciliation and restitution, including the establishment of the Nationalfonds der
118
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Republik Österreich für Opfer des Nationalsozialismus (National Fund of the Republic of
Austria for the Victims of National Socialism) in 1995 and the Historikerkommission (Historical
Commission) in 1998, and more recently, easing the process for the descendants of those who
fled Austria to become naturalized Austrian citizens.123 Since 2000, moreover, the prominent
Mahnmal für die 65.000 ermordeten österreichischen Juden und Jüdinnen der Shoah (Memorial
to Austrian Jews Murdered in the Holocaust) has been located in the middle of Judenplatz in
Vienna, and the organization Steine der Erinnerung (Stones of Memory) has laid Stolpersteine
(stumbling stones) throughout Vienna since 2005 with the support of the city government.124 As
Peter Pirker et al. argue:
With respect to memorialization, hundreds of prominent and smaller monuments,
plaques, street signs, and pavement stones addressing anti-Semitic violence against Jews,
eugenic violence against patients of psychiatric hospitals, military violence against
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disobedient Wehrmacht soldiers, and in remembrance of other victims of Nazi
persecution can now be found in the streets of Vienna.125
Yet however much has changed regarding Austria’s official stance towards remembering the
Second World War and the Holocaust at the national political level and in Vienna, the vernacular
memory of Carinthian Slovene persecution and resistance has still been unable to become
incorporated into Austria’s official memory culture, particularly its variant in Carinthia.
To be clear, the Carinthian Slovene community is not a homogeneous social group with
the same political goals, values, or interpretations of the past. As William E. Sanford puts it,
Carinthian Slovenes are “highly integrated into mainstream [Austrian] society, and they are
divided in the political arena just as the ethnic-German majority is.”126 Moreover, there is also a
split within the community between what Daniel Wutti calls the “bewusste Slowenen/zavedni
Slovenci” (conscious Slovenes) and those that have assimilated into the German-speaking
majority society.127 Valentin Sima has drawn a similar parallel in his study about the persecution
of Slovenes during the Nazi era in Carinthia, one that is still helpful in how to conceptualize the
heterogeneity of the group today. According to Sima:
Wenn in diesem Beitrag von “Slowenen” die Rede ist, dann sind damit meist
“nationalbewußte Slowenen” gemeint und nicht generell Slowenischsprachige bzw.
Personen slowenischer Muttersprache oder Herkunft. Es ist in diesem Zusammenhang
anzumerken, daß die tägliche Kommunikationssprache im heute gemischtsprachigen
Gebiet zu jener Zeit noch großteils oder zur Gänze slowenisch war, während nur ein Teil
der Slowenischsprachigen sich als “Slowenen” deklarierte. Neben den nationalbewußten
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Slowenen, deren überwiegende Mehrheit politisch als christlich-konservativ
charakterisiert werden kann, gab es national eher indifferente Sozialdemokraten und
meist sehr “deutsch-betone” slowenischsprachige Landbündler bzw. Anhänger des
deutschnationalen Lagers. […] Die NS-Verfolgungsmaßnahmen richteten sich
hauptsächlich gegen den “nationalbewußten” Teil der Slowenen, gegen deren
Institutionen, führende Persönlichkeiten und “uneinsichtige” Einzelne.128
Throughout the postwar period, the events of the Second World War were also interpreted
differently by various Carinthian Slovene organizations and their accompanying publications,
largely due to the communist orientation of the partisan resistance. While left-leaning
organizations and their periodicals published accounts of the partisans resistance, persecution,
and failures of denazification immediately after the war ended, right-leaning, predominately
Catholic, ones tended to foreground anti-communist themes, reduce the Carinthian Slovene
experience of war only to the deportations, or simply ignore the resistance.129
This left/right ideological split has been central to the politically organized Carinthian
Slovene community since 1949. In that year, two opposing political organizations were formed,
the left-leaning Demokratische Front des werktätigen Volkes/Demokratična fronta delovnega
ljudstva (Democratic Front of Working People)—renamed the Zentralverband slowenischer
Organisationen/Zveza slovenskih organizacija (Main Association of Slovene Organizations) in
1955—and the right-leaning, Catholic oriented Rat der Kärntner Slowenen/Narodni svet
koroških Slovencev (National Council of Carinthian Slovenes).130 While these are the two main
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Slovene organizations in Carinthia today, there are various, smaller associations operating in the
region as well.131
These political distinctions amongst the Carinthian Slovenes are important to keep in
mind. But, as more recent research points out, the persecution and resistance of Slovenes during
the Second World War have now become key components of Carinthian Slovene memories of
the past, regardless of political orientation. As Lisa Rettl puts it, “Widerstand und Verfolgung
von Minderheitsangehörigen gehören...zum fixen Bestandteil aller kärntner-slowenischen
Vergagenheitsnarrative.”132 Daniel Wutti, based on group interviews with students from both the
Slovene gymnasium in Klagenfurt/Celovec and from schools in Slovenia, comes to a similar
conclusion. As his interviews reveal, Carinthian Slovenes “unterscheiden sich von der
Mehrheitsgesellschaft in Österreich insbesondere durch ihre eindeutige Selbtskonzeption als
Opfer des Nationalsozialismus” and that memory of the Second World war “wird unter den
Kärntner SlowenInnen auch im Jahr 2014 noch tatsächlich hoch gehalten.”133 Now that this
historical overview has been provided and I have clarified my terminology, let me explain the
structure of the rest of the dissertation.
Dissertation Outline
In chapter two of this dissertation, I interrogate several “sites of memory” in southern Carinthia.
The concept of a site of memory, developed by Pierre Nora in his seven-volume on French
collective memory and history, has been extremely influential within Memory Studies, with
131
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scholars not only applying his national framework of memory to other countries, but they have
also broadened its scope to include a range of other “sites,” including kitchens, the professional
wrestler Rikidoōzan, and UEFA soccer matches. 134 This terminological flexibility, while
enabling an incredible amount of varied research to be conducted that examines the phenomenon
of collective memory, has also led to theoretical and terminological confusion when applied too
broadly. Back in 1998, Tony Judt, in what is perhaps still the best overview of Nora’s project and
the concept of a site of memory, had already commented on this imprecision: “It is hard to think
of anything—any word, place, name, event, or idea—that could not qualify. As one foreign
commentator observed, ‘By the end, the foreign reader loses the thread. Is there anything that
isn’t a ‘lieu de mémoire‘?’”135
Due to this, I use the term much more narrowly throughout this dissertation, particularly
in chapter two. Following recent approaches from scholars who explore the memorialization of
war and violence from the two World Wars, I understand the term to refer to be what Jay Winter
calls “physical sites of memory where commemorative acts take place.” 136 These sites of
memory, as Jenny Wüstenberg explains, are “physical and purposely built manifestations of
134
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memory in public space.”137 These sites of memory can take on various forms and covers, among
other things, “museums, monuments, commemorative plaques, art installations, [and] signs with
historical information...”138 I view these sites of memory as forming a unique “landscape of
remembrance” in southern Carinthia. By adopting approaches developed by American-based
critical geographers, moreover, I explore this landscape, concentrating on the interaction between
the vernacular Peršmanhof (a local farm that has been turned into a museum and memorial) and
official markers of memory throughout the region.
The tangible material and objects that make up these sites of memory, however, are only
one side of the region’s landscape of remembrance. A landscape, as the geographer Richard
Schein argues, is also “about intervention, about promising the possibility for human action in
order to change the status quo.”139 In chapter three, by relying on semi-structured expert
interviews with memory activists from the region, I examine this other side of the landscape of
remembrance to explore how local activist organizations use the landscape to activate the
region’s heritage as a political resource for today. Through various pedagogical initiatives, these
activist organizations not only use the landscape to teach visitors about the legacies and
consequences of National Socialism in the region, but they also use it to spark a new political
awareness in them.
Then, in chapter four, I turn to literature and offer a close reading of Maja Haderlap’s
2011 novel, Engel des Vergessens, which not only won various German-language literature
awards (e.g., Ingeborg Bachmann Prize), but was also one of the first German-language novels to
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thematize the persecution and resistance of Carinthian Slovenes during the war to become widely
successful. Relying on various theories of memory developed by literary scholars, I analyze her
novel for its literary representations of both communicative and cultural memory.140 In order to
place Haderlap in a larger postwar Austrian literary context, however, I also explore how literary
scholars, since the late 1980s, have conceptualized postwar Austrian literature. Long perceived
as having been “apolitical” in contrast to their (West) German counterparts, I demonstrate that
Austrian postwar writers, even in the early postwar period (1945-1966), have consistently written
about political topics and have been concerned with the legacies and lingering attitudes of
National Socialism in the country.141 In addition to providing a fuller picture of the Austrian
literary scene after the war, I also give an overview of how Carinthian Slovene postwar authors
have written about National Socialism, the deportations of Carinthian Slovenes during the war,
and the partisan resistance.
The structure of this dissertation reflects the story of memory I want to tell. I begin by
exploring the hidden, remote memorials that dot the southern Carinthian countryside. These
memorials, largely built by those with first-hand experience of the war, communicate a memory
of Carinthian Slovene heroism and martyrdom in the face of Carinthia’s official hostility to it
and thus affirm the experiences of persecution and resistance. These aesthetically simple
structures have been sites of mourning for the Carinthian Slovenes throughout the postwar period
and continue to support heroic memories for survivors and descendants. The Peršmanhof
140
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Museum, curated by individuals without direct contact to the war and largely from outside of the
Carinthian Slovene community, frames the history of persecution and resistance for both local
and outside visitors from multiple perspectives. By juxtaposing these memorials and monuments
with the museum, I show both the advantages and constraints these mediums have at their
disposal when expressing vernacular memories of the past.
My interviews with local memory activists in the subsequent chapter, however, uncover
the more complicated nature of these sites of memory in the twenty-first century. Activists use
these sites in a multitude of ways: from telling stories and offering tours of the past, to offering
seminars and organizing lectures about the present. As I demonstrate, although these activists’
approaches to cultivating a vernacular memory culture diverge from one another at times, they
all described Carinthia’s landscape of memory as still being “fractured,” or being organized by
ethnic group belonging and language.142
Haderlap’s Engel des Vergessens, finally, shows that it is indeed possible for a vernacular
memory of the Second World War to make inroads into the literary landscape of Austria. While
Carinthian Slovenes’ literary engagement with National Socialism had been largely overlooked
throughout the postwar period in Austria, Haderlap’s highly acclaimed novel marks a significant
shift between the vernacular and the official. Not only did she win various awards from the
Austrian state, but she was also granted significant rhetorical space in Carinthia to address issues
of language, belonging, and memory in official settings. By integrating Slovene into her
predominately German-language novel and crafting a complex, multi-generational story about
the legacies of persecution and resistance in the region, Haderlap, moreover, offers a narrative of
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the past that is not based exclusively on ethnicity or language and, in her own way, complements
the work of the memory activists presented in chapter three.
My relation to the landscape of remembrance described in this dissertation is
multifaceted. As a scholar trained in cultural and literary studies, I approach Haderlap’s novel,
my interview partners’ statements, and the various sites of memory as texts that can be analyzed,
critiqued, and otherwise explored through close readings. Over the year I spent in the field, the
vernacular memory cultivated in the region became something that was not only fascinating to
me, but something that I became sympathetic to and wanted to support in my writing of this
dissertation. However, I also approach this topic as a scholar—not a memory activist—and I
negotiate these feelings of respect with critical analysis throughout the next three chapters.
This dissertation adds to the scholarly literature on the collective remembrance of the
Second World War in postwar Austria in several ways. First and foremost, by exploring the
various and complex strategies the Carinthian Slovene community has adopted for creating,
maintaining, and adapting a vigorous vernacular memory culture, I reveal how an ethnic
minority remembers a marginalized past in a hostile official memory culture. 143 As I
demonstrate, literature can be written that navigates traumatic histories and provides space to
marginalized voices within its pages. Monuments and memorials can be constructed that activate
heroic discourses about the past. Museums can be designed that are simultaneously places of
pedagogy and sites of mourning. Activists, too, can hold seminars and events that not only
commemorate the past, but that also use it as a tool to forge a more just present.
By bringing all of these mediums into one dissertation, I offer an interdisciplinary
approach and cross-media analysis to Carinthian Slovene remembrance practices of the Second
143
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World War, something that has not been done to date. More generally, foregrounding
remembrance practices in southern Carinthia adds a new, regional perspective to our
understanding of postwar Austrian collective memory, which has usually been explored from a
national or Vienna-centered perspective.144 Furthermore, by illuminating Carinthian Slovene
vernacular memory, I add to the burgeoning research on how the war (and its aftermath) has
been remembered in the “Alps-Adriatic Region”—the borderlands between Austria, Italy, and
Slovenia—which has shown the memory of the war is often fractured between various ethnic and
language groups, a phenomenon that still exists in southern Carinthia as well.145 In addition, this
dissertation, on a more theoretical level, questions memory scholars’ recent emphasis on
transnational memory frameworks, particularly for European memories of the Second World
War.146 By advocating too heavily for the transnationalization of memory cultures (often in a
normative manner), these approaches often overlook the competitive dynamics of national
memory cultures, particularly, as my fieldwork in southern Carinthia shows, when multiple
incompatible memories of the same event exist. By focusing on the process of remembrance in
literature and at physical, local sites of memory—the visible, tangible locations of persecution
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and resistance during the war—I demonstrate that dynamics of collective memory in southern
Carinthia continue to remain locally anchored.
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Chapter Two.
The Southern Carinthian Landscape of Remembrance
“The landscape is certainly beautiful around here. But without their stories, that’s all it is.”
- Zdravko Haderlap

Jay Winter, in his introduction to Sites of Memory, Sites of Mourning, draws a connection
between memory and landscape in his analysis of memorials from the First World War.
Remembrance is part of the landscape. Anyone who walks through northern France or
Flanders will find traces of the terrible, almost unimaginable, human losses of the war,
and of efforts to commemorate the fallen. War memorials dot the countryside, in cities,
towns, and villages, in market squares, churchyards, schools, and obscure corners of
hillsides and fields.1
While perhaps not as obvious as in certain parts of France and Belgium, fragments of a violent
past have also left their mark on the landscape of southern Carinthia. These marks, of course, are
no longer visible through physical evidence of war. 75 years after the Nazis capitulated to the
Allies, the remains of war are almost completely absent from the region. If one knows where to
look, however, symbolic traces of war—monuments, memorials, gravestones, and historical
markers, what Norbert Fischer terms “objects of remembrance”—can still be uncovered.2 These
traces, often tucked away in the small towns and valleys south of the Drau/Drava river, form
what I call in this chapter a “landscape of remembrance” that is remarkably different than what
one finds in the rest of Austria. This unique landscape of remembrance stems from the presence
of one of Austria’s officially recognized national minorities, the Carinthian Slovenes, who were
at the center of two critical events in Carinthian twentieth-century history: the Abwehrkampf
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after the First World War and the partisan resistance that occurred in the region during the
Second World War.3
Since the end of the Second World War, this latter event, still largely unknown outside
the region or to non-specialists, has been commemorated with various memorials, known
colloquially as Partisanendenkmäler/partizanski spomeniki (partisan memorials). In contrast to
state-sponsored monuments built to commemorate the Allied victory in the Second World War—
for example, in Budapest, Berlin, Sofia, or Vienna by the Soviets, or, more recently, in
Washington, D.C. by the Americans—these partisan memorials were constructed at the behest of
local individuals, what Jay Winter calls “fictive kinship groups,” based in the Carinthian Slovene
community.4 In the years immediately following the war, the Liberation Front played a critical
role in these commemorative activities. Once the Liberation Front disbanded in 1949, other
advocacy

groups,

in

particular

the

veterans’

organization

Verband der Kärntner

Partisanen/Zveza koroških partizanov (the Alliance of Carinthian Partisans), largely took over
the role of constructing and maintaining these memorials and other partisan gravesites.5 Without
the financial support from the Austrian state, these memorials were constructed with limited
resources donated by the Carinthian Slovene community. The memorials that were built look
relatively similar. Generally speaking, they are large chunks of stone with simple inscriptions on
3
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them dedicated to the fallen partisans in both German and Slovene (e.g., “Padlim partizanom/den
gefallenen Partisanen”). 54 in total, these can be found in small local cemeteries throughout the
region or at the location, often on private land, where partisans were killed during the war.6 In
Figure 5 through 8 below (pg. 52-55), several examples are shown.
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Figure 5. Partisan memorial in Waidisch/Bajdiše.
Built in 1971, this particular memorial, tucked away off the side of the winding road leading between
Ferlach/Borovlje and Zell/Sele, is exemplarily of the memorial aesthetics found throughout the region in
early “partisan memorials.” Located in an overgrown former village cemetery, the inscription reads “To
the fallen partisan, 1941-1945. Pavel Kelih.”
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Figure 6. Partisan memorial in St. Jakob im Rosental/Šenktjakob v Rožu.
Built in 1970 and dedicated to nine partisans killed in 1945. Exemplary of the memorials found in
village cemeteries in the region. The inscription, which is also in Slovene on the other side of the
memorial, reads “To the partisans who fell in the struggle against fascism, 1941-1945.” The names of the
fallen partisans are etched into the three smaller marble blocks that surround the main pillar.
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Figure 7. Partisan memorial in Velden am Wörthersee/Vrba na Koroškem.
An example of one of the newer memorials. Built in 1970, this particular one was renovated in 2019. The
inscription reads “Andri Ogris, born 09/17/1924, and five other unknown partisans, fallen on 11/20/1944
in Selpritsch/Žopračah. Here rests those partisans fallen in the struggle against fascism, 1941-1945.”
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Figure 8. Partisan memorial in Köttmannsdorf/Kotmara vas.
Built in 1971, this memorial is located in the Köttmannsdorf/Kotmara vas town cemetary. The
inscription reads, “To the fallen partisans 1941-1945. Three unknown fighters.” In the same cemetery,
there is also a memorial to Karel Prušnik-Gašper, a leading figure in the resistance in Carinthia.
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Although a handful of scholars have examined these memorials, these have tended to be
historians who have concentrated on the politics, construction, and development of the individual
memorial

sites.

For

example,

in

her

groundbreaking

study

on

these

memorials,

PartisanInnendenkmäler, Lisa Rettl, by relying on various newspapers, speeches, and archival
sources, provides a far-reaching history of how (and why) these memorials were constructed in
the postwar period. In their excellent accounts of wartime persecution, the Liberation Front, and
Slovene-speakers’ struggles in the postwar period, historians such as Avguštin Malle, Brigitte
Entner, Valentin Sima, and Robert Knight have also touched on issues of memory, but this has
rarely been the primary focus of their work. While these historians have shed much needed light
on the persecution and resistance of Carinthian Slovenes during the Third Reich and the
construction of these partisan memorials, how this unique landscape of remembrance—through
its symbolism, design, and framing strategies—supports a vernacular memory that is radically at
odds with its official counterpart in Carinthia has been overlooked.
This chapter examines the southern Carinthian landscape of remembrance to reveal the
competitive dynamics of memory that are still present in Carinthia, 75 years after the end of the
Second World War. Although various landscapes and numerous sites of memory in the region
recall the Carinthian Slovenes’ struggles, this chapter foregrounds one particular landscape that
is crucial to constructing and maintaining memories of those struggles: the Peršmanhof. In the
end, this chapter argues that the process of remembrance that has been built into the landscape of
the Peršmanhof—through a monument, a museum, and the site itself—activates a “countermemory” for the Carinthian Slovene community that not only provides the site its meaning, but
also enables it to contest Carinthia’s official memory culture of the Second World War.
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What Is a Landscape?
“In the popular mind,” writes Graham Fairclough, the word landscape “conjures up rural,
pastoral, or even wilderness images.”7 This connotation is no accident, as the word landscape
came into the English language at the end of the sixteenth century from its Dutch counterpart,
landschap. Back then, the English word landscap denoted “a painting of a rural, agricultural, or
natural scene, often accented by a ruin, mill, distant church spire, local inhabitants, or elite
spectators.”8 As Paul Groth and Chris Wilson point out, by the 1700s, once wealthy landowners
began commissioning paintings of magnificent rural scenery, landscape then became associated
with “a pleasing view or panorama in seemingly wild or untouched nature. Before long, wealthy
landowners also had begun to remake their English country estates to match the artful
asymmetries of landscape painting.”9
Since the mid-1980s, theoretical work from American based critical geographers has
conceptualized landscape much more rigorously. In contrast to the earlier, static perception of
landscape, in critical geography the term has come to denote the interaction of humans with their
lived environment.10 Generally speaking, geographers understand a landscape not only as a
particular geographic area that can be observed, but also as an “ideologically-charged and very
complex cultural product”11 that can influence and naturalize certain social relations.12 Carl
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Sauer, who is considered one of the first American geographers to theorize landscape in this
manner, puts it this way: “The cultural landscape is fashioned from the natural landscape by a
cultural group. Culture is the agent, the natural area is the medium, the cultural landscape the
result.”13
If the cultural landscape is the result of groups’ interactions in a natural area, then the
landscape holds knowledge about the social groups that have inhabited it and have influenced it
over time. As our “unwitting autobiography,” according to F. Pierce Lewis, the landscape
reflects “our tastes, our values, our ideas, in tangible, visible form.”14 Critically analyzing a
particular landscape, then, can reveal much about the social relations of the area that have not
only been created through the landscape, but are also maintained by it. In addition to influencing
everyday social relations, though, landscapes also support the construction and maintenance of
collective memories for social groups. As Derek H. Alderman and Joshua F. J. Inwood argue,
landscapes “anchor and bring historical legitimacy to the identities of social groups” and serve
“as a conduit for debating what (and whose) view of the past should be remembered.”15
Memory Studies’ scholars have also begun to see this connection between landscape and
memory. From the “memory landscape” and the “memoryscape,” to the “landscape of memory”
and the “topography of memory,” terminology from critical geography has certainly begun to
influence the field. In her analysis of different memorial sites in the Eastern Alps, for instance,
12
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Gunda Barth-Scalmani uses the term “memory landscape” to try and capture new ways of
presenting the “entangled history” of the First World War in Italy and Austria.16 Likewise,
Gordana Božić uses the term in her interpretation of several war memorials in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, and argues that the country’s current “memory landscape” is split among ethnic
lines.17 Alejandra Serpente also applies it to reveal how new mobile commemorative sites have
introduced “new landscapes of memory” in the Chilean diaspora community.18 Other, similar
terms have also begun to enter the lexicon of Memory Studies. Kendall R. Phillips and G.
Mitchell Reyes, for example, adopt the term “memoryscape” to conceptualize “a complex and
vibrant plane upon which memories emerge, are contested, transform, encounter other memories,
mutate, and multiply.”19 The term “topography of memory” has also been used to explain how
different cultural products contribute to a state’s overall collective memory.20
So far, however, the adoption of terminology from critical geography has done little to
add to our understanding of a particular landscape’s influence on collective memory practices.
The term landscape is often used only as a spatial metaphor in order to describe, as Merriam
Webster’s Dictionary puts it, “a portion of territory that can be viewed at one time from one
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place.”21 While the term landscape has taken on an assortment of meanings across numerous
disciplines, which makes it difficult to assert one way or the other which use of the term is best,
the current one favored by scholars of memory—viewing the landscape of memory as a set of
tangible commemorative objects that share a similar geographic location—limits the term’s
usefulness as a methodological framework. In contrast to these Memory Studies’ approaches,
landscape, as Richard Longstreth asserts, should actually be used as a “method of considering,
analyzing, and evaluating places.”22
Analyzing the Landscape
In his analysis of the courthouse square in Lexington, Kentucky, Richard Schein lays out a
method for examining landscapes, which consists of a four-part analysis.23 First and foremost,
Schein argues that the landscape history must be explained through a “thick description” of the
site. This means investigating when, why, and for whom the landscape was created, and how it
has been altered over time. After the landscape’s history has been documented, the landscape’s
meaning—what it means as a space to the “people who live in and through the landscape”—can
then be investigated.24 Then, the landscape can be interrogated for how it has facilitated certain
social, political, and economic ideologies as well as particular memories. Finally, the landscape
should be viewed as “discourse materialized,” which allows us to explore not only how the
landscape has normalized particular social practices, but how it can also be used as an avenue to
challenge these same practices.
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While Schein’s framework is eminently helpful for guiding an investigation into what he
calls an “ordinary scene,” how particular collective memories are constructed and maintained in
the landscape is not a central aspect of his approach. In contrast, Rudy Koshar, as one of the few
scholars of memory who adopts the more critical definition of landscape in his work, places
collective memory at the center of his interpretation of German “memory landscapes” between
1870 and 1990.25 Due to this, I also rely on his “triad” for exploring the process of remembrance
in southern Carinthia, which consists of the following parts: 1) the highly resonant parts of a
memory landscape; 2) individuals and groups that compete to invest this landscape with meaning
through particular framing strategies; and 3) the themes and symbols—what he calls the “raw
material”—for these framing devices.26 Both of these methods can be seen in Figures 9 and 10
(pg. 62).
Since understanding the landscape of and around the Peršmanhof is critical for
investigating the site for its function in Carinthian Slovene collective memory, my reading of the
southern Carinthian landscape of remembrance combines both of these frameworks. They should
not be understood as exclusionary, but rather as complementary. Schein’s approach enables a
broader, deeper reading of the entire landscape a particular site is situated in. Koshar’s triad,
though, proves helpful when examining the individual site of memory for how it creates meaning
within this landscape, produced by the various “framing strategies” and “references” found at the
site. 27 Combining both approaches allows me to explore the entanglements of landscape
aesthetics and memory for the Carinthian Slovenes. Before I delve into my analysis of the
Peršmanhof, however, let me first introduce Carinthia’s official memory culture.
25
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1. Landscape history (“thick description”)
2. Landscape meaning (what it means to identities)
3. Landscape as mediator/facilitator
4. Landscape as discourse materialized
Figure 9. Richard Schein’s framework.

Resonant parts of
memory
landscape

Individuals &
groups

Themes &
symbols

Figure 10. Rudy Koshar’s triad.
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Carinthian Official Memory in the Postwar Period
As explained in the previous chapter, much has improved over the last three decades in relation
to Austria’s official memory of the Second World War. However, much of the official memory
work referenced earlier suffers from the “Vienna problem,” or, as Eric Langenbacher puts it
regarding the role of Berlin in studies of German collective memory, “generalizing for the
country as a whole from observations and experiences” of the capital.28 The Peršmanhof, as a
local site of memory in southern Carinthia, needs to be analyzed not so much within the context
of the official memory of Vienna, but rather in the context of its official counterpart in Carinthia.
In contrast to the relatively supportive role the national government and the city of Vienna have
recently played in the commemoration of Austria’s Holocaust victims, Carinthian official
memory is still largely hostile to commemorations of Slovene persecution and resistance during
the war. As an expression of the vernacular memory of an ethnic minority, the Peršmanhof
resides in an official memory culture that has long been hostile to memorializations of resistance
to National Socialism.
Carinthian official memory, since the interwar period, has been dominated by the
commemoration of the Abwehrkampf of 1918-1919 and the ensuing Carinthian plebiscite of
1920. The so-called Abwehrkämpfer—those individuals who rushed to the border to defend

the new independent state from the SHS state invasion—were lionized in the new Austrian
Republic after the First World War, which helped produce “a militant German national
völkisch political culture” in the interwar period in Carinthia.29 October 10, the date of the
plebiscite, became an official Carinthian state holiday, and, in 1928, the Kärntnerlied
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(Carinthian hymn) received its (controversial) fourth verse, which honors those who
defended Carinthia’s borders during the conflict (“wo man mit Blut die Grenze schrieb”).30
Even today, symbols of the Abwehrkampf still dot the memory landscape of Carinthia. Most
towns in southern Carinthia have a memorial to the Abwehrkämpfer, and streets and squares
named after the 10th of October are ubiquitous, as can be seen in Figure 11 and Figure 12
below (pg. 65).
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Figure 11. Memorial in Eisenkappel/Železna Kapla.
A memorial to the two world wars outside the parish church in Eisenkappel/Železna Kapla. Notice how
the years for the First World War (to the left) are not 1914-1918, but rather 1914-1919, which includes
the years of the Abwehrkampf (1918-1919).

Figure 12. Street sign in Klagenfurt/Celovec.
One of the main streets in the center of Klagenfurt/Celovec is the 10. Oktober Straße (10th of October
Street), commemorating the date of the 1920 plebiscite. The inscription explains that the street
“commemorates the Carinthian plebiscite of October 10, 1920, since October 1920 the street has had this
name.” Similar street names can be found in most towns and cities in the region.
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Though some scholars question the relevance of these streets and squares to people’s
everyday lives,31 place names are political symbols that, as Derek H. Alderman argues,
infuse the landscape with “political meaning and an ideological message.”32 With the help of
these symbols, official memory of the Abwehrkampf and the plebiscite continue to produce a
problematic dichotomy between, on the one hand, German-speakers who fought and died for
Carinthian unity and freedom (e.g., hence the parol “Kärnten frei und ungeteilt”), and, on the
other, Slovene-speakers who fought to bring Austria under the control of Yugoslavia and have
thus long been considered traitors to the Republic.33
Though this official memory culture can be observed in various towns in southern
Carinthia, it is perhaps best reflected in the Stätte der Kärntner Einheit (Site of Carinthian Unity)
in Klagenfurt/Celovec, the state’s capital. Occupying a prominent location in the Landhaushof,
the courtyard of the Carinthian state parliament, the memorial’s framing strategies do not seem
problematic at first glance. For example, the large marble slab that grabs the visitor’s attention
has the Carinthian state emblem on it, underneath of which the words freedom, encounter, unity,
and peace are inscribed—all worthy concepts around which to build a memorial that
commemorates a complicated time period in Carinthia’s history when large parts of the
population wanted to join another state. Beneath these abstract concepts, however, there is a
large, bronze cross with the inscription Kärntner Freiheitskampf (Carinthian Freedom Struggle)
engraved onto it. The memorial site can be seen in Figures 13 through 17 (pg. 69-71).

However, by inscribing the cross with the phrase Kärntner Freiheitskampf in lieu of
Kärntner Abwehrkampf, that is, by shifting the nature of the armed conflict from one of
31
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defense to one of freedom, the site helps sustain a competitive memory dynamic, in which
those that died for Carinthia (i.e., for freedom) get memorialized, while those that died for
Yugoslavia (i.e., for dictatorship) do not. This section of the memorial site, moreover, grabs
the attention of most visitors. It is raised off the ground, its script is clear and can be read
from a distance, and its shiny white marble attracts attention. To the left and right of the
marble, five bronze plaques, which can easily go unnoticed, flank the memorial. If their
respective texts are simplifications of history, they also seem relatively benign ones to
visitors not well versed in Carinthian history. One, for example, reads: “Site of Carinthian
unity. Memorial for perpetual, equitable, and peaceful cooperation of all Carinthians.” Another:
“The right to people’s self-determination gave us the undivided Heimat Carinthia.” Who could
be against such statements?
But these plaques were donated by Carinthia’s main Heimatverbände—the Kärntner
Abwehrkämpferbund (KAB), the Kärntner Heimatdienst (KHD), the Ulrichsberggemeinschaft
(UBG), the Österreichischer Kameradschaftsbund (ÖKB), and the Verein der Kärntner
Windischen (KW)—which turns what could have been an actual memorial to “unity” and
“encounter” between German- and Slovene-speakers into a site of right-wing German
nationalism. Though in English-language research these organizations have been euphemistically
termed “patriotic organizations,”34 the UBG, KHD, and the KAB have long been criticized for
their often cozy relationship with right-wing extremist politicians and their steadfast refusal to
recognize the Slovene minority’s language-use rights.35 The KAB, for example, refuses to accept
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the legitimacy of Article 7 of the Austrian State Treaty (which guarantees Slovene language
protections),36 while the KHD has consistently agitated, sometimes violently, against bilingual
topographical signs since the 1970s.37 Every October 10, moreover, the site becomes the center
of official celebrations from the state that, in connection with these right-wing organizations,
celebrate Carinthian unity and is used, as the activist group Arbeitskreis gegen den Kärntner
Konsens puts it, to “sustain anti-Slav sentiments, and...uphold a sense of Slovenian threat being
posed to Carinthia…”38
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Figure 13. Landhaushof. Klagenfurt/Celovec.
This memorial is located in the courtyard of the Carinthian state parliament (the building to the left). The
memorial can be seem to the right of the building.
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Figure 14. Site of Carinthian Unity in Klagenfurt/Celovec .

Figure 15. Carinthian “Freedom Struggle” plaque.
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Figure 16. Commemorative plaque, Kärntner Heimatdienst.

Figure 17. Commemorative plaque, Ulrichsburggemeinschaft.
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It is not only commemorations of the Abwehrkampf that help sustain this official
discourse of a Carinthia under constant threat from its Slavic south, however. The second
component of official Carinthian memory revolves around commemorations to the so-called
Verschleppten (the kidnapped), which have also occupied a prominent place in this memory
culture since the late 1940s.39 These memorials commemorate the 263 people who, after the end
of the Second World War and during the ensuing dual occupation of Carinthia by Yugoslavia
and Great Britain, were arrested by Yugoslav intelligence (OZNA) and taken across the border to
various prisons, 96 of whom are assumed to have been executed.40 Although recent research has
revealed that those taken to Yugoslavia were overwhelmingly members of the Nazi Party or
individuals who had committed crimes during the war against Slovenes in Austria or in Axisoccupied Slovenia, 41 their fate soon “came to stand for the constancy of the savage Slav
communist threat and its defilement” of Carinthia.42 In Klagenfurt/Celovec, these events also
receive a prominent place in the state’s official memory culture. Just a short walk from the
Carinthian parliament, it is hard to miss the Denkmal für die Opfer der Partisanen-Rachejustiz
an Kärntnerinnen und Kärntnern (Memorial for the Victims of the Partisan Revenge Justice on
Carinthians), which has had its location outside of the Klagenfurt/Celovec cathedral since 1990
(see Figure 18 below, pg. 73).
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Figure 18. Memorial for the Victims of the Partisan Revenge Justice on Carinthians
in Klagenfurt/Celovec.
Originally built in 1990, the memorial was renovated in 2002. The main cathedral in Klagenfurt/Celovec
can be seen behind it. The inscription reads “In memory of the children, women, and men who were
kidnapped and murdered by partisans during and after the Second World War. We do not want to forget
so that it never happens again.”
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As can be read from the inscription, the memorial’s language emphasizes Carinthian
suffering during the Second World War. Admittedly, there is nothing inherently wrong about
building a memorial to those who were kidnapped at the end of the war. Extrajudicial killings of
the type that happened not only in Carinthia but throughout former Nazi-occupied Europe as the
tide of the war shifted can be criticized and memorialized.43 Yet the memorial, and the annual
commemorations hosted by the KAB which occur each May at the site, produce a type of
“Bitburg history,” Charles Maier’s term for a type of German memory politics that, in the 1980s,
obscured moral categories and historical agents in order for Germans, too, to be considered
victims of Nazism and the Second World War.44 As Valentin Sima puts it:
Der Wunsch nach Aufklärung des Schicksals der Vermissten und die Benennung
außergerichtlicher Liquidierungen als Mord und Verbrechen sind legitim.
Revisionistische Geschichtspolitik beginnt jedoch dort, wo die „Verschleppten“ zur
generellen Kriminalisierung des Widerstandes eingesetzt werden.45
On an annual basis, the KAB, for example, retells the events of the Second World War by
beginning their narrative in May 1945, producing an account of the war in which neither the
Nazi Vernichtungskrieg nor the invasion of Yugoslavia are mentioned. The reason for why
Carinthia was invaded by Yugoslav troops, in other words, is ignored. Instead, commemorations
emphasize the innocence of the Verschleppten and their love of the Carinthian Heimat.46 By
downplaying the brutality of Nazi policy in southern Carinthia and Yugoslavia, the memorial
conflates Carinthian victimhood with other groups who suffered under Nazi policy during the
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war.47 Moreover, the annual commemorations produce the same type of problematic binary
between “heimattreue” Carinthians (i.e., Germans) and “hieiatverräterische” partisans (i.e.,
Slovenes) that the Site of Carinthian Unity generates. 48 In this narrative, moreover, the
Carinthian Slovene contribution to the partisan resistance is diminished by linking their motives
for joining the Liberation Front not to persecution or the deportations of 1942, but rather due to a
desire on their part to make Carinthia part of Yugoslavia.49 As the KAB put it in a press release
from 2019:
Man muss auch die historische Wahrheit zur Kenntnis nehmen, dass die
titokommunistischen Partisanen zu keinem Zeitpunkt für ein unabhängiges Österreich,
sondern vielmehr vehement für eine Abtrennung von Südkärnten und einen Anschluss
dieses Gebiets an Jugoslawien eintraten.50
Although the Verschleppung occurred 25 years after the Abwehrkampf and the plebiscite,
Carinthian official memory has done a remarkable job of intertwining these two events into one
overarching narrative of Carinthia being under threat from the Slavic south.51 Both of the memorial
sites described above, as examples of prominently located sites of memory in the state capital,
help support this official memory culture (see Figures 19 through 22, pg. 77-80). In this official
arena, the memory of those who died during both the Abwehrkampf and the aftermath of the
Second World War has been forged together, producing an official memory, as Robert Knight
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characterizes it, of “Carinthian victimhood and Slav violation.”52 Valentin Sima summarizes how
these events are linked together:
Das Geschichtsbild wird bestimmt durch das Feindbild des ‘Slawen’, der von außen (vom
Süden) Unruhe und Streit in das jahrhundertelang in friedlicher Eintracht lebende
Kärntner Volk hineinzutragen versucht und ständig bestrebt ist, den Kärntner einen Teil
ihrer Heimat zu entreißen. Die Kärntner hätten sich diesen Bestrebungen in den Jahren
1918-1920 heldenhaft widersetzt, doch der Feind habe im Zweiten Weltkrieg und danach
wieder eine Teilung Kärntens versucht...So erscheint der Widerstand der Partisanen als
Gewaltakt gegen Kärnten und die NS-Parteigänger als ‘Heimattreue’, die von den
Partisanen verfolgt wurden.53
This type of discourse has influenced an official memory culture within which Carinthian
Slovene memories have been and continue to be marginalized. Walking around
Klagenfurt/Celovec, it is clear that the city has constructed what Richard Schein calls a
“normative landscape.”54 It offers, in his words, “a selective story of regional identity which
reverberates in ideas about belonging (who does; who does not); a story that ultimately writes
out of the picture certain people…”55 Although there has been a memorial to those executed by
the Nazi judicial system outside of the Klagenfurt/Celovec regional courthouse since 2013, those
tasked with commemorating the past at the official level in Carinthia have yet to commemorate
the Slovene armed, organized resistance to Nazism.56 An official memorial on public ground
does not exist in the entire state.57
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Figure 19. Memorial in Eisenkappel/Železna Kapla.
An example of a memorial that combines the events of the Abwehrkampf (1918-1919) with the
Verschleppung after the Second World War (1945). The inscription on the left reads “In memory to those
defense fighters from our town who received the Carinthian Cross for their participation in the Defense
Struggle.” The inscription on the right reads “In memory of those citizens of our town EisenkappelVellach who were kidnapped and taken to the former Yugoslavia in May 1945 and murdered there.”
Notice, to the right, the wreath placed next to the memorial from the Carinthian state government for All
Saint’s Day in 2019. Located in the main cemetary.
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Figure 20. Memorial in Bleiburg/Pliberk.
An example of a memorial that combines the events of the world wars with the Verschleppung after the
Second World War. On the front, an image of a fallen soldier with the inscription “They fell for the
homeland. Bleiburg, Loibach, Moos.” On the back, in addition to the names of soldiers who died during
the world wars, the names of the Verschleppten are also listed. The inscription on the back reads “In
memory of those civilians kidnapped on May 12, 1945.” Notice, too, the wreath placed in front by the
Austrian Armed Forces for All Saint’s Day in 2019. The memorial is located directly in front of the
town’s elementary school.
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Figure 21. Memorial in Köttmannsdorf/Kotmara vas.
Memorial blending together the First World War, the Abwehrkampf, and the Second World War. On the
back of the memorial, there is also an inscription (difficult to read because of the trees that block it) that
reads, “In memory of all those citizens of the German and Slovene ethnic groups who were victims of war
and violence.” The memorial is on the main square.
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Figure 22. Detail of memorial in Köttmannsdorf/Kotmara.
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History of the Peršmanhof Landscape
The landscape of the Peršmanhof memorial site is located in the southeast corner of the Austrian
state of Carinthia, about ten miles north of the Slovenian border, on a ridge in the Karawanken
mountains. From the Austrian Alps and the famous Großglockner in the northwest to the
Drau/Drava river valley in the southeast, the landscape of Carinthia is remarkably diverse. To the
northeast, the Noric Alps separate Carinthia from Styria, while the Carnic and Karawanken
mountains loom over the southern part of the state. These mountains can be seen from
Klagenfurt/Celovec twenty miles to the south.58
Since the end of the First World War, Carinthia has been Austria’s southernmost
province, sharing a southern border with both Italy and Slovenia. While one can easily miss
these international borders today—occasionally, as was the case during my fieldwork in 20192020, a border control will be placed between Austria and Slovenia—natural geographic features
have played the role of both official and unofficial boundary between states and peoples. With an
average height of 6,500 feet and a width of nine miles, for instance, the Karawanken mountains
are not only the official border between Austria and Slovenia today, but it has often been
perceived as a “natural” barrier between Germanic-speaking and Slavic-speaking Europe.59
While the Karawanken form this official external border, the Drau/Drava river, which flows 125
miles eastward across the state, has long formed an internal, imaginative border in Carinthia,
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dividing the historically Slovenian-speaking towns and villages in the south from their Germanspeaking counterparts in the north.60
As I pointed out in chapter one, Slavic speakers have lived in southern Carinthia for over
1,500 years. Beginning in the Middle Ages, what Thomas M. Barker calls an “ethnic balance”
was reached between German and Slovene speakers, where German was spoken in the towns
around Carinthia while Slovene was spoken in the countryside, particularly in the south.61 This
dynamic continues in the present day. The further south one travels into this region, south of the
Drau/Drava (Figure 25, pg. 83) and into the foothills and gorges of the Karawanken (Figure 24,
pg. 83), the more the Slovene language becomes visible (through bilingual topographical signs;
see Figure 23 below) and audible (through conversation).62

Figure 23. Bilingual topographical sign in southern Carinthia.
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Figure 24. The Karawanken/Karavanke mountains.

Figure 25. The Drau/Drava river.
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The Peršmanhof is located in this wider geographic and linguistic context, in the center of
the historic bilingual region of the province. The economy of this area, overwhelmingly rural, is
largely based on agriculture, which is why Slovenes have traditionally been small farmers.63
Originally, the Peršmanhof was built as a family farm (Figure 26 below). Before the Second
World War, it was one of the largest and most economically important for the Slovenes in the
area. Owned by the Sadovnik family, the farm itself consisted of eleven separate buildings
(including a mill and a forge, along with the living quarters for both the family and farmhands).
Close to forests and cleared pastures, the farm’s main economic activities revolved around
forestry, cattle, and various forms of agricultural work.

Figure 26. Diagram of the Peršmanhof before the Second World War.
From the Peršman Museum exhibition.

The Peršmanhof’s function changed dramatically during the Second World War. Over the course
of the war, the farm became one of the central support points for partisans operating in southern
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Carinthia, providing lodging, food, and relative safety for those involved in fighting the Nazis in
the area.64 At certain times, particularly after 1943, up to 250 partisans could be found camped
on the farm’s grounds.65 The farm’s new purpose placed the Sadovnik family in grave danger, as
anyone suspected of aiding partisans—or as the Germans called them, “bandits”—could be
executed for doing so. On April 25, 1945, the landscape of the Peršmanhof was forever altered.
Although the war was all but over in Austria—the Soviets had already captured Vienna—
violence in the south continued, and the Peršmanhof became the site of the largest war crime to
occur in Carinthia during the war.66
In the early evening of April 25, a local SS and police regiment surrounded the farm,
where between 100 and 150 partisans were camping, and attacked it. The partisans escaped into
the woods under cover of a brief firefight, and the Germans retreated. Upon returning later that
night to recover supplies, however, Josef Reischl, the officer in charge of the German regiment,
ordered the Sadovnik family to be executed. By the end of the night, 11 people from the
Sadovnik (four adults and five children) and Kogoj families (two children) had been murdered.
The farm, including the Sadovnik’s house, was burned to the ground. Three of the children (Ana,
Amalija, and Cyril Sadovnik) managed to survive but were badly injured.67
After April 25, 1945 the Peršmanhof never returned to its original function as a large
scale farm. Yet already by 1949, Lukas Sadovnik—the oldest brother in the Sadovnik family
who had survived the massacre because he happened to be at a neighbor’s house that day—had
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rebuilt the main house, and both he and his sister, Ana, had begun to live in it again. While Ana
would continue to live in the house until 2001, Lukas sold the house in 1965 to Ludvik Bornik,
who renovated the house and ensured Ana would have a place to live for the rest of her life.68
Compared to the integral commemorative role the Peršmanhof has today in the Slovene
community, immediately after the war, the site was not the location of any type of ritualized
remembrance or commemorative ceremonies. Just as concentration camps did not take on
commemorative functions immediately after the war in Germany—in fact, most of them were
largely forgotten about—the Peršmanhof, too, was not the location of a commemoration until
1965.69 This first commemoration was dominated by personal memories of the Sadovnik and
Kogoj families. The Alliance of Carinthian Partisans placed a memorial plaque, written only in
Slovene, at the site. It took another decade for the next commemoration to occur, and the site
took on a new meaning in the context of the so-called Ortstafelsturm, or the eruption of violence
in Carinthia regarding the erection of bilingual topographical signs in the area. By this time, the
memory of the Sadovniks had been placed into a larger cultural memory of Slovene suffering
and persecution.70
In 1981, Bornik sold half of the house to the Alliance of Carinthian Partisans for 95
Schillings (7€ in 2019) and allowed Ana to live in the other half. With the sale, the Alliance of
Carinthian Partisans agreed to build a museum and maintain it until 2080. A year later, and with
the help of 165 Carinthian Slovene and 28 Yugoslav volunteers, the museum opened.71 Since
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1987, an annual commemoration has been held at the site in June. 75 years after the murder of
the two families, the Peršmanhof has become the most important site of memory from the
Second World War for the Carinthian Slovenes.72 Yet how exactly does the site operate as a site
of memory where the meaning of persecution, resistance, and Carinthian Slovene identity is
produced?
Meaning of the Peršmanhof Landscape
Memory is often seen as a cornerstone of a social group’s identity, as it provides a framework in
which particular value systems and notions of belonging can develop.73 According to Oto Luthar,
“memorial practices are the essential, dynamic building blocks which act as foundations for our
conceptualization of who we are and our role and position within global socio-political
constellations.”74 75 years after the end of the Second World War, what it means to be a
Carinthian Slovene is still influenced by memories of persecution and resistance under the Third
Reich.75 As the only place in Austria in which these memories are institutionalized in a physical
site of memory, the Peršmanhof thus plays a crucial role in maintaining Carinthian Slovene
regional identity in the twenty-first century.76
Central to the current meaning-making capabilities of the Peršmanhof is its location, not
only due to its history as a Tatort (crime scene), but also due to its location relative to Carinthia’s
official memorial culture. The Peršmanhof is secluded from Klagenfurt/Celovec, the economic
and political center of the state. Tucked away on the side of a gorge, 3,400 feet above sea level,
the Peršmanhof is seven miles east of Bad Eisenkappel/Železna Kapla, the largest town in the
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area. Only two small signs announce the Peršmanhof’s existence: one pointing the way from the
main road in Bad Eisenkappel/Železna Kapla (Figure 27, pg. 89) and a much smaller one,
marked “M” for museum, hidden off to the side of a small mountain road, pointing left up a
steep, gravel path (Figure 28, pg. 89). Next to this, a sign urges visitors, due to the poor quality
of the gravel path, to park their car on the side of the winding mountain road and walk the rest of
the way to the site.
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Figure 27. Direction of Peršmanhof, Eisenkappel/Železna Kapla.

Figure 28. Peršmanhof entrance sign.
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Due to this location, the Peršmanhof attracts little attention from visitors not already
aware of its existence. Even for those interested in visiting the site, it is still difficult to reach.
Public transportation does not connect it with Bad Eisenkappel/Železna Kapla or any of the other
towns in the area, meaning any possible visitors must arrive by car. This has a negative impact
on the overall number of visitors to the site. In 2010, for example, the Peršmanhof only had 700
visitors.77 I visited the site three times between September 2019 and August 2020. Twice, there
were two other visitors and once, I was there by myself. According to a volunteer who was
operating the site in 2019, an average weekend will see between two and five visitors.
Nevertheless, the location of the Peršmanhof (see Figures 29 and 30, pg. 92-93), off the
beaten path, high up in the mountains, south of the Drau/Drava, expresses the physical reality of
the Carinthian Slovenes. While in the 1880 Habsburg census, about a third of Carinthians spoke
Slovene (85,051),78 by the 2001 census—the last conventional census to be carried out in
Austria—only 12,554 claimed it as their Umgangssprache (conversational language).79 Over the
course of the twentieth century, moreover, Germanization, assimilation, and economic pressure
have reduced the former geographic area where Slovene is spoken to all but a handful of
municipalities in the southern edge of the state. The reliability of census data to determine how
many Carinthians can speak Slovene has certainly been criticized and is a hotly debated topic.
Depending on what source is used (e.g., official government censuses or ecclesiastical figures),
from which country (e.g., Austria or Yugoslavia), and what question is asked (e.g.,
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Umgangssprache or Gedenksprache), competing figures can be found. In the case of Austria,
moreover, this census data has often been wielded as a political tool against Slovene-speakers,
leading scholars to often question their results and use as a source.80 Comparing the experience
of Slovenes in Austria to livestock, Florjan Lipuš, the most famous Carinthian Slovene novelist
of the postwar period, lamented that the last census was just an opportunity for Slovenes to be
counted and measured before they were to be slaughtered again in the future.81 It is undeniable,
though, even to scholars who take a more generous approach to these aggregate numbers, that
the total amount of Slovene speakers has dramatically decreased in the southern part of the state
since the end of the nineteenth century (see Figure 31, pg. 94).82 Perhaps, then, it is quite natural
that the Peršmanhof, and the memories it supports, should stand where it does, precisely because
Slovene is no longer present in other parts of Carinthia.
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Figure 29. The Peršmanhof landscape.
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Figure 30. The Peršmanhof from above.
Photo by Edvina Bešić.
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Figure 31. Percentage of Slovene speakers in southern Carinthia.
From 1880, 1934, and 2011.83
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Facilitation and Mediation of the Peršmanhof Landscape
The memory discourse facilitated at the Peršmanhof promotes a vernacular memorial culture that
contests current official interpretations of the past in Carinthia. 75 years after the end of the
Second World War, the Carinthian Slovene vernacular memory of the past, as articulated at the
Peršmanhof, has yet to find any space within Carinthia’s official memory culture. This memory
at the Peršmanhof stems from two sources: the Peršman Museum and the Denkmal des
internationalen Kampfes gegen den Faschismus/Spomenik mednarodnemu boju proti fašizmu
(the Monument to the International Struggle against Fascism). The memory facilitated through
each of these mediums is characterized by the type of discourse each medium creates, which are
described below.
The Peršman Museum: Pedagogical discourse
As a museum on the periphery of Carinthia, it is perhaps not surprising that the Peršman
Museum can be missed. The museum is located in the rebuilt Peršman house (Peršmanov dom),
yet no sign marks the entrance. A normal door, just as you would find on any other house in the
area, is all that is there. Upon entering the museum, I was struck by the domesticity of it all: to
the left, a kitchen; to the right, a Stube (parlor).
Since 1982, this small, locally run museum, officially owned by the Alliance of
Carinthian Partisans, has been trying to tell the history of Carinthian Slovene persecution and
resistance during the Second World war.84 In 2003, the museum was redeveloped through a
collaborative agreement between the Alliance of Carinthian Partisans, the Društo/Verein
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Peršman (Peršman Association), and the Alpen-Adria University in Klagenfurt/Celovec. Since
then, the Peršman Association has taken over the daily work of running the museum and training
the volunteers who work there, while the Alliance of Carinthian Partisans continues to be the
owner. In 2012, the museum was renovated, expanded, and modernized. It now consists of just
over 1,000 square feet of permanent exhibition space, curated by Werner Koroschitz, Lisa Rettl,
and Uli Vonbank-Schedler. In stark contrast to the memorial sites and historical plaques in
Klagenfurt/Celovec, all of the information in the museum is written in both German and Slovene.
Recently, scholars have considered the use of English as a critical component of the
“transnationalization” of specific museum spaces.85 In the Peršman Museum, English has no
presence, perhaps unintentionally revealing that the main audience for the museum is a local
Carinthian, and not an international, one.
Mieke Bal’s idea of a grammar of exhibition space proves helpful when reading the
Peršman Museum. According to her, museum exhibits are “frequently structured and sometimes
even presented in terms derived from other media”—including poetry, narrative, theater, and
film—that help the curator “discriminate between innovation and chaos.”86 The metaphor of
narrative, Bal argues, leads the visitor through the exhibition from beginning to end as if he or
she were following an itinerary.87 The Peršman Museum adopts the techniques of the narrative to
transmit its information, and creates a controlled path for the visitor through the exhibition.
Large information panels fill the exhibition space. Each one, in chronological order, covers a
specific concept and time period (e.g., “1920-1938. Plebiscit in ponemčevanje/Volksabstimmung
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und Germanisierung”), marking the path the visitor must take through the museum. As Bal
argues, by either slowing down or speeding up the visitors’ interaction with the objects and texts,
these narrative techniques can also produce a rhythm to the exhibition.
This rhythm can be intensified by the curator through the use of structures in the building
that impose “frames like the rules of grammar” onto the visitor.88 In the Peršman Museum, the
hallway takes on this function, separating the exhibition rooms into two distinct phenomena:
persecution (Preganjanje/Verfolgung) and resistance (Odpor/Widerstand). The first room (Figure
32, pg. 100) begins with descriptions of the low-intensity persecution of Carinthian Slovenes in
the late nineteenth century, explains the Germanization policies in the wake of the 1920
plebiscite, describes the 1938 Anschluss, the persecution of Eisenkappel’s/Železna Kapla’s
single Jewish family, general Nazi policies between 1938 and 1941, and concludes with the
deportation of Slovenes to concentration camps during the Second World War and their return
afterwards. Moving from the first exhibition room into the second (Figure 33, pg. 100), the
visitor must pass through the hallway, which provides the structural break to the timeline
presented in the museum.
Crossing through this threshold, the visitor moves from the years of persecution into the
years of resistance. Since the mass deportations of Slovenes in April 1942 was the catalyst many
Slovenes needed to take up arms with the partisan units operating in and around the Karawank
mountain range, this design break is an effective way to visualize this.89 Resistance, in the
second room, is broadly conceived, and includes those who not only engaged in armed
resistance, but also those who deserted the Wehrmacht in the early years of the war but did not
actively join the Liberation Front in its resistance efforts, the so-called grüne Kader/zeleni kadri
88
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(Green Cadre). While this group is described under the panel “Nastajanje prvih partizanskih
skupin/Entstehung erster Partisanengruppen,” the term grüne Kader/zeleni kadri is not explicitly
mentioned. This could allude to the controversial nature and legacy of this group, an issue I will
discuss in more detail in chapter four.
Both exhibition rooms transmit their knowledge without the help of much digital or
interactive technology. There is not much of an attempt to create what some scholars have called
the “experiential museum,” or a museum that uses highly advanced interactive technology in an
attempt to recreate the past for individuals who have no first-hand memory of it. 90 By doing so,
these experiential museums try and bring “the visitor into the story that they are telling, making
the visitor play an active role and identify with the story’s characters.”91 These techniques have
become prominent in many museums around the world that try and promote feelings of empathy
in their visitors. Broadly speaking, the goals of these museums, according to Silke Arnold deSimine, are that visitors, by being affected by what they have seen, will not only “gain a better
historical understanding, but that embodied forms of knowledge...will lead to active political
engagement.”92
Besides offering the chance to listen to oral histories and watch one video testimony, the
Peršman Museum does not rely on these technological innovations. In contrast, it relies on
strategies of what Graham Black calls a “traditional museum exhibition,” that is, it is designed
by curators to transmit knowledge to the visitor, often in a highly authoritative manner. As Black
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succinctly puts it: “The curator teaches, the visitors learn.”93 The Peršman Museum follows this
didactic approach to transmitting knowledge about the past, creating a “pedagogical space” that
proclaims facts to its visitors in an anonymous, authoritative voice.94 While the visitor can feel
overwhelmed by the sheer amount of information presented in such a small space, there is a
reason for it: It is the only museum in all of Austria that tells this history.95

Figure 32. Exhibition space, persecution.
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Figure 33. Exhibition space, resistance.
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These didactic strategies in museums have certainly been criticized. As Bal contends, “their
predictability tends to encourage a certain passivity, a consumerist attitude in visitors.”96 Yet for
a museum that finds itself in a competitive memory landscape, these techniques are effective.
The Peršman Museum—an example of what Nicola Lauré al-Samarai calls a “minority
museum,” or a type of museum in which hegemonic narratives of history cannot dominate the
exhibition space since the space is controlled by that same historically marginalized group—uses
these traditional techniques to push back against Carinthia’s official memory culture.97 This
strategy is effective because the effects of persecution—not just from the Second World War, but
from the late nineteenth century all the way into the postwar period—are presented directly to
the viewer.
This straightforward approach to displaying the devastating effects of government policy
on a minority group in a museum has been extensively analyzed by Amy Lonetree, who has
explored how colonial violence inflicted on Native Americans by the American government has
been presented in various American and tribal museums.98 According to Lonetree, telling the
“hard truths” of colonization in a museum dedicated to Native Americans not only allows
visitors to gain a clearer understanding of the dynamics of the past, but it also can help members
of Native tribes overcome the legacies of “historical trauma,” Maria Yellow Horse Brave Heart’s
term for the “cumulative emotional and psychological wounding over the lifespan and across
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generations, emanating from massive group trauma experiences.”99 The American government’s
historical relationship with Native tribes is certainly not identical to the Austrian government’s
with its Slovene minority, and I do not mean to flatten out differences or particularities between
the two cases. Yet there are certain parallels—including sustained assimilationist pressure from
the end of the nineteenth century onwards, targeted persecution and policies of elimination
during the Second World War, and continued discrimination of Slovenian-speakers into the
postwar era—that justify applying Lonetree’s research to my reading of this particular facet of
the Peršman Museum.
Though in a different context and for a different community, the Peršman Museum
presents the history of this “long” persecution of Carinthian Slovenes in a direct manner. It
refuses to shy away from the effects that discrimination, Germanization, persecution,
deportation, and violence have had on the Slovene-speaking community of Carinthia, policies
that have, since 1880, reduced the percentage of Slovene speakers from about a third of the
state’s population to less than three percent. In the context of narrating these hard truths,
however, the museum never loses sight of the fact that persecution and resistance were always
experienced by individuals. It effectively weaves together the general history of Carinthian
Slovene persecution and resistance with the stories of particular families from the
Eisenkappel/Železna Kapla area. One family name, in particular, appears again and again.
Behind a window in the first exhibition room, the jacket and shoes worn by Marija Haderlap,
Maja Haderlap’s grandmother, in the Ravensbrück concentration camp are displayed. A family
photo album, created by Zdravko Haderlap, a local artist and founder of an organization that
offers various workshops regarding the region’s history to school classes, is on display in the
99
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second room, showing pre and postwar photos of the Haderlap family, one of the first families in
the area to support the partisan resistance.100
This linking of the general with the specific is perhaps most obvious with the central role
the eleven members of the Sadovnik and Kogoj families that were murdered on April 25, 1945
play in the museum. Those involved in the renovation of the museum in 2012 thought deeply
about how best to commemorate these specific families within the wider context of the
exhibition space. According to Gudrun Blohberger, the director of the Peršman Association
during the renovation:
Und uns war immer irgendwie klar, dass man die Familie und deren Geschichte zentral
präsent machen muss...wir haben immer so die Idee gehabt, man muss ihnen irgendwie
den Hof wieder ein Stück weit zurück geben. Das war dann auch der Grund, warum wir
bei dem Eingangsbereich dieses große Bild der Familie gemalt haben.101
In addition to having their names engraved on a glass panel outside of the house door,
after entering the museum space, the visitor confronts an exhibition section dedicated to the
Sadovnik and Kogoj familes. In addition to an information panel that describes what daily life
was like at the farm before the war, a large illustration of the victims of the massacre hangs on
the wall (Figure 34, pg. 104). The placement of this illustration directly by the entrance of the
exhibition ensures no visitor can enter the museum space without first being confronted with the
fact that the building in which the museum is housed—the building in which he or she is about to
walk through—was, before it became the site of a mass-murder, a domestic space in which a
family lived its life. While these eleven individuals, nor their surviving family members, were
ever given any type of justice by the postwar Austrian judicial system, by granting them such a
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prominent location in a museum with so little space, it ensures, at the very least, that their
personal histories have a prominent location in the museum.102

Figure 34. Illustration, Sadovnik and Kogoj families.
llustration by Uli Vonbank-Schedler (2012).

Providing this space, moreover, also allows the building to assume another role as a site of
mourning for both the descendants and the wider Slovene community, turning into a place where
past historical trauma, perhaps, can be overcome. 103 Zdravko Haderlap, who grew up in
102
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Lepen/Lepena just below the Peršmanhof and still operates the family farm there, explained this
function of the Peršmanhof to me in an interview.
Ein Teil ist auch, was sehr positiv ist, dass die Familienangehörigen von Sadovnik und
Kogoj auch das jetzt als ihren Gedenkort angenommen haben...Es ist auch ein Gedenkort
für die regionale Bevölkerung, die dieses Leid zu Zeiten des Nationalsozialismus
erfahren haben, immer wieder, dass sie dann hier zum Peršmanhof kommen.104
Across from the illustration, there is also a small reflection area (Figure 35, pg. 106),
carved out of a small corner in the hallway. There is a small bench, room for one or two people,
with a marble headstone with members of the Sadovnik family engraved onto it. Here, visitors
can sit and contemplate the exhibition they just experienced while reading through one of the
many books about the Carinthian Slovenes and their experience during the war. The reflection
corner acts as the final stop in the narrative of the exhibition, reinforcing the curators’
commitment to providing as much historical information as possible while also connecting this
history to individual experience.
Due to its ability to weave together the history of both the persecution and resistance and
the memory of these individual families, the Peršman Museum shares certain characteristics with
what scholars have come to call “memorial museums,” which, like the United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum in Washington, D.C., combine attributes of memorials (as places of
remembrance) and museums (as transmitters of knowledge) into one building.105 While the
Peršman Museum certainly does not play nearly as large a role as the national memorial
museums that Amy Sodar examines in her book Exhibiting Atrocity, it indeed is a space that not
only offers a straightforward narrative of persecution and resistance, but one that also acts as a
site of remembrance for members of the Carinthian Slovene community around
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Eisenkappel/Železna Kapla. Yet while the Peršman Museum acts as a site of pedagogy and a site
of mourning, an entirely different kind of discourse—what I call a heroic discourse—is
facilitated by the monument that sits right outside of the museum’s exit, overlooking the valley
below.

Figure 35. Reflection room.
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Monument to the International Struggle against Fascism: Heroic discourse
Since the early 1990s, scholars have vigorously questioned monuments’ ability to commemorate
violent and traumatic pasts. Perhaps most famously, James Young, in his 1992 essay on (then)
recent German commemorative practices, coined the term “counter-monument” to describe the
structures used by a younger generation of German artists who, weary of classic monumental
aesthetics because they had been tainted by National Socialism, searched for new ways to
commemorate the Holocaust and Germany’s role in it.106 Young defined the counter-monument
in the following manner:
...its aim is not to console but to provoke; not to remain fixed but to change; not to be
everlasting but to disappear; not to be ignored by its passersby but to demand interaction;
not to remain pristine but to invite its own violation and desecration; not to accept
graciously the burden of memory but to throw it back at the town’s feet.107
These structures, according to Young, dismantle the didactic role monuments have traditionally
had with viewers through a wide range of methods that try to produce a more equal relationship
between the structure and the viewer. Through “strategies of self-sabotage such as
disappearance, destruction, and sheer invisibility,”108counter-monuments not only avoid the
aesthetics of traditional national monuments, but they also question traditional monuments’
reliance on heroic and master narratives.109 This lack of narrative is considered a crucial
characteristic of the counter-monument. As Karen Till explains it in her interpretation of Peter
Eisenman’s Denkmal für die ermordeten Juden Europas (Memorial to the Murdered Jews of
Europe) in Berlin: “Individuals are asked to interpret a field that moves and changes in relation
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to the human body, rather than be told how to mourn for the past through a centrally placed
sculptural form atop a pedestal.”110
According to Mechtild Widrich, the counter-monument developed in the wider context of
a shift that occurred at the end of the twentieth century, during which societies began
memorializing the victims of their past crimes.
In Europe and the United States, calls to commemorate the victims of the state’s and its
citizens’ wrongdoings, from the colonial period to the Cold War, led to a reconsideration
of monument practice. It is generally recognized that old heroic forms had to fall by the
wayside, as the new monuments were generally dedicated to groups that had suffered at
the hands of the society commemorating them.111
With the falling of these heroic forms, the counter-monument became a possible solution for the
seemingly unsolvable problem of how a state should commemorate past crimes it had
committed. While the phenomenon of the counter-monument has perhaps best been analyzed in
Germany, it has also been advocated for by a wide-range of scholars writing about a whole host
of different memorial contexts, ranging from South African commemorations of apartheid to
American attempts to commemorate the Vietnam War and slavery.112 Almost thirty years after
being introduced, Young’s concept of the counter-monument has become a “cornerstone of
memory and monument studies”113 and has developed into a generalized prescription for the
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complicated problem of “how to find a form for monuments dedicated to groups that had
suffered at the hands of the society commemorating them…”114
Yet, even though the counter-monumental form has been praised, a critical point has been
overlooked: how a nation that perpetrated mass crimes against certain groups would like to
commemorate this past can be different than, even at odds with, how the group itself would like
to see it commemorated. It is important to note, for example, that for all of the positive coverage
Berlin’s Holocaust memorial and Vienna’s memorial to Austrian Jews have received—both
often interpreted as counter-monuments—neither of these projects originated from within the
city’s respective Jewish communities.115 Although by no means am I arguing that only members
or descendants of victim groups can commemorate those who were once victimized,
commemorative goals can vary depending on who commissions the structure and for what
purpose, a point often neglected by counter-monument advocates. Young’s argument, for
instance, that it would be better to have had an everlasting debate about fascism in Germany than
any one memorial to the Holocaust be built is illustrative and worth quoting in full. According to
Young:
Better a thousand years of Holocaust memorial competitions in Germany than any single
‘final solution’ to Germany’s memorial problem. [...] In the end, the counter-monument
reminds us that the best German memorial to the fascist era and its victims may not be a
single memorial at all—but simply the never-to-be-resolved debate over which kind of
memory to preserve, how to do it, in whose name, and to what end. That is, what are the
consequences of such memory? How do Germans respond to current persecutions of
foreigners in their midst in light of their memory of the Third Reich and its crimes?
Instead of a fixed sculptural or architectural icon for Holocaust memory in Germany, the
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debate itself—perpetually unresolved amid ever-changing conditions—might now be
enshrined.116
As Young’s quote demonstrates, counter-monuments, while ideally being spaces that provoke
viewers into a critical engagement with their nation’s past, can also become ones that
marginalize the group it is supposed to be commemorating. If it is only ever debated as to
whether a memorial should be built or not, this style of monument, as Elizabeth Strakosch puts
it, can end up actually serving “the memorial needs of the perpetrators, not the victims.”117
A society that is trying to commemorate past crimes is filled with both descendants of
perpetrators and descendants of victims, both of whom have commemorative needs that often
diverge from one another. Particularly in situations in which vernacular memories have been
disparaged and silenced, the counter-monument could actually continue this process of
marginalization. As my analysis of the Monument against Fascism at the Peršmanhof will
demonstrate, it is exactly what scholars such as Young find so objectionable about traditional
monuments—their didacticism, “authoritarian” claims to truth, and mythologizations of the
past—that actually gives the Monument against Fascism its mnemonic power.
In this wider debate regarding what type of form should be chosen to commemorate a
violent or traumatic past, scholars such as Marita Sturken, Arthur C. Danto, and Sabine
Marschall have distinguished between “monuments” and “memorials” in their analyses of
individual commemorative structures, an approach I follow in my reading of the Monument
against Fascism. Generally speaking, I understand monuments to be sites of celebration and
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memorials to be sites of contemplation and reflection. Especially in the case of official
commemorative structures, past victories are glorified at the site of a monument, while, as
Sturken argues, “the defeated dead are remembered in memorials.”118 Danto, in his analysis of
the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington, D.C., draws perhaps the clearest distinction
between these two forms of structures:
We erect monuments so that we shall always remember, and build memorials so that we
shall never forget...Monuments commemorate the memorable and embody the myths of
beginnings. Memorials ritualize remembrance and mark the reality of ends…Very few
nations erect monuments to their defeats, but many set up memorials to the defeated
dead. Monuments make heroes and triumphs, victories and conquests, perpetually present
and part of life. The memorial is a special precinct, extruded from life, a segregated
enclave where we honor the dead. With monuments we honor ourselves.119
While this clear division between the two aesthetic forms has been criticized, separating
commemorative structures into these two categories is a helpful starting point for my analysis of
the Monument against Fascism at the Peršmanhof.120
As the first commemorative structure dedicated to the partisan resistance to be built by
Carinthian Slovenes after the war, the Monument against Fascism carries immense symbolic
meaning for the wider Slovene community.121 This mnemonic meaning comes largely from two
sources: the monument’s design, which glorifies the partisan resistance against Nazism, and the
monument’s own history.
The monument’s aesthetics are fundamentally different than the other commemorative
structures found throughout southern Carinthia maintained by the Alliance of Carinthian
Partisans. As shown above, other partisan memorials, often located in small village cemeteries or
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on the side of narrow mountain roads, are simple, rugged memorials carved out of stone, with the
names of those buried nearby inscribed on the front of it. These memorials were mostly built in
the 1970s, a time in which Yugoslav memorial culture—with which Carinthian Slovene
memorials share much in common—was undergoing a dramatic shift in its direction and began
to emphasize more abstract, free-formed aesthetics.122 Although these memorials range in size,
their purpose, gleaned from their inscriptions and locations, are truly memorials in Danto’s sense
of the term. An example of one of these is the memorial in Kömmel/Komelj, which is shown in
Figure 36 and Figure 37 below (pg. 113-114).
Built in 1972 on the site where, 30 years earlier, 12 partisans, 10 of whom were
Carinthians, were arrested, tortured, and then murdered by German police, the memorial sits off
the side of the small road, across from the Cimprc family farm, a short distance from the
Slovenian border.123 A small wooden fence, showing mold and damage of years gone by, keeps
the dense forest at bay, separating the memorial from the element that, during the war, was the
partisan’s most trusted friend. There are no grand slogans here, no mythologizing of the partisan
resistance through communist symbolism. The location and design of the site, instead, creates a
small space to honor the dead and mourn the sacrifice they made. The small site, I imagine, is
only seen by those living in the area or those who, every July, participate in an annual “memory
hike (Gedenkwanderung/svečanost pri spomeniku) organized by SPD Edinost Pliberk/Bleiburg.
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Figure 36. Memorial space on the Kömmelgupf/Komeljski Vrh.
Photo by Edvina Bešić.
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Figure 37. Partisan memorial on the Kömmelgupf/Komeljski Vrh.
Built in 1972, blown up in 1976 by unknown perpetrators, and rebuilt in 1978, the inscription reads “In
honor of the twelve partisans who fell at the Apovnik’s. 10/12/1944...The monument was built on
5/28/1972. Blown up on October 31, 1976.” The wreaths were placed by the Alliance of Carinthian
Partisans and the government of Slovenia for All Saint’s Day in 2019. Notice the absence of any
symbolic objects from the Austrian government.
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In contrast to the memorial in Kömmel/Komelj, the monument at the Peršmanhof, designed by
the Croatian Marijan Matijević, promotes a heroic narrative of partisan resistance. Although
Matijević had moved from Zagreb to Vienna in 1943 and never obtained Yugoslav citizenship
after the war, his design clearly reflects the communist architectural style of monumental,
socialist realism, which was popular throughout Eastern Europe after the Red Army’s victory in
the Second World War.124 Although this type of Soviet-inspired aesthetics lost influence in
Yugoslavia after the Tito-Stalin split in 1948, when the Monument against Fascism was built in
1947, socialist realism was still the predominant aesthetic form in Yugoslav memorial culture.125
I do not want to give the impression that the Yugoslav government dictated the aesthetic forms
of monuments in southern Carinthia, but Matijević’s use of socialist realism aesthetics to
commemorate the partisans’ resistance is not surprising. The Liberation Front was organized by
the Yugoslav communist party based in Slovenia; it seems only natural that the form Matijević
would choose for his monument would be influenced by (then) current Yugoslav
commemorative styles. The monument can be seen below in Figure 38 (pg. 116).
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Figure 38. Monument to the International Struggle against Fascism.
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Resting on a pedestal on a ridgeline, the bronze sculpture portrays three partisans, joined
together in combat, outfitted with the tools of war. Unlike the static memorial at
Kömmel/Komelj, the sculpture depicts movement, with the three partisans moving dynamically
forward in unison. The monument faces northward, with one figure turning his torso
backwards—perhaps encouraging his fellow comrades to follow—giving the impression to the
viewer that the figures are storming over the Karawank mountain range and towards the center of
Carinthia.
As in the case of war monuments built in the socialist realism form throughout Eastern
Europe, the full spectrum of partisan resistance is represented in the monument, which can be
better seen in Figure 39 (pg. 118).126 To the left, the professional revolutionary can be seen. Not
only is he placed in front of the other two figures and depicted with a command gesture, but he is
also the only one dressed in a military uniform and wearing the triglavka cap (see Figure 41, pg.
119). Named after Mount Triglav, the highest mountain in Slovenia, the triglavka was worn by
Slovene partisans during the war. In the postwar period, the triglavka became a symbol for
“Slovenia” on commemorative structures in Yugoslavia, while Mount Triglav itself was used for
the coat of arms of the Socialist Republic of Slovenia.127 On the far right, the peasant soldier,
symbolized by his carrying of an axe instead of a rifle and dressed in civilian clothes, is shown.
Radically different than traditional catholic influenced war memorials in Austria, a woman
stands between these two men, actively engaged in resistance, holding a rifle.128 She has been
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constructed to be the same height as her male counterparts, symbolizing the active role women
took in the resistance, a common feature in Yugoslav war monuments, too.129 Though these
figures represent diverse interests and wartime experiences, in the sculpture, they are fused into
one revolutionary movement. Their bodies have merged together. They move forward as one.

Figure 39. The full spectrum of resistance.
Notice the full spectrum of resistance depicted in the sculpture and the dynamic position
of the figures.
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Figure 40. The monument and the landscape.

Figure 41. The professional revolutionary.
Detail of the triglavka cap, representing the professional revolutionary.
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The monument’s history is a complicated one. Although the monument is currently
located at the Peršmanhof, it was originally erected in Völkermarkt/Velikovec, about 15 miles to
the north, next to the grave of 83 partisans in the city’s Sankt Ruprecht/Šentrupert cemetery. As
with many monuments, this monument provoked controversy during its design process, even
within the Slovene community. As Lisa Rettl has shown, the controversy over what was to be
written on the pedestal—would it be dedicated to those who fell simply for “freedom” during the
war or to those who had died during the “struggle against fascism”—sparked a fierce debate in
the Slovene-speaking community, which revealed the fractured nature of Slovene political life in
the postwar period.130 Once the monument was unveiled on October 26, 1947, however, it
managed to become the main representation of Carinthian Slovene resistance, what Rettl has
called the “corporate identity” of the community.131
But once built, “monumental spaces” like this one, according to Linda Hershkovitz, “can
be used in ways that are different from and even contrary to the uses to which their builders or
‘owners’ intended they be put.”132 In this line of thought, scholars often argue that reinterpreting
these public spaces can be seen as a form of popular resistance, as everyday people transform the
structure’s purpose, destabilizing the original narrative.133 This type of normative argument
about everyday people taking back control of public spaces has often been made in studies on
post-communist states.134 Yet this type of reinterpretation can also occur in the other direction,
that is, those with dominant positions in society defacing, derogating, or otherwise damaging the
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commemorative structures built by minority groups. As the symbol of partisan resistance in
postwar Carinthia, the monument was immediately reinterpreted by German nationalists. Only a
week after its construction, the monument was vandalized with pro-fascist slogans. Six years
later, on September 10, 1953, the monument was blown up, which destroyed most of the bronze
sculpture but left the pedestal upon which it sat largely intact. The pedestal is still located in the
Sankt Ruprecht/Šentrupert cemetery next to the grave of 83 partisans. See Figure 42 below (pg.
122).
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Figure 42. Restored pedestal in Völkermarkt/Velikovec.
Located on the side of the church in the Sankt Ruprecht/Šentrupert cemetery and next to a mass grave of
83 fallen partisans, the main inscription reads, “For those who fell in the fight against fascism.” The
smaller inscription below the cross reads, “In this grave rests 83 anti-fascist resistance fighters from eight
countries,” followed by a list of these countries. The name of Alfgar Hesketh-Prichard is also included,
the British intelligence officer who parachuted into the region as part of the Clowder mission, organized
by British intelligence, and was executed by a partisan commander in December 1944.135
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The destruction of the monument, of course, was not understood as a random act of
vandalism or simply as the “reinterpretation” of one community’s monument by another, but
rather as a political act of terrorism. Even the Carinthian state government, no ally of the
Liberation Front in the postwar period, recognized the motives of those behind the bombing, and
used the word Attentat (terrorist attack) to describe the event in a telegram to the Ministry of
Interior in Vienna. The perpetrators were never found, and while the monument was rebuilt in
the St. Ruprecht cemetery in 1962, the sculpture was never replaced and, for the next 30 years,
its remains were stored in a warehouse in Kühnsdorf/Sinča vas by Luka Sienčnik.136 It was not
until August 13, 1983, after Janez Wutte Luc and Johnan Hanin restored the sculpture with
limited funds from the Alliance of Carinthian Partisans and donations from the wider Slovene
community, that the reconstructed monument was placed at the Peršmanhof.137 In the original
sculpture, the partisan peasant (on the right) had his arm stretched out behind him, with his hand
opened, palm facing the sky, gesturing for others to join him in the struggle against fascism.
When the sculpture was restored in 1982, a grenade was placed in his palm (see Figure 43, pg.
124). The peasant partisan’s hand no longer symbolizes a gesture of solidarity to others wishing
to join, but now reveals the continuing struggle of the Carinthian Slovenes in the postwar period.
The response that the monument provoked in German-nationalist circles alludes to the
controversial nature of the partisan resistance in the immediate postwar period. Yet, even today,
the role of the partisans in the Second World War is still a contentious issue. 75 years later, it
remains, in how Marilyn B. Young’s has described the legacy of the Vietnam War in American
memory, a “zone of contested meaning.”138
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Figure 43. Detail of grenade.
Detail of grenade placed in the hand of the peasant partisan (far fight figure) after the
monument’s reconstruction.

On the one hand, German-nationalist organizations and even some historians maintain that the
partisans did not fight for an independent Austria free of Nazism, but rather for Yugoslavia, and
hence for “communist totalitarianism.” In his recent history of Austria during the Third Reich,
for example, while acknowledging the communists’ organized resistance attempts, Kurt Bauer
simultaneously undermines its importance by arguing that “wäre er [the communist resistance]
erfolgreich gewesen, wäre das eine totalitäre System durch das andere ersetzt worden.”139 On the
other hand, Carinthian Slovene organizations continue to emphasize Austria’s persecution of
Slovene-speakers, the eventual mass deportations of 1942, and the effectiveness of the Liberation
Front.
The framing strategies of the monument clearly promote this latter interpretation of the
partisans’ role in the war. At first glance, due to its “demagogical rigidity and certainty of
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history,”140 the monument seems to have little in common with the counter-monument advocated
for by scholars such as Young and Till. In fact, one could argue that the Monument against
Fascism, while not part of Carinthia’s official memory culture, actually has several attributes of
the “traditional” state-sponsored monument these authors have criticized. It is didactic, telling
the viewer what he or she should think while looking at it. It is spatially separated from everyday
life, built in a space designed for commemoration. Perhaps most offensive to critics of these
types of monuments, it is self-aggrandizing and heroic, commemorating the mythical nature of
the partisan resistance.141
Yet focusing solely on these traditional characteristics, that is, criticizing these types of
monuments solely on formal grounds, overlooks the radicalism of the Monument against
Fascism. In a state that still refuses to officially commemorate the Slovene resistance, this
monument does explicitly that. By doing so, it challenges current hegemonic memory practices
in Carinthia that highlight historic Slav aggression and partisan reprisals and instead celebrates
Slovene resistance. If the message of the sculpture of the three figures heroically fighting fascism
is not clear enough for the viewer, the inscription on the pedestal—which, due to its small size,
forces the viewer to get close to the structure and lean forward in a posture of
acknowledgement—removes any room for doubt.
Certainly, this direct, didactic form of commemoration has become more and more
uncommon since the 1980s and has been substituted for more abstract forms of
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commemoration.142 Monuments, moreover, have long been criticized for their rigidity and their
mythologization of complex historical events. Already in 1938, for example, Lewis Mumford
made the oft-cited observation: “The notion of a modern monument is veritably a contradiction
in terms...If it is a monument it is not modern, and if it is modern, it cannot be a
monument.”143As Young has more recently argued, the “imposition of a single cultural icon or
symbol onto a host of disparate and competing experiences, as a way to impose common
meaning and value on disparate memories” offends our “modern sensibility” that have become
accustomed to more pluralistic interpretations of the past.144 Some scholars contend, perhaps too
dramatically, that “...the age of monumentality, or meaningful memorials and memorialization in
the public sphere, is over.”145
Monuments constructed with the aesthetics of socialist realism have been even more
criticized for this rigidity. As Michael Ignatieff puts it in his analysis of Soviet war memorials in
Ukraine: “Socialist realism has such a narrow range, such a limited command of the registers of
human experience: the monuments manage to convey the heroic and the grandiose, never the
humble and the particular.”146 Paul Stangl, likewise, contends that, due to their construction in
totalitarian states, these types of monuments should “be viewed as little more than propaganda
etched in stone.”147 While it is doubtful that the monuments to the defeat of Nazism built under
communist regimes are any more propagandistic than monuments built under democratic ones, it
142
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is indeed this straightforward glorification of resistance in a country that had so little of it that
provides the Monument against Fascism much of its symbolic power.
The power of this direct style of commemoration has been noticed elsewhere, too.
Responding to critics who said he should have used more abstract forms of design, Nathan
Rapoport, the architect of the “Monument to the Ghetto Heroes” in Warsaw, told Young during
an interview that a realistic, direct style was required for his work. In his words:
Could I have made a stone with a hole in it...and said, ‘Voila! The Greatness of the
Jewish People?’ No, I needed to show the heroism, to illustrate it literally in figures
everyone, not just artists, would respond to. This was to be a public monument after all.
And what do human beings respond to? Faces, figures, the human form. I did not want to
represent resistance in the abstract: it was not an abstract uprising. It was real.148
Just as the Warsaw Uprising was real, so was the resistance of Carinthian Slovenes. Whether the
monumental form should be used for nations or groups commemorating past wrongs is an open
question. Yet when a minority group commemorates its own victims and victories, both of which
have yet to be incorporated into the official memory culture of the state in which they live, the
monument—with its triumphal aesthetics, its glorification of heroes, and didactic messaging—
still can carry significant symbolic power. Moreover, as a structure dedicated to the “only
organized armed resistance within the borders of Nazi Germany,” the Monument against
Fascism achieves its goal: to celebrate those who fought with the partisans during the war.149
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The Peršmanhof as Discourse Materialized: Creating a Counter-Memory
As I have shown, the Peršmanhof is a central location for discussions of the legacy of National
Socialism in southern Carinthia, particularly its impact on the Carinthian Slovene community.
The Peršmanhof produces a certain type of discourse about Carinthian Slovene persecution and
resistance that is at odds with the discourse found in Carithia’s official memory culture described
at the outset of this chapter.
Travelling through Klagenfurt/Celovec, Bleiburg/Pliberk, or Völkermarkt/Velikovec—
the economic centers of southern Carinthia—one is hard pressed to see any physical traces of
Slovene resistance and/or persecution from the Second World War. The memorial sites that have
been created have been constructed to naturalize and promote the history and memory of
Carinthia as German-speaking Carinthia. To understand the Peršmanhof’s meaning, then, is to
first acknowledge its absence within the official memory of Carinthia.150 This absence from the
state denotes a silence, an unwillingness to commemorate a particular period in history in which
the Austrian government, as part of Nazi Germany, perpetuated mass crimes against its own
population. Simultaneously, it also demonstrates a refusal to commemorate the only armed,
organized, and successful resistance to occur within Austria during the war.
When this absence is noticed, however, it speaks volumes about what official memory
culture has deemed worthy of commemorating in Carinthia. Since memorials, particularly the
ones that occupy prominent public spaces, can be read as “symbols of community values,
attitudes and beliefs,” they also reflect the political discourses and ideologies of those powerful
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enough to build them.151 The Peršmanhof’s location is a product of these discourses. It is a
product not only of active attempts to “forget” the history it tells and the memories it supports,
but it is also the product of an active, at times even violent, strategy to keep these discourses and
structures on the periphery of Carinthia’s memorial culture.
Being on the periphery of a country’s official memory culture tends to not be perceived
positively. “Memory actors,” Jenny Wüstenburg’s term for the individuals and organizations
involved in the process of constructing memorials, tend to demand that sites of memory be built
in significant economic and transportation locations to not only highlight their importance, but to
also magnify the structure’s importance.152 In particular, minority communities demanding the
memorialization of past crimes or violence often argue that the state in question should
acknowledge its past wrong by placing memorials in prominent locations, often in the capital.153
In this line of argument, occupying a prominent location in a state’s official memory culture
makes a symbolic statement that the minority community is indeed an integral part of the
nation.154
While it is clear that commemorating past wrongs at the center can carry symbolic power,
scholars have also pointed out several dangers to this centralization of memory. As Till argues,
“social memory and place-making activities tell us more about the people building a memorial
than the peoples and pasts being commemorated.”155 In this line of thought, then, it begs the
question: why would a state commemorate its past wrongs “in the center”? In the case of
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Germany’s memorialization of the Holocaust, Till shows how some German activists worry that
this strategy could be used to “draw a final line” (Schlußstrich) under the past—allowing it to
cordon off this part of the country’s history to oblivion—and transform the city into a place
where national guilt can be commemorated and expiated. Simply by occupying prominent
positions in national capitals, these sites of memory can also run the risk of being co-opted by the
state, becoming places of “in and for the center” instead of for the people they were built for.156
Secluded on the side of a mountain and marginalized in Carinthia’s official memory
culture, the Peršmanhof does not have to worry about its message being absorbed (and thus
neutralized) by the state. On the periphery, the Peršmanhof can produce a memory discourse that
is squarely at odds with the official ones it competes with. By doing so, it is able to construct
what scholars of memory have broadly called “counter-memories.” The term counter-memory
seems to have first been developed by Michael Foucalt in his 1977 essay, “Nietzsche,
Genealogy, and History.”157 Yet there is little in common with his original concept and how it
has been invoked by various scholars of memory since then, leading to a lack of terminological
uniformity. George Lipsitz, for example, offered his own definition of the term in 1990, which
has also been widely adopted, and various other authors use the term “counter-memory”
independent of these works, making consistency difficult.158
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In light of this, I understand counter-memories to be the memories that deviate from and
challenge official narratives of the past. Because they diverge from the dominant memory
regime, these memories are marginalized and delegitimized by “elite representatives” of the
memory culture, leading to their eventual suppression. 159 No memory culture is closed to
contestation, however, and there are always other alternatives to what gets remembered. These
counter-memories, when uncovered, can offer “an alternative view of the past which challenges
the dominant representation of the past.”160 This alternative gets created because the countermemories are told from the viewpoint of a group whose memories have been historically
marginalized. As Dora Apel argues, these memories are told from the perspective of those who
were “silenced or obscured, or whose interests were repressed during the construction of official
memory by the agencies, institutions, and discourses of the state.”161 Such a process is at work at
the Peršmanhof. The narrative of partisan resistance told here—through the pedagogical
discourse of the museum and the heroic discourse of the monument—is a radical alternative to
the stigmatized, blighted, and generally negative discourse dominant in Carinthian official
memory.
As Schein emphasizes in most of his work, though, landscapes do not just reflect the
legacies of human activity, but are also about “intervention, about promising the possibility for
human action in order to change the status quo.”162 A counter-memory of the Second World War
in southern Carinthia is certainly constructed at the Peršmanhof, but the memory work that
159
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occurs in and around the Peršmanhof is not secluded to the specific geographic space nor is it
limited to commemorating events from the war. Multiple activist organizations in the area use
the landscape of the Peršmanhof—the historical facts of the museum, the heroic aesthetics of the
monument, and the geographic site itself—as an avenue to engage visitors in workshops,
seminars, and other activities about current political issues. Through their work, these
organizations are not only destabilizing the Carinthian official memory regime, but they are also
using these uncovered counter-memories to intervene in contemporary political life. To discuss
how these memories are used in and around the Peršmanhof, however, is to grapple with how
memory works “on the ground” in southern Carinthia, which is the topic of my next chapter.
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Figure 44. The monument and museum.
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Chapter Three.
The Struggle of Everyday Memory in Southern Carinthia
As I demonstrated in the previous chapter, the landscape of the Peršmanhof—the museum, the
monument, and the location itself—helps create a counter-memory for the Carinthian Slovene
community of southern Carinthia, and, by doing so, it offers an alternative discourse to the
generally negative official one about the Slovene partisans from the Second World War.
Foregrounding the discourse sustained by the landscape of the Peršmanhof, however, is only one
aspect of understanding the cultural landscape of an area. The other aspect of it, as Richard
Schein reminds us, is “about intervention, about promising the possibility for human action in
order to change the status quo.”1 In southern Carinthia, several community activist organizations
have taken up this challenge, treating these counter-memories as important tools with which to
intervene in contemporary Carinthian political life and challenge dominant political discourses in
the region.
The active intervention of these organizations is the subject of this chapter, which is
based on interviews I conducted with five “memory entrepreneurs,” Elizabeth Jelin’s term for
creative, passionate individuals who, through a range of innovative strategies, “seek social
recognition and political legitimacy of one (their own) interpretation or narrative of the past” and
are “engaged and concerned with maintaining and promoting active and visible social and
political attention on their enterprise.”2 Although the term “entrepreneur” may bring to mind an
uncomfortable association between these individuals and profit, Jelin explicitly rejects this
characterization. According to Jelin:
1
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The use of the word entrepreneur should not be limited to its association with enterprise
for private profit. As used here, it refers to entrepreneurial actions of a “social” or
collective nature. The important point is that the entrepreneur becomes personally
involved in his or her project; in addition, she or he generates commitment from others,
fostering participation and organizing efforts of a collective character...entrepreneurs
generate projects, new ideas, expressions, and creative initiatives...The notion of
entrepreneur also implies the existence of a social organization connected to the project
of memory, involving social hierarchies, control mechanisms, and a division of labor
under the control of the entrepreneurs.3
These memory entrepreneurs represented four activist organizations currently trying to influence
the official memory of National Socialism in southern Carinthia.4
The interviews I conducted reveal that the tangible places and objects of the southern
Carinthian landscape of remembrance that I visited during my fieldwork—largely created,
maintained, and curated by the activist organizations presented in this chapter—are only a small
part of these organizations’ memory activism. Through the interviews, I was introduced to their
larger educational and political efforts that aim, in various ways, to activate the region’s heritage
as a political resource for today. Through the development and deployment of these pedagogical
efforts, these activist organizations use counter-memories to not only teach visitors about the
legacies and consequences of National Socialism in the region. They also use these memories to
activate a new political consciousness in them for the present.
This chapter, however, does more than just reveal a hidden side of these organizations
activism. It also adds multiple voices to my exploration of memory in twenty-first century
southern Carinthia. An often-made critique of Memory Studies is its overemphasis of individual
interpretation of commemorative rituals and mediums at the expense of probing of how these are
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enacted and/or received on the ground from individuals living in the actual area under analysis.5
As one critic puts it, these studies often boil down to an individual’s “reflections on a
representation of the past—a memorial, a film, a heritage site—that they feel is flawed or biased
in some way.”6 In what follows, I include the perspectives of these memory entrepreneurs, and,
by doing so, I am able to present a fuller picture of the practices and techniques activist
organizations use in order to advocate for an interpretation of the past that has long been
marginalized in the state’s official memory culture.
Over the course of my fieldwork, in general, and during the interview process, in
particular, I developed respect for all of the memory entrepreneurs presented in this chapter.
Through this process—visits to the various memorials and graves that dot the countryside,
interviews, and my (ongoing) struggle with learning Slovene—a bond developed between those
engaged in this memory activism and myself. This bond was not based on language or national
identity, but rather on a feeling of solidarity with a group of individuals who engage in memory
activism not only to create more public salience for a past that has been largely ignored, but who
also use this past as a tool to “struggle against injuries inflicted on others” in the present.7
Advocating for an interpretation of the past that occupies a marginal position in a
society’s official memory culture is difficult. It requires creativity to develop projects, vast
organizational skills, the ability to generate “buy in” from others, perseverance, courage, and
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determination.8 Doing this activist work in Carinthia—the state that is often seen as having done
the least to memorialize the Nazi era in Austria—is even more so, which is why I found my
conversations with these individuals not only rewarding and enlightening, but also worthy of
including as an entire chapter in my dissertation. 9 To be sure, the memory entrepreneurs’
statements that make up much of the content of this chapter have been filtered through my lens
as a researcher. Moreover, I heed Sabina Mihelj’s warning and do not treat these statements as
“privileged windows into reality.”10 Nevertheless, during the interviews, I treated each one of the
memory entrepreneurs as an “expert,” that is, as “a guide who possess[ed] certain valid pieces of
knowledge and information, as someone with a specific kind of specialized knowledge” that was
unavailable to me as an outside researcher.11 Due to this expert position, it was important for me
to let the memory entrepreneurs speak for themselves as best as I could and reproduce their
statements as authentically as possible.
The memory entrepreneurs included in this chapter were chosen in consultation with
mentors from the University of Klagenfurt/Celovec and the University of Graz. The following
criteria were used: (1) he or she possessed “expert knowledge” about Carinthian commemorative
8
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practices relating to the Second World War; (2) he or she is in a position to influence official
memory policies (e.g., national, state, or municipal policies) about the Second World War; (3) he
or she currently occupies, or has occupied in the past, a leadership position in a Carinthian-based
memory organization that engages with Carinthian memory politics of the Second World War.
Following other researchers, I defined “expert knowledge” as an individual possessing the
following: (1) practical experience (many years of experience working in a memory
organization); (2) organizational knowledge (awareness of the practical information of the
respective organization); (3) functional knowledge (an understanding of how the organization
functions on an everyday basis); and (4) contextual knowledge (knowledge of the other actors
and organizations active in Carinthian memory politics).12
While my interview sample is too small to explore how all Carinthian memory
organizations operate—I did not interview any of the right-wing Heimatverbände, for example,
nor did I interview any organizations from outside of southern Carinthia—the memory
entrepreneurs I interviewed represented diverse professions (a farmer/artist, historian, journalist,
museum curator, and a retired school teacher), and both ethnic groups (Slovene and German).
These entrepreneurs represented four organizations, which are described below.
Founded in 2001 in Klagenfurt/Celovec by individuals largely from outside the
Carinthian Slovene community, the Verein/Društvo Peršman (Peršman Association) supports the
work of the Verband der Kärntner Partisanen/Zveza koroških partizanov (Alliance of Carinthian
Partisans) at the Peršmanhof memorial site. Since a cooperation agreement was signed between
the Peršman Association and the Alliance of Carinthian Partisans in the early 2000s, the Peršman
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Association has been in charge of the museological work at the Peršman Museum (creating the
exhibition, training volunteers, etc.). From 2003 to 2004, the Peršman Association carried out a
large research project, on the basis of newly accessible archival files, to better understand not
only the massacre on April 25, 1945, but also the history of the farm itself. The findings from
this research project formed the basis of the museum renovation, which occurred between 2011
and 2012. Since 2017, in addition to their museological work, the Peršman Association has been
offering seminars and workshops to school classes. Membership in the organization is open to
anyone and costs €25 for adults and €10 for students. From the Peršman Association, I
interviewed the current director, Andrej Mohar. I also interviewed Gudrun Blohberger, who,
while not currently involved in the organization’s work, was previously the director of the
Peršman Association and helped lead the renovation of the museum.
In contrast to the relatively recent founding of the Peršman Association, the Alliance of
Carinthian Partisans is one of the oldest Carinthian Slovene organizations in the state. Founded
in 1948 to unite former partisans in the postwar period into one organization, the Alliance, in its
early years, took a staunch pro-Yugoslav line on the so-called “Carinthian border question” after
the war—that is, whether or not southern Carinthia should become a part of the new Yugoslav
state—and provided financial assistance to wounded partisan veterans and the widows and
orphans of fallen partisans. From its early days, the Alliance of Carinthian Partisans has had an
active role in Carinthian public life one of the main, left-wing representative bodies for
Carinthian Slovenes and has taken a leading role in building and maintaining memorials to
former partisan fighters in southern Carinthia since its founding. While the organization was
originally closed to non-veterans or relatives of veterans, since 1997, membership has been open
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to anyone wishing to join.13 Andrej Mohar was also my interview partner representing the
Alliance of Carinthian Partisans, as he is currently the secretary of the organization.
Verein Erinnern-Villach (Remember-Villach) was founded in 1995 in Villach/Beljak by
Hans Haider, a local high school math and science teacher. Central to the work of RememberVillach has been researching the biographies of victims of National Socialism from the
Villach/Beljak area. As of 2020, the organization has managed to publish short biographies of
140 individuals on their website. In addition, Haider has conducted and published interviews
with witnesses from Villach about the deportations of the city’s Jewish and Roma/Sinti
populations. Remember-Villach is best known in the region for successfully building a memorial
to victims of National Socialism in 1999. Located in the center of Villach/Beljak, the Denkmal
der Namen (Memorial of Names) lists the name, date of birth, date of death, and location of
death of those from Villach/Beljak killed under National Socialism. Membership is also open to
anyone who wishes to join. From Remember-Villach, I interviewed Hans Haider and Alexandra
Schmidt in a joint interview.
Since 2002, Zdravko Haderlap has been managing the A-Zone in Leppen/Lepena.
Located on the Vinkl-Hof/Vinklnova domačija, the A-Zone offers various workshops to visitors,
all of which incorporate the natural environment of the region in various ways. The content of
these workshops vary widely, from classes on traditional mountain farming techniques to
seminars on autobiographical writing. The A-Zone also produces numerous cultural events
during the year (concerts, plays, etc.) and organizes guided hiking tours throughout the region,
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several of which incorporate the history and culture of Carinthia’s Slovene community. From the
A-Zone, I interviewed Zdravko Haderlap.
All five of these interviews were conducted with a semi-structured interview guide in a
“naturalistic setting” comfortable for the memory entrepreneur, which took me from a cafe in
Klagenfurt/Celovec and a living room in Villach/Beljak, to a farm in Leppen/Lepena and an
office in Linz.14 All interviews were conducted in German, a point that bears emphasis. Although
scholars have demonstrated that Carinthian Slovenes have historically grown up bilingually and
continue to do so, from my personal interactions with the organization that funded my fieldwork,
there seems to still be a perception from Austrian academics outside of southern Carinthia that
Carinthian Slovenes cannot speak German.15 This perception was deeply unsettling to me, not
only because it reveals how secluded the Carinthian Slovene community is from the rest of
Austria, but because it also, 75 years after the end of the Second World War, still problematically
equates Austrian identity with the German language.16 Regarding my use of German as the
language in which to conduct the interviews, I simply want to reiterate what Tom Priestly, a
linguist who has extensively studied the Slovene dialect spoken in southern Carinthia, has
argued:
14
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All members of the [Carinthian Slovene] minority speak German: they are taught
Standard German in school, hear it in the media, and use it for official purposes; nearly
all are more or less competent also in some form of Dialect German, and speak this with
Germanophones in informal situations.17
My social position as a researcher proved to be more complicated in the field than I had
initially expected. Interestingly, the feelings of respect I developed for these activists seemed to
be mutual, particularly once I had mentioned that I had already conducted five months of
fieldwork and had previously lived in the region for a year while teaching English at a secondary
school. On multiple occasions, moreover, my identity as an American was brought up by my
interlocutors in a positive light, something that has rarely occurred in the years I have spent in
Austria. The memory entrepreneurs from the Carinthian Slovene community often expressed
appreciation that an American researcher was interested in the memory of Carinthian Slovene
persecution and resistance, which, in their view, could make this story available to a wider,
English-speaking audience. While I was certainly grateful for being considered a trustworthy
interlocutor for these memory entrepreneurs, in this chapter, I do my best to do the work of a
researcher. I negotiate these feelings of mutual respect with detailed, critical analysis of these
memory entrepreneurs’ activism. To do so, I rely on a close reading of the interview transcripts,
and I interpret them with the help of secondary historical material and relevant scholarship from
Memory Studies. For more details on my interview methodology, particularly for my data
analysis, see the appendix to this dissertation.
Why Remember the Past?
Before embarking on these interviews, I assumed the memory entrepreneurs would
explain the goals of their memory work in relatively similar, if not identical, terms. But the more
17
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time I spent with them—and with the transcripts from the interviews—the more I realized their
goals differ in small but significant ways, based largely on whether the organization has what I
call a “public-oriented” commitment towards its memory work or an “individual-oriented” one.
The memory entrepreneurs who expressed a more public-oriented commitment described
the purpose of their memory work in direct connection to contemporary politics. Alexandra
Schmidt, from Remember-Villach, and Andrej Mohar, from the Peršman Association and the
Alliance of Carinthian Partisans, repeatedly stressed the importance of raising public awareness
about the legacies of National Socialism in light of recent Austrian (and, more generally,
European) shifts to the right.18 During our discussions, relatively straight lines were drawn from
the fascism of the past to the politics of the present, and memory of this past was perceived as a
tool with which to influence these politics. In this approach to memory, the historical experience
of fascism is repeatedly invoked not only to give a sense of urgency and importance to the
memory entrepreneurs’ activism, but to also express a warning that if memory of the Nazi era is
not publicly cultivated, fascism could return, a type of memory Michael Rothberg and Neil Levi
call “resistant remembrance.”19 Schmidt, for example, connected Remember-Villach’s goal of
remembering National Socialism to the more publically-oriented goal of confronting these
broader right-wing political trends, as can be seen in the excerpt below.
Das Ziel ist es natürlich irgendwie die Erinnerung an die NS-Zeit hochzuhalten...Gerade
jetzt (emphasizes), wo in Europa wieder nationalistische Tendenzen und rechtsradikale
Tendenzen eben hochkommen. Es ist halt spürbar. Man muss dagegen arbeiten.
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In the case of the Peršman Association, this publicly-oriented commitment was described even
more explicitly. According to Mohar, the memory of the Second World War, in particular that of
the Carinthian Slovene resistance, is the foundation upon which individuals can become
politicized to counter what he calls “neue Formen des Faschismus,” the term he used to describe
a range of current political issues in Austria ranging from organized right-wing extremism and
xenophobia, to the government’s asylum policies and integration measures.
In contrast to this public-oriented commitment to memory, Haderlap takes a more
individual-oriented approach to his memory work at the A-Zone. While Haderlap is also trying
to increase remembrance of National Socialism’s impact in the region—particularly on the local
Carinthian Slovene community—his description of the purpose of his memory work differs
significantly from both Mohar’s and Schmidt’s. According to Haderlap:
Natürlich ist diese Geschichte, vor allem die Geschichte des Krieges, ganz wichtig. Und
was diese Region erfahren hat, was immer wieder ein Wiederholungsfaktor ist, im Laufe
der Geschichte...Und wie das Leben funktioniert hat. Und die Geschichte dieser Region
ist mit sehr viel Inhalt bestückt. Die aber nicht (emphasizes) als Moral irgendwie gehalten
wird, oder als eine Belehrung, was alles passiert ist und was man verhindern muss.
In this individual-oriented approach to memory, the past is certainly perceived as important, but
it is not seen as something to be used in the present to achieve publicly-oriented political goals.
It is not to be used as a lesson (“eine Belehrung”) or as a tool to confront “nationalistische
Tendenzen” (Schmidt) or “neue Formen des Faschismus” (Mohar). Rather it is seen as a starting
point to critically reflect on issues facing every individual, to develop, in Haderlap’s words, an
“individuelle Bewusstseinsbildung für jeden einzelnen Jugendlichen.”
By drawing attention to the differences between a publicly-oriented commitment to
memory and an individually-oriented one, I am not advocating for one approach over the other.
By highlighting these differences, my point is to show that these memory entrepreneurs,
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although all working in a small geographic area and on similar topics, cannot be understood as
acting in unison. Just as Bodnar characterizes vernacular culture as “diverse and changing,” the
memory entrepreneurs interviewed in this chapter have a range of motivations and goals for their
memory work and represent distinct interest groups. Based on these varying motivations and
goals, moreover, the memory entrepreneurs adopt an assortment of practices and techniques in
their attempts to influence Carinthia’s official memory culture. I present these in more detail
below.
Techniques and Practices of Remembrance
Memory studies scholars often concentrate on monuments, memorials, museums, and other sites
of memory in their analyses—just as I did in the previous chapters. However, these interviews
reveal that the objects and places I had visited in the first stage of my fieldwork were merely a
small part of a larger educational and political effort aimed at raising critical awareness of
contemporary political issues in their visitors. Although physical sites of memory are the most
visible element of these organizations’ activism, they all perceived other practices presented in
this chapter to be just as important in their attempts to influence Carinthia’s official memory
culture.
Education
The Peršman Association, Remember-Villach, and the A-Zone all perceive the past as something
that needs to be taught to their visitors. Different educational strategies are used: visits to the
Peršmanhof are made, workshops are offered, seminars are organized, and lectures that bring
various topics from the past and the present together are held. The Peršman Association offers
upwards of thirty workshops per year, mostly aimed at students in the upper-level of Austria’s
secondary school system. In line with the Peršman Association’s publically-oriented
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commitment to memory, Mohar described workshops that incorporate both the history displayed
at the museum and current political topics in the following manner:
Wenn wir einen Workshop für Schüler anbieten, meistens von den letzten Klassen vom
Gymnasium, höhere Schulebenen, 18- bis 19-Jährige...versuchen wir mit ihnen praktisch
den Horizont noch zu erweitern, nicht nur den Widerstand zu besprechen, sondern wie es
heutzutage ist, das ganze Spektrum von neuen Formen des Faschismus und
Rechtsextremismus, das gesamte Spektrum irgendwie nahe zu bringen.
The A-Zone, too, offers workshops throughout the year covering a wide variety of topics—from
traditional honey cultivation courses to autobiographical writing seminars—all aimed at forcing
a type of critical engagement between the visitor and his or her surroundings. In its work with
school classes, the A-Zone offers specific workshops intended to stimulate critical thinking about
civil society issues by highlighting the history of Carinthian Slovene persecution in the region.
Instead of using this past to draw a connection with the present, however, these workshops
revolve around difficult civics concepts and what Haderlap sees as existential questions of what
it means to live in a free society.
Es ist die Auseinandersetzung mit dem Verhältnis zwischen Mensch und Umwelt....Viele
dieser wichtigen existenziellen Fragen gelten hier als Grundlage für die Programme, die
wir hier durchführen…Es geht um Fragen wie: auf was basiert Freiheit?...Was heißt
Zivilcourage?...Was heißt Selbstbestimmungsrecht?...Es geht um die Mündigkeit eines
demokratischen pluralistischen Systems, die man hier vermittelt. Und dann kann man das
Beispiel nehmen, wo die Menschen das nicht wahrgenommen haben...Man hat hier [in
southern Carinthia] viele Beispiele was die Auswirkungen sind.
Public events
Holding public events is also an important strategy for achieving the respective goals of these
organizations. Remember-Villach, for example, offers two public commemorative events each
year, one during May (the end of the war in Austria) and one in November (on the anniversary of
the Villach/Beljak pogrom). During these, lectures are held about National Socialism, and
various information panels are placed in prominent locations in the city. The Alliance of
Carinthian Partisans also organizes various public events throughout the year at the various
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gravesites and memorials that they maintain. Two of the more prominent ones are the annual
memory hike to the partisan memorial located in Kömmel/Komelj and the annual
commemoration at the Peršmanhof in June. In contrast to the Remember-Villach’s public events,
which are attended by representatives of the Villach/Beljak city government, the local protestant
church, and even school classes from around the city, the general public tends not to attend these
Alliance of Carinthian Partisan events. These tend to be attended by individuals who are
members of the Alliance or other left-wing political organizations in the region.
In addition to offering workshops aimed at a general Austrian audience, the Peršman
Association also participates in one of Austria’s most well known cultural/museological events,
“The Long Night of the Museums” (Die lange Nacht der Museen). Sponsored by ORF, Austria’s
public broadcaster, this event is extremely popular in Austria, with over 600 museums and
cultural institutions keeping their doors open until 1:00 am one night per year. Out of all four
organizations, though, the A-Zone has the most diverse offering of public events. Not only does
it organize workshops about a wide-range of issues (e.g., farming, literature, democracy), but it
also stages plays and puts on concerts multiple times a year, many of which engage with the
legacies of the Second World War in the region.
Guided tours
The events of the Second World War, of course, took place at specific places. Although the
content of the tours differ significantly—Remember-Villach offers city tours of Villach/Beljak
that highlight the history of the city before and during National Socialism, while the A-Zone
offers guided hikes through the abandoned farms and houses around Leppen/Lepena—Haider
and Haderlap both regard these tours as important tools that can bring to light the “inward
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turning histories” of the particular places for their visitors. 20 In his tour, Haider takes
participants first to the school he used to teach at and then through the center of Villach/Beljak,
narrating histories along the way that are now hidden from view. Haider describes his tour in the
excerpt below.
Ich fange immer mit der Schule an, wo ich unterrichtet habe. Ich erzähle ihnen [the tour
participants] was dann passiert ist, als der Anschluss war. Die Schule wurde zugesperrt.
Sechs oder sieben Lehrer wurden entlassen. Ein Lehrer hat Selbstmord begangen. Einen
Monat später hat es schon die Bücherverbrennung im Schulhof gegeben...Dann die
Schicksale von einigen Schülern, die dann gegangen sind [from Villach/Beljak]. Da habe
ich Interviews, die lese ich vor...Dann gehen wir in die Stadt. Wie war das beim Pogrom?
Wir gehen zum Hauptplatz, wo die Leute gestanden sind [during the pogrom]. Dieses
Geschäft, das Glesinger Geschäft, da stehe ich davor, das gibt’s natürlich heute nicht
mehr. Da sind die Sachen herausgeflogen. Das Glesinger Geschäft ist arisiert worden. So
gehen wir von Station zu Station, von Haus zu Haus...dann erzähle ich die Geschichte,
was passiert ist. Das dauert ungefähr zwei Stunden.
In contrast to Haider’s tour that highlights (predominantly) Jewish places in Villach/Beljak
before the Nazi takeover, Haderlap offers various guided hiking programs in the mountains
around Leppen/Lepena. Several hikes are available. One takes participants to various abandoned
partisan bunkers in the area, while another highlights specific places mentioned in Maja
Haderlap’s 2011 novel, Engel des Vergessens. Haderlap also offers a more general literary hike,
during which he leads participants to long abandoned family farms and homes in the area. Here,
he points out the influence these specific places have had on Carinthian Slovene authors from the
region, including Florjan Lipuš and Valentin Polanček (both of whom were deeply influenced by
personal experiences of the war). During the hike to the specific places, storytelling is also used
as a means to unlock these hidden histories. According to Haderlap:
Und natürlich diese literarischen Wanderungen gehen über diese Höfe und diese
Örtlichkeiten, in der Pampa, in der Landschaft. Jede Ecke, jedes Haus, jede Kuppe hat
20
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eine Geschichte, die an der Literatur mitstreift. Ich habe die Bücher im Rucksack und es
gibt zu allen möglichen Plätzen in der Landschaft einen Bezug zu einem bestimmten
Thema, herausgenommen aus der Literatur. Dann wird immer erzählt und gelesen...Die
Literatur wird dreidimensionaler, weil du dann mitten in diesen Sätzen, die auf Papier
aufgeschrieben sind, stehst. Man erfährt die Sprache in einer dritten Dimension. Dann ist
es wirklich ein emotionales Erlebnis.
School engagement
While all visitors, independent of age, are welcome to participate in the memory entrepreneurs’
events, workshops, and tours, all of the memory entrepreneurs perceived their interaction with
young people, particularly high school-aged students, as critical for their memory work. Since its
founding, Remember-Villach has extensively collaborated with students, and school classes
make up about a third of the Peršman Association’s annual visitors. Within this context, the role
of Carinthia’s public school curriculum was repeatedly mentioned by all of the memory
entrepreneurs. While Remember-Villach, the A-Zone, and the Peršman Association all
mentioned the importance of becoming part of the official curriculum in the state of Carinthia—
that is, becoming a place that receives an official recommendation from the state board of
education as a destination for school-sponsored field trips—the Peršman Association was the
only organization actively trying to influence Carinthia’s history curriculum. According to
Mohar, the Association not only creates lesson plans aimed at helping teachers better teach the
history of National Socialism in the region, but it has also been trying to turn the Peršmanhof
into a memorial site with similar pedagogical value as the Mauthausen Memorial Site in Linz.
Since 1985, the Austrian Ministry of Education has recommended that all Austrian
students visit Mauthausen, the location of Austria’ largest concentration camp.21 It was not until
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April 2020, however, that the Carinthian state government began financially supporting these
trips.22All of the memory entrepreneurs thought it commendable that more and more Carinthian
schools now have the financial resources to take their students to Mauthausen. But this
centralization of memory was also seen skeptically. Resembling a similar German debate that
occurred in the 1990s about whether centralized sites of Holocaust memory in Berlin crowded
out local initiatives from smaller regions, Gudrun Blohberger felt that the Austrian government’s
support for visits to Mauthausen could lead to a perception amongst students that National
Socialism in Austria was confined to large, centralized concentration camps like the one in
Linz. 23 To counter this, the Peršman Association has been lobbying the Carinthian state
government to finance school visits to either Mauthausen or the Peršmanhof for Carinthian-based
students, which would show that the effects of National Socialism were actually felt around the
country, in large sites and small.
Commemorative structures
Lobbying the designers of the official school curriculum is certainly one way to influence
Carinthian memory politics. But as the “most deliberately designed, official, lasting, and
emblematic cultural products codifying memory,” one of the most visible ways to take a public
position in debates over memory is to build commemorative structures (i.e., memorials,
monuments, historical markers, etc.).24 In Austria, the federal government has a responsibility to
maintain graves, memorials, and other sites that were built by the Allies to commemorate fallen
soldiers, prisoners of war (POWs), and others who lost their lives to Nazism. According to
Article 19 of the Austrian State Treaty (1955):
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Österreich verpflichtet sich, die auf österreichischem Gebiet befindlichen Gräber von
Soldaten, Kriegsgefangenen und zwangsweise nach Österreich gebrachten
Staatsangehörigen der Alliierten Mächte und jener der anderen Vereinten Nationen, die
sich mit Deutschland im Kriegszustand befanden, zu achten, zu schützen und zu erhalten;
desgleichen die Gedenksteine und Embleme dieser Gräber sowie Denkmäler, die dem
militärischen Ruhm der Armeen gewidmet sind, die auf österreichischem Staatsgebiet
gegen Hitler-Deutschland gekämpft haben. 25
Although the Yugoslav partisans were a recognized Allied power during the war, the obligation
stated in Article 19 has never been fulfilled in relation to partisan memorials in southern
Carinthia. In reality, this task has fallen solely to the Alliance of Carinthian Partisans.
During our conversation, Mohar placed great importance on the Alliance’s preservation
(“Pflege”) of 54 partisan memorials in the region, which he described as the main activity
(“Haupttätigkeit”) of the organization. These memorials still play a critical role in the Alliance’s
memory work and are at the center of their annual commemorative ceremonies. During these
ceremonies—often attended by other similar partisan organizations from Slovenia, Italy, and
Croatia—the anti-fascist resistance from the Second World War is commemorated and quite
explicitly used to politicize the present, to spread what Mohar has called the “Werte des
Widerstandes” to a new generation of Carinthians.26 This type of politicization of memory was
seen critically (but sympathetically) by Haderlap who, while not a member of the Alliance of
Carinthian Partisans, grew up just around the corner from the Peršmanhof and had multiple
family members who were active partisans during the war. According to Haderlap:
Denkmalkultur ist hier [in southern Carinthia] noch ein bisschen anders als vielleicht
woanders (laughs)...(hesitates) Der Partisanenverband sieht den Peršmanhof oder diese
Gedenkkultur immer noch als Symbol für ihre benachteiligte Existenz, und sie nehmen
das auch politisch als Grundlage her, um zu politisieren. Das heißt, Politisierung basiert
auf dieser Gedenkkultur, die sie pflegen…Es ist irgendwie verständlich, weil sie aus ihrer
25
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Haut nicht rauskönnen, auch diese Befangenheiten mit ihren eigenen Geschichten, die
passiert sind in den Familien. Das sehen sie als Sinnbild und als Symbol—auch das
Denkmal am Peršmanhof—für ihre derzeitige Situation, die existentielle Situation in der
sogenannten Benachteiligung. Darum muss man kämpfen. Teilweise nimmt das ganz
abstruse, absurde Formen an. Aber, von mir aus gesehen, auch nachvollziehbar.
That a form of “purposeful remembrance,” where the past is used as a tool to forge an
identity for a particular group in the present, would be occurring with the help of these
memorials is certainly not surprising.27 Memory has long been recognized as a cornerstone of
group identity and one popular way to support the symbolic link between the two has been
through the construction of monuments because of their “high visibility” and “key symbolic
value.”28 In the Alliance’s preservation and commemoration of these memorials, though, a
relationship with the past based on what Tzvetan Todorov calls “literal memory” has developed.
According to Todorov, literal memory makes “the [historical] event impossible to go beyond”
and forces everything in the present to be submitted to the past.29 Because of the foundational
role the memory of resistance plays in the Alliance’s identity, it runs the risk of creating a type of
dead-end for its advocates. When the past is viewed in these terms, moreover, it has a tendency
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to then “be instrumentalized and cited as pretexts for all sorts of political agendas,” a dynamic
Haderlap alludes to in the excerpt above.30
Seen in the larger context of the Carinthian postwar period, however, the importance
placed on these memorials by the Alliance of Carinthian Partisans is understandable. Once built,
as symbols of not only the resistance against Nazism but also of “das Slowenische,” they were
often destroyed.31 They were also targeted during the so-called Ortstafelsturm, the name given to
the events surrounding the violent destruction of bilingual topographical signs by German
nationalists in 1972.32 According to Mohar, most of the Alliance’s members are on the older end
of the “baby boomer” spectrum and were politicized, much like himself, within this postwar
context where public symbols of the Slovene language and wartime resistance were constantly
agitated against. This experience, along with the familial connections most members of the
organization still have to the memory of the partisans—as Mohar told me, “es gibt überall einen
starken Bezug in der Verwandtschaft, in der Familie”—that a form of purposeful remembrance
has developed is understandable.
Remember-Villach also builds commemorative structures and is best known in the area
for having initiated the construction of the Denkmal der Namen (Memorial of Names) that, since
1999, has been located near Villach’s/Beljak’s main square. Instead of engaging in purposeful
remembrance and forging a social identity through its memorial work, though, RememberVillach wanted to explicitly challenge the official memorial culture of Villach/Beljak—which,
just as in other towns throughout the region, had been based on commemorating fallen
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Wehrmacht soldiers—by building the memorial.33 In his description of how he originally became
involved in this work, Haider explained how he wanted to directly confront Villachers (and
Carinthians more generally) with the consequences of National Socialism in the city. The most
appropriate way to do this, in his view, was to build a memorial, as described in the quote below.
Ich versuchte immer, mich irgendwie einzubringen, um das [Villach’s memory culture]
zu verändern....Wir haben einen Verein gegründet, der sich direkt mit den Geschehnissen
der Nazizeit in Villach beschäftigt, in der Umgebung von Villach, in Wirklichkeit in ganz
Kärnten...und wir versuchten dort eine Erinnerungskultur zu entwickeln...Dann ist eben
dieser Gedanke entstanden, dass man in Villach eine Namenstafel macht, mit den
Opfern...Und dann ist das ganze [the memorial] entstanden.
Historiography and the parameters of commemoration
What does it mean, though, to have a memorial to the victims of Nazism? What exactly is being
commemorated through these organizations’ memory work? Whom and what gets the privilege
of being remembered through these publicly-visible structures? As one group of scholars argue,
“Memorials and monuments are political constructions, recalling and representing histories
selectively, drawing popular attention to specific events and people and obliterating or obscuring
others.”34 I would add to this that commemorative structures are also built within particular
social contexts and reflect dominant historiographical interpretations of the past.
When it comes to the historiography and commemoration of the Holocaust, as
Langenbacher notes, a broadening of memory discourses has occurred over the last several
decades, which has complicated the traditional Holocaust memory discourse of clear-cut
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categories of perpetrator, bystander, and victim. Perpetrators are no longer considered just “Nazi
Germans,” and the label of bystander has “slowly shifted from an exonerating to an
incriminating category, especially in Germany.”35 When it comes to victims, moreover, more
groups have been added—ranging from Roma/Sinti and homosexuals to Slavic civilians and
general political opponents—which, in his view, “may indicate that ‘Holocaust’ memory is
increasingly a misnomer and that a more general memory of the ‘World War II’ era or ‘Nazi
crimes’” may be more appropriate.36
This broad approach to memorializing the Holocaust can be seen in Remember-Villach’s
approach to memory, particularly in the Memorial of Names. As Haider and Schmidt explained
in our conversation, Remember-Villach takes as broad of an approach as possible in its
commemorative work, explicitly avoiding victim hierarchies. In response to my question as to
whether Remember-Villach struggled with choosing a particular group to memorialize on its
memorial, Haider replied directly:
Nein...Wer steht auf diesem Denkmal? Die Opfer der NS-Euthanasie stehen am
Denkmal, Widerständler stehen am Denkmal, Jüdinnen und Juden stehen am Denkmal
und Zeugen Jehovas. Einfach widerständige Menschen, die frech waren. Sinti. Warum
stehen sie am Denkmal? Weil sie dort gelebt haben, im Bezirk Villach.
Built in 1999, Remember-Villach’s Memorial of Names reflects this larger evolution in
Holocaust memory and collapses all of these various victim groups into one, with the only
criteria for inclusion on the memorial being a person’s connection to Villach/Beljak. The
memorial is shown in Figure 45 and Figure 46 below (pg. 156).
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Figure 45. The Memorial of Names in Villach/Beljak.

Figure 46. Detail of the Memorial of Names.
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These larger, historiographical debates about the Second World War also
influence the memory work of the Peršman Association and the Alliance of Carinthian
Partisans. It is not Holocaust historiography that acts as the main reference point,
however. Rather, the memory work of these two organizations reflects a much more
limited debate—“limited” both in the sense of historiographical interest and the
geographic area—to how to conceptualize, present, and commemorate resistance during
the war amongst the Carinthian Slovenes. While scholars—particularly those that have
tried to better understand Jewish responses to the Holocaust—have developed numerous,
more fluid definitions of resistance during the Second World War, the historiography of
the Carinthian Slovene resistance has concentrated overwhelmingly on the armed
component of it that was organized through the Slovene Liberation Front.37 “Unser Bild
vom Widerstand der Kärntner SlowenInnen,” writes Brigitte Entner, “ist stark von der
Vorstellung des bewaffneten PartisanInnenkampfes geprägt und als solches nicht frei von
Klischees und Vorurteilen.”38
As I showed in the previous chapter, the heroic narrative of partisan resistance
described by Entner can best be seen in the aesthetics of the monument located at the
Peršmanhof. Inside the Peršman Museum, however, the Peršman Association takes an
expansive approach in its presentation of the Carinthian Slovene resistance. In the
37
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museum, an exhibition room is dedicated to commemorating and explaining the history
of the partisan resistance in the region. According to Blohberger, the director of the
Peršman Association when the exhibition was built, it was not only important that “viele
verschiedene Facetten des Widerstandes” be shown in the exhibition, but that the concept
of resistance itself be critically explored. Moving away from the classic image of the
armed, heroic partisan, Blohberger wanted visitors themselves to reflect on what
resistance meant during the war and why people engaged in it. According to her:
Um möglichst viele Personen, die wir kennen, von denen wir wussten, dass sie in
Widerstand waren, die ganz unterschiedliche Motive hatten, in den Widerstand zu
gehen, zu zeigen. Die ganz unterschiedlichen Akteurinnen und Akteure
darzustellen...Was bedeutet überhaupt Widerstand? Reicht es, ein weißes
Leintuch aufzuhängen, um jemanden zu warnen? Ist das schon eine
Widerstandsaktion? Oder ist es erst eine Widerstandsaktion, wenn man sich
wirklich bewaffnet? Dieses ganze Themenfeld aufzumachen war uns wichtig.
This broadening of the concept of resistance in the museum was not without controversy,
particularly when it came to the inclusion of the so-called “Green Cadre” (Grüne
Kader/zeleni kadri) in the room dedicated to resistance. The Green Cadre was the term
given to the Carinthian Slovenes who deserted the Wehrmacht during the war and
returned to their homes in southern Carinthia but, after doing so, did not join the
Liberation Front and instead remained hidden in the woods and mountains of the region.
This loosely organized group of individuals, while in contact with the Liberation front,
refused to fight for either side and simply tried to survive the war.39 According to
Blohberger, the decision to include the Green Cadre ignited significant debate between
39
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the Peršman Association—made up largely of individuals from outside the Carinthian
Slovene community—and the Alliance of Carinthian Partisans—made up largely of
former partisans and their descendants. As she put it:
Wir sind alle Ausstellungsinhalte durchgegangen, auch mit dem
Partisanenverband. Und dieses Thema “Grüne Kader” wurde stark diskutiert...und
Grüne Kader ist natürlich auch etwas, das ja die Partisanen, die tatsächlich mit der
Waffe gekämpft haben, die haben die Grünen Kader natürlich immer als Feiglinge
betrachtet...Da hat es schon Diskussionen gegeben...Grundsätzlich waren die
Diskussionen zwar intensiv und hart, aber es war letztendlich jedem schnell klar,
dass dieses Thema sein muss, um eben auch diese ganzen Facetten [of resistance]
irgendwie darzustellen. Ich glaube, dass das auch die Stärke der Ausstellung
ist...Es ist keine Ausstellung, die polarisiert. Sondern eher eine, die die Vielfalt
der Themen darstellt, sodass sich jeder in ihr wiederfinden kann und trotzdem
Impulse bekommt, um vielleicht über die eigenen Grenzen hinauszudenken.
Mohar, as the current director of the Peršman Association, agreed that this broad
understanding of resistance is an integral part of the Peršman Museum and rejected the
notion there is even a question about this in the museum. In our conversation about the
commemorative structures built by the Alliance of Carinthian Partisans, he also
advocated for a broad approach to memorialization, under which all victims of National
Socialism are included, not only partisans.
My own fieldwork, too, revealed this to be the case. My interest in Tomaž Olip, a
Carinthian Slovene who kept a diary while hiding in the Karawanken mountains before
being caught and executed by the Nazis in 1943 for desertion, brought me to the district
of Zell/Sele, a small collection of several villages near the Slovenian border where 90%
of the population still speaks Slovene.40 As one of the first areas to offer wide support to
the partisans, Zell/Sele (nicknamed the “partisan republic” during the war) played an
40
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important role as a partisan support area during the war, and by 1945, 42 men and women
from the area had been killed by the Nazis.41 Olip grew up in one of these villages (ZellPfarre/Sele-Cerkev) and, after having read about the ambivalent legacy he left behind in
the area due to the Gestapo’s discovery of his diary and subsequent arrest of people
mentioned in it, I wanted to explore what commemorative structures had been built in the
area.42
Today, although Zell/Sele has less than 700 inhabitants, it has a rich assortment of
commemorative structures dedicated to those killed during the war, four of which can be
found in Zell-Pfarre/Sele-Cerkev. At the entrance to the village cemetery, there has been
a sculpture of a partisan medic supporting a wounded comrade since 1949 (Figure 47, pg.
162). On the entrance to the small church in the cemetery (Figure 48, pg. 163), there are
two memorial plaques dedicated to the 13 individuals who either deserted the Wehrmacht
or aided them and were executed in Vienna in April 1943 for doing so (Figure 49 and
Figure 50, pg. 164). A memorial, built in 1971 and renovated in 2019, dedicated to fallen
partisans in the cemetery maintained by the Alliance of Carinthian Partisans (Figure 51,
pg. 165). Adding to this dense commemorative landscape, in 2015 Der Rat der Kärntner
Slowenen/Narodni svet koroških Slovencev (the Council of Carinthian Slovenes)
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constructed a memorial to all of the victims of National Socialism from Zell/Sele (Figure
52 and Figure 53, pg. 166).43
I visited the Zell-Pfarre/Sele-Cerkev cemetery on November 3, 2019, one day
after the commemorative ceremonies of All Saint’s Day (November 1) and a week after
those that marked Austria’s official national holiday celebrations (October 26). The
Alliance of Carinthian Partisans organized commemorative ceremonies on both of these
occasions. On October 26, they held a “counter-ceremony” at the memorial site that
commemorated those partisans who helped defeat Nazism and thereby enshrine Article 7
into the Austrian State Treaty of 1955.44 For All Saint’s Day, it was clear that the focus of
the Alliance’s commemorative work—they lay candles, flowers, and a wreath at the foot
of all 54 partisan memorials with a representative from the Slovene consulate every
year—had been on the entire cemetery (i.e., all three of the commemorative structures in
it from the war, including that of Olip and the twelve other individuals) and not only
partisan graves. Interestingly, however, nothing had been laid by the memorial outside of
the cemetery constructed by the Council of Carinthian Slovenes, perhaps revealing that
these two organizations approach these commemorative holidays differently.
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Figure 47. Early partisan memorial in Zell/Sele.
Dedicated to the partisans at the entrance of the cemetery, a medic holding a wounded soldier.
Constructed by the Alliance of Carinthian Partisans in 1949. Located at the entrance of the village
cemetery. Notice the wreaths placed by the Alliance and the government of Slovenia for All
Saint’s Day (2019).
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Figure 48. Parish church in Zell/Sele.
Notice the two memorials dedicated to 13 individuals from Zell/Sele executed on April 13, 1945
in Vienna flanking the entrance. Year of construction unknown.
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Figure 49. Memorial plaque to left of church entrance.

Figure 50. Memorial plaque to right of church entrance.
The inscription on the top of the panels reads, “They put their sacrifice for the
homeland on the altar.” The inscription on the bottom reads, “May the Slovene
earth rest easy on you!” Tomaž Olip is on the bottom plaque, on the top left corner.
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Figure 51. Renovated partisan memorial in Zell/Sele.
Memorial dedicated to eight fallen partisans in the cemetery. Constructed by the Alliance of
Carinthian Partisans in 1971. Notice the wreaths placed by the Alliance and the government of
Slovenia for All Saint’s Day (2019).
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Figure 52. The Memorial to Victims of National Socialism in Zell/Sele.
Built by the Council of Carinthian Slovenes in 2015, designed by Valentin Oman. Notice the
absence of wreaths from the Alliance or the Slovene government for All Saint’s Day (2019). The
marble slabs have the names of victims inscribed onto them.

Figure 53. Detail of the Memorial to Victims of National Socialism.
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Current Dynamics of Carinthian Memory
In addition to better understanding the strategies of remembrance of each organization,
these interviews also helped me explore Carinthia’s twenty-first century “memory
politics,” or the particular sphere of a society’s politics in which memories of a past event
are negotiated, debated, and contested by various interested actors who tend to have
differing interpretations of the past and how it should be publically commemorated (if at
all).45 When engaging in this particular type of politics, those representing a particular
interpretation of the past rely on various strategies to achieve dominance of their
respective memory, including both “positive” tactics—persuading others to accept their
interpretation of the past—and “negative” ones—marginalizing and delegitimizing other
interpretations through polemics and even violence.46 Understanding this competitive
relationship between these various representatives is critical, because, as Langenbacher
explains, “A large part of the explanation regarding why a particular memory becomes
dominant [in a society] is that representatives of this memory have succeeded in
delegitimizing and defeating competing memories.”47
In southern Carinthia, memory politics regarding the Second World War have
traditionally occurred in a triad between three constituencies: the Carinthian state
government, the right-wing Heimatverbände, and the various Carinthian Slovene political
organizations, including the Alliance of Carinthian Partisans. In the years immediately
following the war, the relationship between these three groups was (at best) unproductive
45
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and (at worst) combative.48 Throughout the postwar period, German-nationalist groups
relied heavily on negative tactics, consistently (and successfully) linking the actions of
those Carinthian Slovenes who fought with the Yugoslav partisans to communism.
Bolstered by the politics of the Cold War, an effective narrative, supported by the
Heimatverbände and the state government, developed that marginalized Carinthian
Slovene attempts to memorialize those deported to concentration camps and those that
joined the partisans. This official memory portrayed Carinthian Slovene resistance not as
a struggle against Nazism, but rather as a fight for Yugoslavia and communist
expansion. 49 The partisan resistance became characterized as a “Gewaltakt gegen
Kärnten,” while former Nazi Party members—of which there had been an estimated
50,000 by 1943—were portrayed as loyal Carinthians who had been victimized by the
partisans at the end of the war.50
Over the last thirty years, however, much has changed. The victim myth, long the
dominant official interpretation of Austria’s role in the Second World War, has lost its
dominance, having progressively weakened since the 1980s.51 The geopolitical context of
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central Europe has also changed dramatically. Yugoslavia is gone, as are the Cold War
ideologies that broke Europe into two blocs and placed Austria in between them.
Slovenia, moreover, has been a member of the European Union since 2004, which has
contributed to closer economic and cultural ties between Austria and its southern
neighbor. 52 In light of these recent developments, I wanted to explore the memory
entrepreneurs’ perceptions of twenty-first century Carinthian memory politics regarding
the Second World War. Is the sphere still defined by a combative relationship between
the Carinthian state government and the Heimatverbände, on the one hand, and the
Slovene organizations, on the other? Or do these groups cooperate to promote a more
inclusive official memory of the Second World War in southern Carinthia? How do these
memory entrepreneurs characterize Carinthia’s official memory culture?
Surprisingly, all of the memory entrepreneurs suggested that the official memory
culture in Austria has changed for the better, even in Carinthia. Blohberger, who, in her
current position as the director of pedagogy at the Mauthausen memorial site regularly
interacts with school classes from around the country, perceived a fundamental shift to
have occurred in the country over the last several decades.
Ich glaube wir sind in Österreich mittlerweile soweit, dass ein Bewusstsein
vorhanden ist, dass das Thema Nationalsozialismus unterrichtet werden muss,
dass es für die Gesellschaft wichtig ist, dass man sich mit diesem Thema und mit
diesem Erbe auseinandersetzt. Ich glaube, es ist mittlerweile angekommen.
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Haider and Schmidt, from Remember-Villach, drew a similar, relatively supportive,
picture of Carinthia’s official memory culture.
Haider: Aus meiner Sicht ist es nicht schlecht.
Schmidt: Eben. Ich sehe eine große Vernetzung. Viele Initiativen, die auch
wirklich viel machen.
Haider: Meiner Ansicht nach ist es nicht schlecht.....dass es einen
Paradigmenwechsel gegeben hat, in den letzten Jahren, wirklich einen
Paradigmenwechsel. Die Erinnerungskultur hat eine hohe Qualität erreicht und
einen ganz anderen Inhalt in den letzten 30 Jahren in Kärnten dazu gewonnen.
Schmidt: Ja, man sieht es hier auch [in Villach/Beljak]. Es ist erstmalig in Villach
eben auch eine Straße nach einer Widerstandskämpferin benannt worden. Das war
75 Jahre lang nicht möglich und jetzt auf einmal schon. Es bricht vieles auf.
Mohar, from the Peršman Association and the Alliance of Carinthian Partisans, also
agreed that significant improvements have been made in how the Second World War is
portrayed in Carinthia. However, in his perspective, these developments have little do
with official initiatives from the state, but have rather originated from the efforts of
individual Carinthians, particularly teachers.
Wenn 1941 besprochen wird [the Axis invasion of Yugoslavia], zeigt das, dass
sich das Klima im Land etwas verbessert hat, in den letzten Jahren. Man muss
auch im schulischen Gebiet so viel anerkennen: immer mehr Professoren und
Professorinnen, die direkt dieses Fach, also Geschichte, unterrichten, sind
durchaus empfindlich oder nicht abgeneigt, zumindest diese Zeit auch mit zu
erwähnen. Natürlich ist es aber noch lange nicht im Lehrplan verankert. Das
heißt, es ist praktisch die freiwillige Leistung dieser einzelnen Professoren. Ich
bin aber der festen Überzeugung, dass sich zwar die Denkweise vieler Professoren
auch verbessert hat, also geändert hat, in dem Sinne positiver ausfällt, als noch
vor 20 Jahren…aber ohne fixe Verankerung wird das nicht gehen.
Nevertheless, while all of the memory entrepreneurs observed significant improvements
in how National Socialism, in general, is presented, taught, and memorialized in
Carinthia, they also expressed significant disappointment that awareness of the
persecution and resistance of Carinthian Slovenes, in particular, remains extremely
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limited. According to Mohar, this is largely because the Abwehrkampf still occupies
acenter stage in Carinthia’s official narrative of its past. Haider also sees the
commemoration of the Abwehrkampf as having a negative impact on the public’s
awareness of what happened to the Slovenes during the Second World War. In his view,
most Carinthians remain unaware of the Carinthian Slovene resistance.
Überhaupt nicht. Es ist ganz schlecht. Es ist fürchterlich. Es weiß überhaupt
niemand, dass die Oberkrain [the northern part of the Slovene region Carniola]
einmal ein Teil von Kärnten war [during the Second World War]. Niemand weiß
das. Es geht immer um den Abwehrkampf und “wir haben die Karawanken
Grenze verteidigt.”
While Blohberger also perceived Carinthians to have limited awareness of the Carinthian
Slovene resistance, in her view, this is largely due to the fact that students rarely
encounter this history in school.
Ich würde einmal sagen, über die Kärntner Slowenen wissen die wenigsten
Bescheid, über die Geschichte. Es ist nichts was unterrichtet wird. Das sind
möglicherweise Themen, denen man begegnet, wenn man irgendwie politisch
engagiert ist. Wenn man vielleicht auf einer Universität ist, wo es im Rahmen des
Studiums Möglichkeiten gibt, sich mit dem Thema auseinanderzusetzen. Aber es
ist nichts was im Regelunterricht ein Thema ist.
Recent research, too, has drawn similar conclusions. Investigating how National
Socialism is taught in Carinthian public schools, scholars discovered that the Nazi era is
no longer ignored in history classes. But while “resistance” is one of the more popular
topics to be discussed, the Carinthian Slovene partisans are rarely mentioned in
connection with it.53
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I was surprised that all five of my interlocutors described Carinthia’s official
memory culture in such a contradictory way: Austria’s role in National Socialism is now
acknowledged, but the Carinthian Slovene resistance is not. Different reasons for this
were given. Haider and Mohar pointed to the significant role the Abwehrkampf continues
to play in Carinthian memory politics, while Blohberger emphasized the omission of the
Carinthian Slovene history from school curriculum. Haderlap, however, argued this
dynamic has been able to develop because the memory and perception of the partisans—
symbolized through the Peršmanhof—varies tremendously between Carinthia’s two
language communities.
Der Peršmanhof ist in der Region, in der Gemeinde, lokal nicht angekommen, bis
heute. (Disappointedly) Das muss man sagen. Einerseits hat das natürlich mit
dieser bestimmten Gedenkkultur zu tun, die sich teilweise auch absondert vom
Umfeld…Andererseits aber mit dem kompletten Unwissen darüber, was
tatsächlich hier zeithistorisch abgelaufen ist. Das ist typisch Südkärntnerisch, dass
man darüber einfach nicht spricht. Aber die Denkweise “mit dem möchte ich
sowieso nichts zu tun haben” schreitet in den weiteren Generationen fort. Dass die
Menschen das irgendwie abschieben, verdrängt halten. “Mich interessiert das
nicht, weil dann müsste ich mich mit meiner Familie auseinandersetzen.” Dadurch
ist es nicht angekommen. Bei der slowenischen Bevölkerung, sehr wohl. Es gibt
auch bei den Deutschsprachigen einige (emphasizes), die das sehr wohl
wertschätzen können. Aber das sind Einzelpersonen. So richtig in der
öffentlichen, offiziellen Politik, abgesehen von der EL [the Enotna Lista, the local
Slovene political party] oder vom Bürgermeister [Franz Josef Smrtnik, the first
Slovene mayor of Eisenkappel/Železna Kapla], nicht...Es ist noch immer eine Art
Spalt drin, der Peršmanhof, weil (sarcastically) man traut den Historikern nicht
und es werden auch andere Geschichten tradiert. Lokal...wird es eher abgestoßen.
Das merkt man auch. Wenn ich mit Leuten spreche oder mit dem
Tourismusverein, die waren noch nie da oder irgendwo dabei...Sie haben keine
Ahnung darüber.
Haderlap’s description of southern Carinthia’s memory culture is remarkable in several
ways. Most significantly, it reveals that there is still a “fractured commemorative
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landscape” in Carinthia regarding the Second World War.54 The Peršmanhof, as he puts
it, is still largely ignored by the German-speakers of the area (“ist in der Region, in der
Gemeinde, lokal nicht angekommen”), but it is widely supported by their Slovenespeaking counterparts. A narrative of the Peršmanhof has been developed within the
German-speaking community (“Es werden auch andere Geschichten auch tradiert”) that
not only disputes the specific events of the Peršmanhof massacre, but, by doing so, also
calls into question the legitimacy of the Carinthian Slovene resistance.55
This fracturing of memory along ethnic lines, moreover, raises doubts about the
applicability of recent, transcultural approaches within memory studies to the study of
memory in southern Carinthia.56 “Collectively,” as Lucy Bond et al. describe them, these
approaches argue “that the intersection of disparate commemorative discourses might
offer an opportunity to forge empathic communities of remembrance across national,
cultural, or ethnic boundaries.”57 But, as Haderlap’s statement reveals, it is extremely
difficult for “empathic communities of remembrance” to be forged across a cultural
boundary when the communities on either side of it maintain incompatible memories of
the same event. Scholars who concentrate on Germany’s official memory of the
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Holocaust may find this fracturing of memory surprising, as there is not a comparable,
influential discourse in Germany that consistently questions the Holocaust or Germany’s
role in it. When placed in a wider European context, however, this fracturing is actually
still a common phenomenon. Whether in Bosnia and Herzegovina, where Bosnian Croats,
Bosnian Serbs, and Bosnian Muslims maintain separate (and competing) memory
cultures of the wars from the 1990s, or in Northern Ireland, where Catholics and
Protestants

commemorate

“The

Troubles”

in

conflicting

ways,

contradictory

interpretations of the recent past continue to block inclusive remembrance practices from
developing in the present.58
But while competitive memory practices are expected to be found in societies
emerging from recent armed conflicts in which no clear winner emerged—for instance, in
Bosnia or in Northern Ireland—I found it startling that this dynamic still lingers in
Carinthia, 75 years after the Second World War came to an end with the Yugoslav and
British armies occupying Klagenfurt/Celovec. As my interlocutors explained,
acknowledging Austria’s role in the Second World War is one thing. Commemorating
victims of National Socialism at the official level, even in Carinthia, no longer seems to
be controversial or taboo. Incorporating Carinthian Slovene memories of resistance into
this official memory culture, however, still seems to be a step too far.
Conclusion
Prior to conducting the interviews for this chapter, I had independently explored
numerous sites of memory in the southern Carinthian landscape of remembrance.
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Following how most memory studies scholars analyze physical representations of the
past, I relied on spatial readings of the various sites, participant observation, and
secondary literature produced by local scholars to support my interpretations of these
tangible places and objects. Conducting interviews with memory entrepreneurs, however,
unveiled a hidden side of the landscape of remembrance, revealing that the organizations
that have created, curated, and maintained this landscape are also engaged in wideranging educational and political efforts intended to effect social change. Unlike the
memory work taken on by a novel or a museum, these organizations’ intervention into
the landscape is not only aimed at influencing Carinthia’s official memory culture of the
Second World War. It is also intended to cultivate what can broadly be described as a
critical political consciousness in a new generation of visitors that can be used as a
political resource for today. In the end, these interviews, despite their limitations in scope
and size, provided me with significant insights into contemporary Carinthian memory
politics and elucidated the plethora of strategies these memory entrepreneurs have at their
disposal to influence it.
From offering guided tours and public lectures to constructing memorials and
maintaining gravesites, I was surprised to discover the range of techniques and practices
these organizations employ in their activism. While the respective memory entrepreneurs
deemed some techniques more effective than others (e.g., the Alliance of Carinthian
Partisans’ inclination to memorialize through commemorative structures versus the AZone’s preference for small seminars), education, particularly of young people, was
perceived by all five of my interlocutors to be a critical first step in their work. These
educational strategies varied, but there was a consensus that before the larger goals of the
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respective organization could be achieved, visitors and/or the general public had to first
be provided historical knowledge of National Socialism, gleaned from, in this case, the
organizations’ workshops, seminars, museum visits, and/or guided tours.
All five of these memory entrepreneurs, moreover, approach the “tangible, visible
scene” of the landscape of remembrance—the physical places and objects that comprise
it—as a resource to be activated in their visitors. 59 For the Alliance of Carinthian
Partisans and the Peršman Association, this process of activation, supported by the
monuments and memorials to partisans around the region and the Peršman Museum at
the Peršmanhof, is channeled into developing what can broadly be characterized as an
anti-fascist political consciousness. Through the seminars and workshops at the Peršman
Association, in particular, the memory of the partisan resistance is seen as the foundation
upon which a new generation of Carinthians can become politicized to confront what
Mohar calls the “neue Formen des Faschismus” of the twenty-first century. Although
Remember-Villach does not deploy the heritage of partisan resistance in its memory
activism, it also perceives its commemorative work as being particularly important when
seen in the context of current (2019-20) right-wing political trends in Europe. In
Schmidt’s view, by activating a critical memory of National Socialism in its visitors, a
new, politically engaged citizenry can be developed that can counter these trends.
The A-Zone, too, tries to activate the objects and places of the landscape of
remembrance for its visitors. For Haderlap, this activation is achieved not just through
workshops and seminars, but also through the various hiking tours that incorporate
literature written in and about the region (from Engel des Vergessens to the early postwar
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literature I will describe in the next chapter). While the A-Zone also challenges its
visitors to critically reflect on current political discourses, this political intervention is not
guided towards any direct confrontation with Austrian politics, but rather is intended to
challenge visitors to critically reflect on broader, civil society issues (e.g., “Auf was
basiert Freiheit? Was heißt Zivilcourage? Was heißt Selbstbestimmungsrecht?”).
Haderlap made this clear in our interview: “Diese Geschichte dieser Region ist mit sehr
viel Inhalt bestückt, die aber nicht als Moral irgendwie gehalten wird oder als eine
Belehrung, was alles passiert ist und was man verhindern muss.”
In addition to revealing the larger education and political interventions of these
organizations, the interviews shed light on the transnational component of their activism.
Southern Carinthia, of course, has long been “characterized by strong transborder
economic, political, and social ties, which are reflected in the lives of its people” living
there.60 Even in light of the formal international borders that were erected between
Yugoslavia and Austria during the Cold War, significant cross-border interaction
continued to occur, which has only increased with Slovenia’s accession to the European
Union.61 The Alliance of Carinthian Partisans, the Peršman Association, and the A-Zone
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Interestingly, it was only with Austria’s membership in the European Union and
subsequent ratification of the Schengen Agreement in 1995 that the frequency of these
cross border interactions decreased, as Austria was required to implement a stricter
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have all built dynamic relationships with the Republic of Slovenia within this larger,
Slovene cultural sphere that transcends the Austrian-Slovene border. According to
Mohar, not only does the Slovene government now fund the Alliance’s entire budget, it
also sends an official representative from the Slovene consulate in Klagenfurt/Celovec to
the Alliance’s annual commemorative ceremonies on All Saint’s Day (November 1). The
Peršman Association and the A-Zone, moreover, have a significant number of school
classes from Slovenia that attend their workshops and seminars. In Haderlap’s
perspective, a younger generation of Slovenes from across the border, largely unaware of
the Carinthian Slovene experience during the war, have encountered it through Maja
Haderlap’s novel (Engel des Vergessens) in school. This initial encounter is subsequently
built on in the A-Zone’s workshops.
Die Klassen kommen aus Slowenien...in den letzten Jahren waren es sehr viele
Ost-Slowenische Gruppen...das hat damit zu tun, dass Majas Roman
Maturagegenstand in Slowenien war. Daraus hat sich dann eine Kooperation mit
Professoren, mit Lehrern, mit Schulen gebildet...Durch diese Programme, die ich
hier anbiete, gibt sich Kärnten anders zu verstehen als durch diese folkloristischen
Tourenfahrten nach Klagenfurt oder Maria Saal, wo man so die heiligen Grale
abwandert…Hier gibt es wirklich etwas zum Nachdenken und das kommt sehr
gut an.
Although this transnational exchange deserves to be studied more closely, this was not a
main concern of mine while conducting these interviews. Rather, I wanted to
predominantly explore how these memory entrepreneurs perceive Carinthia’s
contemporary official memory culture regarding the Second World War. After my
conversations with these memory entrepreneurs, it seems clear that the traditional
narrative of “disloyal” Slovenes who turned their backs on Austria twice—once during
border regime due to its role as a European Union country with an external border. See
Wastl-Walter and Kofler, “The Dynamics,” 23–46.
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the Abwehrkampf and once again during the Second World War—remains anchored in
Carinthian official memory and takes center stage each year with the official celebrations
surrounding Carinthia’s state holiday on October 10th (the date of the 1920 referendum).
Whether the vernacular memory of Carinthian Slovene resistance will ever become a
meaningful part of Carinthia’s official memory culture remains to be seen.
As long as this traditional narrative still acts as a significant barrier for the
inclusion of these vernacular memories, perhaps it is unsurprising that the contribution
Carinthian Slovenes made to the defeat of Nazism remains marginalized. As Brigitte
Entner argues, “Die Wahrnehmung von und Beschäftigung mit Widerstand konfrontierte
jene große Mehrheit der ÖsterreicherInnen, die es sich im Opfermythos bequem gemacht
hatten, damit, dass es in der NS-Zeit sehr wohl auch andere Optionen gegeben hatte.”62
By actively commemorating these individuals, not only would a pillar of the Second
Republic’s identity (i.e., the victim myth) have to be called completely into question, but
celebrating the actions of the Carinthian Slovenes who made this choice would
simultaneously shine a bright light on the still uncomfortable truth that most Carinthians
did not.
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Chapter Four.
Postwar Austrian Literature, National Socialism, and Maja Haderlap’s Engel des
Vergessens
Collective memories, as two prominent scholars put it, “are actively produced through repeated
acts of remembrance using both a variety of media and a variety of genres.”1 Literary scholars
have long argued that literature is a privileged medium for engaging with issues relating to
memory, particularly for collective memories not part of a society’s official memory culture.2
Through a variety of strategies—including “incorporating breaks in the narrative” and “undoing
the chronology of time and enacting the simultaneity of past and present”—authors can explore
the relationship between individual, communicative memory and collective, cultural memory
through literature in unique ways that is perhaps more difficult in other mediums.3
According to Astrid Erll and Ansgar Nünning, when it comes to examining the
relationship between memory and literature, research falls largely into three approaches. First,
scholars can explore the “Gedächtnis der Literatur,” that is, the intertextual relations between
various literary texts from different time periods and how these texts are transformed across time
and re-written. Second, literature can be analyzed as a “Medium des Gedächtnisses” for its
ability to transmit memory within a wider cultural context. Finally, scholars can investigate
“Gedächtnis in der Literatur,” or how individual memory is represented within individual literary
texts.4 In this chapter, I follow the third approach and specifically examine how personal and
collective memory operates within Maja Haderlap’s 2011 novel, Engel des Vergessens.5
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This chapter is broken into two sections. To place Haderlap’s novel in a larger literary
context, in the first section I examine how scholars have conceptualized early postwar Austrian
literature, which, until recently, has been characterized by its heavy reliance on Habsburg literary
traditions and its tendency to not engage with the consequences of Nazism and the Second World
War in any meaningful way. This description of early postwar literature largely framed scholarly
interpretations until the turn of the millennium, when a reassessment of the early postwar period
revealed that, in reality, numerous Austrian writers had engaged with the Nazi past immediately
after the war. While this reassessment has been helpful in deepening our understanding of what
type of literary texts were being produced in the postwar period, these studies still almost
exclusively highlight literature produced by German-language writers, leaving out important
contributions to Austria’s literary confrontation with its past made by writers from Austria’s
various recognized language minority groups. To remedy this, I also provide an overview of
postwar Carinthian Slovene texts that grapple with the impact and lingering effects of National
Socialism on the Carinthian Slovene community. While it could be argued that these Carinthian
Slovene authors should be included under the overview of Austrian literature, I separate them
into their own section to show the particular literary context Haderlap is writing from.
In the second section of this chapter, I then shift my focus specifically to Engel des
Vergessens. After discussing Engel des Vergessens as a type of Austrian “multi-generational
novel,” I offer a close reading of the text. I first examine how communicative memories are
transferred intergenerationally within the narrator’s family, foregrounding, contrary to other
readings of the novel, the role the narrator’s father plays in this process. Then, I shift my focus
Anwendungsperspektiven, ed. Astrid Erll and Ansgar Nünning (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2010),
1–9.
5
For examples of each one of these approaches being applied, see European Journal of English
Studies 10, no. 2 (2006), which focused on “Literature and the Production of Cultural Memory.”
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and explore how Haderlap comments, reflects upon, and critiques the hostile cultural memory
environment these memories are located in (both in Austria and in Yugoslavia). To conclude, I
argue that Engel des Vergessens reveals the limits of communicative memory when it is
surrounded by hostile cultural memory environments.
Austrian Postwar Literature and National Socialism
While Austrian literature “has seen an increasing number of contemporary novels dealing with
the Nazi past and its impact on the generations born after 1945,”6 whether or not early postwar
literature concerned itself much with political issues like Nazism has been a question that has
loomed over Austrian literary history since Ulrich Greiner published Der Tod des Nachsommers
in 1979, considered one of the first attempts to provide an overview of postwar Austrian
literature.7 Greiner, who saw his own work as an application of Claudio Magris’ “Habsburg
myth” thesis to a new generation of writers, characterized postwar literature as “escapist” and its
writers as “apolitical.” Greiner’s original thesis was echoed by literary scholars throughout the
1980s and 1990s and has lingered in Austrian literary scholarship ever since.8
In the 1980s, Joseph McVeigh became a leading advocate for this interpretation of early
postwar literature, persuasively showing that what he called a “conservative restoration” had
occurred not only in individual postwar novels, but throughout the wider cultural politics
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practiced in the Second Republic.9 Klaus Amann’s analysis of the Austrian P.E.N. Club is
perhaps the most straightforward depiction of this restoration in Austria’s literary establishment.
Here, he uncovered how writers who had been active in the Nazi Party from the 1930s and
continued to write in the Third Reich after the Anschluss often regained their status postwar,
while former exiled writers were frequently marginalized. Continuity has also been shown to
have occurred in university German departments throughout the country, as “those scholars who
before the war had published in a manner acceptable to the National Socialists revised their
approach after 1945” and continued to hold academic positions well into the 1970s.10 This
emphasis on continuity led to a consensus emerging amongst literary scholars that early postwar
Austrian

literature,

as

McVeigh

argued,

had

a

“verspätete

Abrechnung...mit

der

austrofaschistischen und nationalsozialistischen Vergangenheit.”11
Klaus Zeyringer was one of the first scholars to move away from Greiner’s original
thesis. Acknowledging that perhaps no postwar Austrian who wrote about the Nazi past attained
the political influence of such West German writers as Günter Grass or Heinrich Böll, he still
asserted that early Austrian writers clearly attempted to grapple with the legacies of National
Socialism (e.g., Ingrid Aichinger and Ingeborg Bachmann). 12 More recent scholarship,
particularly on Bachmann, supports Zeyringer’s position, and tends to interpret her early work as
9
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largely contradicting and critiquing the post-1945 conservative restoration in the Second
Republic.13 In addition to Bachmann and Aichinger, scholars also highlight the important role
Paul Celan and Milo Dor played in confronting fascist legacies in the early postwar period. As
Klaus Amann argues in relation to all four of these writers: “Alle vier haben sich intensiv mit
Krieg und Nationalsozialismus auseinandergesetzt.”14
Over the last twenty years, in both Austria and the United States, there seems to have
been a significant shift away from Greiner and McVeigh’s thesis that early postwar literature was
apolitical and averse to engaging with the effects of National Socialism. In 2003, for example,
Austrian Studies released a special issue that reexamined early postwar literature’s response to
Austria’s role in the Second World War. Multiple novels from this period that had been
previously ignored were examined, which helped spark new interest in this period’s literature
and revealed that earlier literary scholarship had overlooked important literary attempts at
confronting the past.15 A year later, New German Critique followed with its own special issue,
which reiterated Austrian Studies’ position: contemporary writers (e.g., Elfriede Jelinek, Thomas
Bernhard, Elisabeth Reichart, and Robert Menasse) had certainly produced literature that
13
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confronted Austria’s Nazi past, but this was something that had, in reality, been happening for
decades. These early authors had simply long been overlooked in the field.16
This recent research has helped produce a new, more nuanced consensus amongst
scholars of postwar Austrian literature. On the one hand, recent scholarship acknowledges that
the early postwar period can still largely be characterized by restorative tendencies in literary
culture and a general avoidance of the National Socialist period by its authors. Yet on the other,
numerous writers created overt political texts that confronted recent Austrian history and the
lingering effects of fascism in the country. However, since these texts disturbed the young
Second Republic’s official memory discourse, as J.J. Long explains, they not only had difficulty
finding a readership, but they also received little academic attention until relatively recently due
to the marginalization of texts that did not adhere to the dominant academic narrative of the
period’s literature. This narrative, according to Long, characterized postwar literature as having
been split into two forms. While literature mirrored the restorative tendencies in postwar society,
a series of avant-garde groups opposed these literary traditions through linguistic
experimentation. As different as these movements were, they had one thing in common: They
both refused to engage with the National Socialist period in any meaningful way.17 Günter
Stocker makes a similar argument about dominant narratives being able to push aside these early
political texts. For him, “das oft beklagte Fehlen” of early postwar literature’ confrontation with
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Nazism

is

“weniger

eine

Lücke

der

Literatur,

als

eine

Lücke

der

Literaturgeschichtsschreibung.”18
Recent scholarship has continued to reveal how early Austrian writers engaged with the
legacies of National Socialism much earlier than previously thought. 19 While diplomatic
historians and political scientists have long viewed the development of the victim myth as being
intimately tied to Austria’s position as a state caught between the new ideological blocs of East
and West—in this strain of thought, the United States supported the cultivation of the victim
myth in order to defend the new Austrian state against Soviet reparation demands and help
stabilize a market economy and democracy in Central Europe20—literary historians have shifted
their approach and begun to place the politics of the Cold War front and center in their research,
which has helped contextualize why early postwar literature had been overlooked.21 As the
Journal of Austrian Studies announced in their special issue from 2015 dedicated to the topic, the
18
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influence of the Cold War on Austria’s literary culture had been largely neglected in Austrian
Studies over the last several decades.22 This fresh look at the impact of the Cold War has led
scholars to examine Krimis, children’s books, cabarets, and propaganda work alongside
canonical literature from the early postwar period, which reveals early postwar writers indeed
penned political works and confronted the Nazi past, perhaps putting Greiner’s original thesis to
rest once and for all.23 This recent development in Austrian literary scholarship clearly shows
that to interpret the early postwar period as one in which writers avoided political topics and
refused to engage with the past is to read Austrian literature, as Gerald A. Fetz puts it, “with one
eye closed.”24
While this latest scholarship certainly takes early postwar writing more seriously, a
lacuna still exists within the field of Austrian literary history. It still tends to overlook literature
produced from the state’s officially recognized minorities, particularly from authors who have
written texts that engaged with the legacies and lingering attitudes of National Socialism in the
country.25 This, of course, is not a new problem. Back in 1983, Walter Weiss already complained
of a tendency within Austrian literary scholarship to search for a type of “closed” history of
Austrian literature that tried to interpret Austrian literature more or less as a constant tradition
reaching back to the Baroque period. To counter this, Weiss called for literary scholars to draw
connections between contemporary German-language Austrian literature and the literature and
literary movements from linguistic communities connected to the former Habsburg territories
22
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and cultural space. In his view, this method would enable more “open” histories of Austrian
literature to be written.26 Most prominently, Klaus Zeyringer continues to advocate for this
approach.
We have to deal first with the fact that there are several languages within the
Austrian cultural space; literatures in language other than German are to be taken
into account…Austrian literature is therefore not only literature in German but, as
the example of contemporary Austria shows, it is all the literature of ethnic
minorities such as the Slovenians, Croats, Magyars, and Czechs.27
By no means do I want to contend that such inclusive approaches to the study of postwar
Austrian literature are easy to implement. To take Zeyringer’s call seriously, Austrian Studies
scholars would have to be equipped with a plethora of skills—not the least of which is training in
a language (or languages) other than German—that, according to Katherine Arens, are often
overlooked in German Studies programs.28 Without this language foundation, it is perhaps
unsurprising that when it comes to Carinthian Slovene literature, it is scholars from Slavic
Studies, not German Studies, who have shown the most interest.29 So while recent scholarship
has certainly expanded our view of what type of texts were being written in the early postwar
period, it has still tended to highlight literature produced by German-language writers, severely
constraining our understanding of Austria’s postwar literary scene.
To give a fuller picture of postwar Austrian authors’ engagement with the effects of
Nazism, I provide an overview of postwar Carinthian Slovene literature below. I concentrate on
26
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postwar Carinthian Slovene literature in the following section for three reasons. First, how the
Second World War has been remembered in southern Carinthia—the region where Carinthian
Slovenes have historically lived—is the main topic of my dissertation. Second, a significant
number of Carinthian Slovenes fought with the Slovene-led Liberation Front against the Nazis
during the war, which is considered the most effective resistance group that operated within the
borders of the Third Reich. Finally, throughout the entire postwar period—from immediately
after the war until the present day—Carinthian Slovene authors have consistently written texts
about the Nazi persecution of Slovenes and about the partisan resistance that developed during
the war. As I demonstrate below, various genres have been used to do so, which have evolved
over the deacdes from an initital emphasis on eyewitness reports and first-hand oral history
accounts, to, more recently, memoirs and literary fiction.
Carinthian Slovene Postwar Writing and Literature
Persecution, deportation, and resistance have long been themes in postwar Carinthian Slovene
literary texts. Scholars who have examined these texts generally separate them into three genres:
memory texts, memory prose, and literary fiction. Each of these is described in more detail
below.
Memory texts
Both the British and Yugoslav armies reached Klagenfurt/Celovec on May 8, 1945, bringing an
end to the Second World War in Carinthia. Between 1945 and 1949, when the Austrian State
Treaty was still being negotiated and Yugoslavia was pressing its claims for a revision of the
southern Carinthian border, various organizations (e.g., the Alliance of Carinthian Partisans and
the Association of Resettled Slovenes) and newspapers within the Carinthian Slovene
community called for their members and readers to collect documents, files, and photographs
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relating to the war in Carinthia and write down their memories of it.30 In the various Slovenelanguage newspapers and magazines, moreover, former resistance fighters published numerous
firsthand accounts and essays about their time during the war.31 As the editor of the Slovenski
vestnik (The Slovene Gazette), Franci Zwitter, said in a plenary meeting of the Liberation Front
in 1946.
Alles Schreiben über die Unterdrückung der Kärntner Slowenen...Es ist notwendig, dass
die verantwortlichen Genossen sehen, was wichtig ist — alte Zeitungen, Akten, Erlässe,
Fotografien usw. aus allen Lebensbereichen. Vor allem aus den letzten Jahren des
Kampfes unseres Volkes verfügen wir noch über keine genauen, vor allem aber noch
nicht alle Daten. Alle ehemaligen Partisanen wären zu verpflichten, jene, die in
unmittelbarem Kontakt mit unseren Kämpfern gestanden sind, jene, die in den
Konzentrationslagern, Gestapogefängnissen, in den Aussiedlungslager [sic], in der
Deportation gelitten haben, ihre Erinnerungen zu schreiben. Es ist notwendig, dass wir
der ganzen Welt kundtun, was wir im Kampf um unsere Befreiung geleistet haben.32
Gathering these documents, in which these memory texts have their origins, had two purposes.
They were meant to support Allied denazification efforts and the prosecution of war crimes and
to help provide evidence of Austria’s own contribution to its liberation from Nazi rule (which
was a core, but largely ignored, aspect of the 1943 Moscow Declaration).33 In the pages of
Slovenski vestnik, two columns about Slovene resistance soon made regular appearances:
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“Koroška v borbi” (Carinthia in Battle) and “Naša žena” (Our Woman).34 In 1951, these essays
were edited by the Alliance of Carinthian Partisans and published as Koroška v borbi, which, as
the first collection of firsthand accounts of both the deportations of April 1942 and the partisan
resistance to be published, became a foundational memory text in the Carinthian Slovene
community.35
Memory prose
While these memory texts were produced in the years immediately after the war, it was not until
the late 1950s that the first Carinthian Slovene memory prose began to appear. Written by
authors who had experienced persecution and resistance firsthand, these texts can broadly be
categorized as memoirs of former resistance fighters.36 Franc Zadravec describes these texts in
the following manner:
Die Autoren der Erinnerungsprosa haben keine künstlerischen Ambitionen. Ihr Ziel und
ihre Absicht ist die Mitteilung möglichst objektiver, erlebter Wirklichkeit unter
Ausklammerung fiktiver Vorfälle: mehr Sachlichkeit, weniger Poesie. Die Objektivität
eines Ereignisses, ob es nun das individuelle oder gemeinsame Leben betrifft, will auch
— nach Manier der Geschichtsforscher — mit Dokumenten, Akten, Berichten und
Zitaten belegt werden. Diese Texte sind naturgemäß stark autobiographisch, die
Hauptperson ist der Schreibende selbst, mit allen ihn [sic] berührenden zeitlichen und
räumlichen Begleitumständen und wichtigen Lebensstationen.37
Perhaps the most famous example of memory prose is Karel Prušnik-Gašper’s Gamsi na plazu
(Gemsen auf der Lawine), originally published in 1958.38 Prušnik-Gašper, one of the leading
figures in the Carinthian regional committee of the Liberation front during the war, was the head
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of the Alliance of Carinthian Partisans from its founding until his death in 1980. His memoir is
not only a personal recollection about his time during the war, but it also an overarching account
of the military operations in the area. When it was translated into German in 1980, it was the
only book written by a Carinthian Slovene author about the partisan resistance to have been
published in Austria.39
The 1980s proved to be an important decade for books about the Carinthian Slovene
resistance. Unlike Prušnik-Gašper’s memoir, however, these often were the result of interviews
with a particular individual that were then edited into a narrative form. In 1984, for example,
Jelka. Aus dem Leben einer Kärntner Partisanin (Jelka. Pričevanje koroške partizanke) was
published.40 Based on interviews between editors Thomas Busch and Brigitte Windhab and
Helene Kuhar, Jelka tells Kuhar’s story of growing up a poor farmer in Bad Eisenkappel/Železna
Kapla and her eventual joining of the partisan resistance during the war. Several edited
collections that foregrounded individual experiences of persecution/resistance also appeared in
the mid-1980s, including Der Himmel ist blau. Kann sein. Frauen im Widerstand. Österreich
1938-1945 and Ich geb Dir einen Mantel, daß Du ihn noch in Freiheit tragen kannst.
Widerstehen im KZ. Österreichische Frauen erzählen, both of which have contributions from
Carinthian Slovenes.41 Perhaps most prominently, within the context of oral history project
“Erzählte Geschichte” from the Dokumentationszentrum des österreichischen Widerstandes
(DÖW), Spurensuche. Erzählte Geschichte der Kärntner Slowenen was published in 1990 and
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presented over 50 interview excerpts from Carinthian Slovenes who had been in the partisan
resistance and had been persecuted.42 While these texts are certainly not prose in the strictest
sense of the word, scholars, particularly historians, often include them as examples of Carinthian
Slovene attempts to remember the past in the written form in the decades following the war,
which is why I include them in this section.43
Since the 1980s, memory prose has become an ever more popular medium for Carintian
Slovene authors.44 In 1996, Andrej Kokot, a renowned Carinthian Slovene lyricist and poet,
released a memoir that foregrounded his family’s forced deportation in 1942, while, a year later,
Lipej Kolenik’s Mali ljudje na veliki poti (Small People on a Big Journey) described his
desertion from the Wehrmacht and participation in the resistance.45 In the late 1990s, Drava
Verlag/Založba Drava, the publishing house in Klagenfurt/Celovec that, since 1953, has focused
its work on Carinthian Slovene authors and topics, published several more memoirs from
Carinthian Slovenes under the series “Bücher gegen das Vergessen,” including autobiographies
from Anton Haderlap, Tone Jelen, Ana Jug, Franc Kukovica, and Peter Kuhar.46 Unlike the
earlier examples of memory prose, these were all written in Slovene and quickly translated into
German (also by Drava).
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Literary fiction
In addition to the memory texts and prose described above, Carinthian Slovene authors have also
written about the topic of resistance and persecution through literary fiction or drama. In fact,
theater has had a long history of engaging with the Nazi era in the Slovene community. “Das
Theater,” writes Erin Köstler, “ist für die Kärntner Slowen_innen seit der Nachkriegszeit ein
wichtiger Ort der Selbstbehauptung, durch Einübung und Verwendung der slowenischen Sprache
oder durch Einsatz von Narrativen aus der Zeit der Verfolgung und des Widerstands.”47 One of
the earliest attempts to produce a literary account of persecution/resistance was Blaž und Pavla
Singer’s documentary drama “Naša pot” (Our Journey), performed in 1947. 48 While short
literary prose with war motifs began to be published at the end of the 1950s by authors such as
Florjan Lipuš and Valentin Polanšek, it was not until the late 1970s and early 1980s that these
events became a major theme in Carinthian Slovene literary fiction.49 Lipuš—the Carinthian
Slovene author most well known to German-reading audiences—wrote Škorenj, a drama about
the Peršmanhof massacre, in 1973.50 Translated into German as Die Stiefel. Anweisungen für ein
Stück three years later, this is considered the first German-language text to mention the
Carinthian Slovene resistance during the war. With his novels Križ s križi (The Cross with
Crosses, 1980), Bratovska jesen I-II (Brotherly Autumn, 1981-82), and Sla po svobodi (The
Urge for Freedom, 1985), Polanšek is considered the first Carinthian Slovene author to write
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what Andreas Leben calls “vojni romani” (war novels) about the partisan resistance.51 According
to Leben, these war novels:
repräsentieren den Versuch, die Geschichte des Partisanenwiderstands...mit literarischen
Mitteln nachzuzeichnen und bilden eine Brücke von Prušniks Erinnerungen zur neuesten
Erinnerungsliteratur, die sich Ende der 1990er-Jahren mit Andrej Kokot, Lipej Kolenik
und Tone Jelen zu entfalten beginnt.52
Although the novel became less popular as more memory prose was published in the 1990s, the
twenty-first century has seen authors return to it as a form through which to write about the past.
Lipuš’s Boštjanov let (Bostjan’s Journey), for example, was published in 2003, and was soon
followed by Ferdinand Skuk’s Der Heimat treu (2007) and Peter Handke’s Immer noch Sturm
(2010), a prose drama largely about Carinthian Slovene persecution and resistance during the
Second World War.53
It was not only with Immer noch Sturm, however, that Handke took up the theme of the
partisan resistance and the Slovenes, something attentive readers can notice in much of his work.
Although perhaps occupying a marginal position in individual texts, the Slovene language, writes
Amann, “ist die Mitte, um die sein Schreiben kreist...”54 It is clearly visible, for example, in
Wunschloses Unglück, his 1972 novel about the life of his mother, a Carinthian Slovene, and her
eventual suicide. Though Handke hints at the Slovene heritage of his family throughout the
text—when the author and his mother leave Berlin to head back to Carinthia, for example, the
narrator says, “ihr Slowenisch half auch uns allen, nach dem Krieg, in dem russisch besetzten
Berlin”—the novel ends with the cryptic sentence, “Später werde ich über das alles Genaueres
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schreiben.”55 The “das alles” at the end of Wunschloses Unglück is a more thorough engagement
with his own family history, which he eventually took on in Die Wiederholung (1986), Die
morawische Nacht (2008), and, most prominently, in Immer noch Sturm.56
In Immer noch Sturm, Handke’s family history, intertwined with the history of the
Carinthian Slovene minority, comes most clearly into view, as the narrator meets his deceased
Carinthian Slovene ancestors (from his mother’s side) in a magical dream in a field in southern
Carinthia: “Doch, das hier ist unsere Gegend. Es ist das Jaunfeld, im Land Kärnten, slowenisch
Koroška, lepa Koroška, das schöne Kärnten.”57 In the text, Handke not only reimagines the
biographies of the characters—in the story, two of his uncles join the partisan resistance, while,
in reality, they both died in the Wehrmacht during the war—but he also makes explicit
references to the memory prose list aboved. In a conversation between the unnamed first-person
narrator and Gregor, for example, Gregor tells the narrator:
Ach, all die Geschichten zu unserem Lebens- und Überlebenskampf, von unserem
Sprachkampf, von unserem Kampf um unsere Slovenščina, um die Worte unserer
Sprache, za besede našega jezika, um die Worte unserer Seele, za besede naše duše, all
die Geschichten, die jeden angehen — von wem gelesen? Ach, die Bücher alle von uns
Gemsen auf der Lawine, von uns Kleinen Leuten auf Großem Weg. Ach, Karel Prušnik,
ach, Lipej Kolenik, ach, Tone Jelen, ach, Anton Haderlap, ach, Helena Kuchar-Jelka…58
Eight years before Immer noch Sturm was published, Handke had brought attention to this
memory prose during his speech upon receiving an honorary doctorate from the University of
Klagenfurt. In his speech, he discussed the partisan resistance, the deportations, and the power of
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Prušnik-Gašper’s, Kolenik’s, and Kokot’s memoirs.59 Describing Prušnik-Gašper’s, Handke
said he had been:
abgestoßen von der Sprache, von der Einstellung….Diesmal habe ich neu gelesen und
würde Sie, alle gutwilligen Menschen hier in diesem Saal, ersuchen, dieses Buch als
Zeugnis des Widerstands im österreichischen oder deutschsprachigen Raum, in Kärnten,
zu lesen: eines kämpferischen Widerstands, eines tragischen Widerstands.60
In addition to bringing more public attention to these stories, since the late 1970s, Handke has
also translated the work of Carinthian Slovene writers into German. Most significantly, in 1981,
he, along with Helga Mračnikar, translated Lipuš’s 1972 novel Zmote dijaka Tjaža (The Errors
of Young Tjaž), an “Internatsroman” about a young boy’s “Ausbruchsversuche” and
“Auflehnung gegen schulische und kirchliche Repression.” 61 Considered to be the first
Carinthian Slovene novel ever written, Handke’s translation not only brought international
recognition to Lipuš’s work, but also ushered in what Fabjan Hafner calls “ein Goldenes
Dezennium” for Carinthian Slovene literature.62 According to Lojze Wieser, the head of Wieser
Verlag, a publishing house (which, since 2016, has owned Drava) in Klagenfurt/Celovec that
focuses on translated literature from Eastern and Southeastern Europe, Handke’s involvement in
the translation of Lipuš helped pave the way for other Slovene-language authors to get translated
into German, too.
Wenn 1980 faktisch nichts, absolut nichts von slowenischer Literatur auf dem Markt war,
dann waren 1993 zumindest 30 oder 40 Übersetzungen auf dem Markt. Und wenn damals
Peter Handke gemeinsam mit Helga Mračnikar nicht Lipuš’s Der Zögling Tjaž übersetzt
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und seinen Namen nicht auf die Waagschale geworfen hätte, dann würde es noch lange
eine Dämmerung in dieser Literatur geben.63
Handke’s translations of not only Lipuš, but also other Carinthian Slovene writers such as
Gustav Januš (he has translated four collections of Januš’s poetry) and, more recently, Fabjan
Hafner, has contributed to the increasing recognition of Carinthian Slovene literature,
particularly in the German-speaking world.64
Although Der Zögling Tjaž remains Handke’s only example of a translated novel, he still
has the ability, as one of the most renowned contemporary writers in the world, to bring wider
public attention to Carinthian Slovene literary works. Lipuš’s Boštjanov let, for example, was
published in 2003 and translated into German in 2005 (Bostjans Flug). As Felix Oliver Kohl
demonstrates, however, the first German edition, even after Lipuš had won Slovenia’s Prešeren
Award (the country’s highest artistic honor), the novel remained largely ignored in Germanlanguage media. But in 2011, in an interview with Süddeutsche Zeitung, Handke, when asked
what he had been currently reading, mentioned it and recommended it to the newspaper’s
readers. Soon after, Suhrkamp Verlag republished it, along with a new afterword by Handke.
Only after this new edition did the novel receive wide coverage in the German-language press.65
This overview of postwar Carinthian Slovene literary texts and authors demonstrates that
not only were early postwar German-language authors writing explicitly political texts that
engaged with the recent Nazi past, but so were their Slovene-language counterparts in Carinthia.
However, it was not until the 1980s, with Handke’s translation of Der Zögling Tjaž, that these
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Slovene-language texts began to be translated and became accessible to a broader, Germanreading public. Of course, I do not want to overstate the importance of Handke’s role as a
transmitter or “popularizer” of Slovene-language literature to German-language readers. As
Leben and Koron put it:
Auch der durchschlagende Erfolg des von Peter Handke und Helga Mračnikar ins
Deutsche übertragenen Romans Der Zögling Tjaž (1981) von Florjan Lipuš
vermochte zunächst nur wenig an der Randposition nicht-deutschsprachiger
Literatur zu verändern.66
Likewise, although Erwin Köstler acknowledges that recent Austrian literary histories have been
written that include the work of non-German language authors—for example, Klaus Zeyringer’s
and Helmut Gollner’s Eine Literaturgeschichte: Österreich Seit 1650 (2011) and Wynfrid
Kriegleder’s Eine kurze Geschichte der Literatur in Österreich (2012)—he criticizes them still
being written through “das nationalsprachliche Paradigma” and not seriously engaging with
Austria’s “nicht-deutschsprachige[] Ränder.”67 While it is clear that Slovene-language texts
were being written throughout the postwar period that engaged with the Nazi past, until these
texts are also taken into consideration by Austrian Studies scholars focused on German-language
literature, our picture of postwar Austrian literature will remain frustratingly incomplete. While
this overview of Carinthian Slovene authors does not remedy this—as Zeyringer reminds us,
Austrian literature is also the literature of Croats, Magyars, and Czechs—it is a step in the right
direction.
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It is out of this wider literary context that Maja Haderlap wrote her 2011 novel, Engel des
Vergessens. Just as Handke does in Immer noch Sturm, Haderlap repeatedly references and
makes use of the various authors and texts mentioned above, along with her own family
history.68 Placing Haderlap’s novel within this larger context of postwar Carinthian Slovene
literary production is important for better understanding what Erll and Nünning call the
“Gedächtnis der Literatur,” or how “literature establishes a ‘memory of its own’ in the form of
intertextual relations that give new cultural life to old texts.”69 Now that I have accomplished
this, I turn my attention to Engel des Vergessens to explore how personal and collective
memories are transmitted within it.
Generation and Memory in Engel des Vergessens
Focalized in the present tense and narrated by an unnamed female narrator, Engel des Vergessens
tells the story of a Carinthian Slovene family in postwar Austria.70 Set mostly in the bilingual
region of southern Carinthia, the novel’s plot unfolds through the eyes of the narrator as she
grows up and grapples with the scars National Socialism has left on her family. As the narrator
ages—the novel begins when she is six years old and ends when she is an adult woman—she
becomes increasingly aware not only of the Second World War’s impact on her family, but its
lingering effects on the wider Slovene community in the area. This awareness slowly turns the
rural area she grows up in from an “idyllic” space deeply connected with its natural surroundings
to one burdened by war and violence.71 In the novel, the narrator encounters remnants of the war
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largely through her interactions and conversations with her immediate family, in particular her
grandmother (Mitzi) and father (Zdravko), both of whom experienced the violence of the war
firsthand. Mitzi, the narrator discovers early on, survived the Ravensbrück concentration camp,
while Zdravko had been one of the youngest members of the partisans, fleeing to them after
having been tortured by German police as a small boy.
At the level of language, Haderlap construes the narrator’s encounters with the past
through two different styles. For the first half of the novel, the plot unfolds through the
observations of a child, but, as the narrator ages—we follow her through primary school,
Gymnasium, university, and, as the novel closes, her professional life—the past is no longer
simply witnessed or heard by the narrator and transmitted to the reader, but it is reflected upon
and interrogated, which allows Haderlap to also connect the past to wider issues of identity,
national belonging, gender, and language. Haderlap herself has commented on this shift in
language.
Das gilt vor allem für den ersten Teil des Romans. Mit dem Fortschreiten der Geschichte
erschien es mir zwingend, das Erzählen auf ein anderes Niveau zu heben. Denn mit einer
Erzählerin, die nicht mehr mit den Augen eines Mädchens auf die Welt blickt, sondern
eine erwachsene Frau ist, konnte ich die Geschichte nicht mehr aus der Perspektive eines
Kindes beschreiben. Deshalb verschob ich den Erzählduktus langsam in Richtung
Reflexion, die aber poetisch grundiert bleibt und lyrische Formen miteinbezieht.72
As sketched out earlier, Haderlap is certainly not the first author to write about Carinthian
Slovene experiences of persecution and resistance from the Second World War. Yet Engel des
Vergessens marks a significant departure from previous attempts to tell this history through
literature in that it was written by an author with no personal experience of the events of the war.
Unlike other Carinthian Slovene authors mentioned earlier—for example, Lipuš or Polanšek—
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Haderlap is not a member of what scholars widely call “first generation” writers, or those authors
who experienced the events of the Second World War firsthand.73 Born in 1961, Haderlap could
be classified as either a “second” or “third” generation author depending on what criterion is
used. If chronological distance to the war years is used as the marker Haderlap has much more in
common with third generation writers (e.g., Eva Menasse, Doron Rabinovici) than with second
generation ones (e.g., Peter Handke, Robert Schindel) who were either “very small children at
the end of the war or were born shortly thereafter.”74 But third generation authors are largely
considered the grandchildren of those who experienced the Second World War as a “lived
past,”75 meaning these authors are far “removed from any immediate exposure to the Second
World War and its aftermath.”76 While Haderlap is indeed the granddaughter of a concentration
camp survivor, she is also the daughter of a resistance fighter, which complicates the clear-cut
differences between postwar generations often drawn by literary scholars who have examined
similar types of texts.
Whichever generation one wants to put Haderlap (and her narrator) in, the interplay of
these generations—the interactions between the grandmother, the father, and the daughter—is a
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significant narrative element in Engel des Vergessens. The structure of the novel falls into the
genre of the “multigenerational novel,” which tells the story of a particular family over the
course of multiple generations. As Friederike Eigler explains, this genre reconstructs, in
hindsight, a multigenerational story from the perspective of a narrator from the youngest
generation.77 Due to this narrative positioning in the text—this ability of the narrator to look back
on his or her family history from the standpoint of the present—how memories are transmitted
between generations is a major theme in these works, just as it is in Engel des Vergessens.
Although this genre has its roots in the late nineteenth century, around the turn of the
millennium, German literature experienced a resurgence in popularity of multigenerational
novels. 78 In Germany, these types of novels revolve largely around the intergenerational
transmission of memories of National Socialism, the Second World War, and the Holocaust
within a family and how these familial memories interact with larger societal issues.79 As Aleida
Assmann argues, these novels “narrate collective, grand-scale history through the reduced format
of family histories, thus connecting private, internal views with those from without...They
document post-World War II history in the private milieu of the family…”80 The marked
increase in popularity of the multigenerational novel has led to a significant amount of research
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on the topic, which has tended to concentrate on how the intergenerational transmission of
memory works within German literature.81
How this process transpires in contemporary Austrian literature, however, remains either
under-examined or subsumed under analyses of German literature. As Martina Hamidouche has
shown, numerous publications focused on how contemporary German authors grapple with the
legacies of the Holocaust and National Socialism actually include novels written by Austrian
authors.82 She points out that, for example, in the influential edited volume about contemporary
German cultural memory, German Memory Contests: The Quest for Identity in Literature, Film,
and Discourse since 1990, two of the essays explore memory in postwar Austria, even though
the introduction of the book (and its title) clearly states the purpose of the book is to examine
German memory contests.83 There are, of course, various reasons as to why Austrian authors
continually get included under studies of German literature that are outside the scope of this
chapter.84 Suffice to say, as Katherine Arens does, “Germanistik in the USA almost uncritically
aggregates Austrian and Austro-Hungarian authors and filmmakers with Germans” and “the
81
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damage caused by such scholarly imperialism is ongoing and real.”85 While I am not advocating
for a firm split between German and Austrian literature, my point is that Austrian authors,
particularly ones that write about the Second World War two or three generations removed from
it, write about it from a country that has had a much different approach to its Nazi past than their
German counterparts.
Several German literary critics, perhaps reading Engel des Vergessens through the lens of
postwar (West) German literary history, seem to have missed this point in their criticism of
Haderlap’s winning the Ingeborg Bachmann Prize for an excerpt of the novel in 2011. In contrast
to Austria, where her winning of the award was widely met with praise, German critics such as
Richard Kämmerlings argued that the story the novel tells—of Nazi persecution, of the Second
World War, and of trauma in the postwar period—had already been told numerous times before.
Doch wenn Klagenfurt auch der Ort für das Spannende und Neu, das So-noch-nieGelesene und Innovative ist, dann ist dieser Hauptpreis, bei allem Respekt, eine
Fehlentscheidung...So emotional bewegt man der Erzählerin bei ihrer
Kindheitserinnerung an Wanderungen mit dem Vater und an dessen Erzählungen von
ermordeten Verwandten und Nachbarn auch folgte, es stellte sich doch ein Déjà-vuEindruck ein. Die Schrecken der Nazi-Zeit sind der deutschen (und österreichischen)
Literatur nur wirklich kein unbeschriebenes Blatt.86
Dirk
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“Nachkriegsliteratur” to Haderlap’s novel and sees it as a typical example of postwar literature.
“Maja Haderlaps Text,” he writes, “hat formal etwas Rückwärtsgewandtes, im Grunde ist das
noch Nachkriegsliteratur mit ihren gebrochenen Heldengeschichten.”87 There is of course truth to
the claim that both German and Austrian writers, throughout the postwar period, have
foregrounded facets of National Socialism in many of their works. What these criticisms of the
85
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novel overlook, however, is that Haderlap’s particular story—the persecution and resistance of
Carinthian Slovenes and its marginalization in the postwar period—had actually not been told in
such a comprehensive way in either German or Austrian German-language literature. As Eva
Schörkhuber pointedly explains in a recent dissertation, “Die Geschichte der verfolgten,
deportierten, ermordeten und auch nach 1945 weiterhin denunzierten kärntner [sic]
Slowen_innen ist in dieser Form und mit dieser Breitenwirkung im deutschsprachigen Raum
bislang nicht erzählt worden.”88
Exploring Haderlap’s Engel des Vergessens, then, can not only add to a better
understanding of how contemporary Carinthian Slovene authors have turned to literature to
grapple with the trauma of the Second World War, but it also contributes to recent research that
has begun to specifically examine how Austrian writers have used the multigenerational novel to
address the country’s specific National Socialist past.89
Layers of Memory in Engel des Vergessens
According to Dominick LaCapra, we remember the past in two ways, through what he calls
“primary memory” or “secondary memory.” Those of us who have lived through the events we
remember operate in the realm of primary memory, while those of us without personal
experience with the events remember through secondary memory. This secondary memory
results from “critical work” on its primary counterpart, undertaken by “secondary witnesses”
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such as historians, analysts, or other observers.90 LaCapra’s dichotomy between primary and
secondary memory is a helpful starting point for distinguishing how different individuals
remember an event. But how exactly those with secondary memory recollect a past they did not
experience remains unclear in his framework.
To better understand this difference between primary and secondary memory, Marianne
Hirsch’s concept of “postmemory” is helpful, as she more fully articulates how individuals born
after an event can come to “remember” it. For Hirsch, the postmemory of a traumatic past is not
memory based on lived experience. Rather, it is highly mediated, composed through aspects of
communicative memory (e.g., family narratives such as photo albums and stories).91
Postmemory describes the relationship that the generation after those who witnessed
cultural or collective trauma bears to the experiences of those who came before,
experiences that they “remember” only by means of the stories, images, and behaviors
among which they grew up. But these experiences were transmitted to them so deeply
and affectively as to seem to constitute memories in their own right.92
Hirsch originally developed the concept of postmemory to help better understand the relationship
between Holocaust survivors and their children, but she has since argued this dynamic should not
be limited to the Holocaust but can be productively applied to the remembrance of other
traumatic events.93
In Engel des Vergessens, Haderlap is predominantly concerned with addressing the
generational space between those with primary memories of the Second World War and those
with postmemories of it. Just as Hirsch describes the relationship between Art Spiegelman and
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his father’s memory of the Holocaust in her famous essay “Family Pictures: Maus, Mourning,
and Post-Memory,” Haderlap’s narrator, born sometime in the postwar period, certainly does not
have access to primary memories of the war, but she does grow up in a family environment, to
use Hirsch’s words, “dominated by memories of what preceded” her birth.94 Growing up in
southern Carinthia, as the narrator says, “Das Kind begreift, dass es die Vergangenheit ist, mit
der es rechnen muss.”95
As numerous observers have pointed out, the narrator’s grandmother, Mitzi, is one of the
main sources of these memories of the war for the narrator.96 The bookends of the novel—the
first sentence and the last paragraph—highlight Mitzi’s importance. As the novel opens, the
reader enters into the young narrator’s world as Mitzi calls her into the kitchen by Mitzi:
“Großmutter gibt mir ein Zeichen mit der Hand, ich soll ihr folgen.”97 Almost 300 pages later,
the novel closes as the narrator, now an adult, meets Mitzi (who has since passed away) in a
dream, providing not only a resolution to the narrated story for the reader, but also closure for the
narrator’s engagement with her own family history.
Nach vielen Jahren kommt Großmutter wieder in meinen Traum….Ich trete zu ihr.
Großmutter gibt mir mit der Hand zu verstehen, dass ich leise sein soll. Nicht so laut, sagt
sie, sonst kann man nichts hören.98
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Corresponding to Jan and Aleida Assmann's concept of communicative memory, in
between these two plot points, much of the narrative is concerned with the transmission of
memory from the war generation (represented by Mitzi) to the postwar one (represented) by the
narrator) through Mitzi’s “accumulation” of the family’s history in front of the narrator through
storytelling. 99 For Brigitte Prutti, these intergenerational transfers of memory largely occur
through social interaction between Mitzi and the narrator in their numerous walks through the
forest surrounding the family farm (what she calls “Waldgänge”), during which Mitzi not only
reminisces about the past, but also teaches the narrator about the partisans (hence Prutti’s choice
of the word “Gedächnitspädagogik”). 100 As Prutti shows, these “Waldgänge” are critical
narrative knots in the novel. Through them, the narrator learns hidden aspects of her family
history.
In one of the first trips into the forest with Mitzi, for example, the narrator learns that her
grandfather, who has already passed away when the novel begins, was a partisan.101 Moreover,
the narrator slowly gains a broader understanding of the war’s connection to the landscape that
surrounds her.
Das Wäldchen hinter unserem Haus, das ich auf dem Weg zu Michi und seiner Familie
durchqueren muss, wenn ich fernsehen will, wuchert aus. Ich glaubte es gut zu kennen.
Ich bin schon unzählige Male durch dieses Wäldchen gegangen und könnte es mit
geschlossenen Augen durchstreifen. Nun muss ich all meinen Mut zusammennehmen, um
es zu betreten...Nun hat das Wäldchen seine Vertrautheit verloren. Es hat sich dem
großen Wald angeschlossen und sich in ein grünes Meer gewandelt...102
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As this passage reveals, already as an eight-year-old child, the forests surrounding her childhood
home have become more than just geographic features she must pass through to visit her father’s
cousin’s (Michi) house. Through Mitzi’s stories, the narrator now connects the small forests
(“das Wäldchen”) around her home to the large one (“de[r] große[] Wald”), the one that was the
“Schauplatz” of the Slovene resistance during the war. Although the narrator never experienced
the war, the forest, through stories of the past, has become a place laden with affect.
In den Wald zu gehen bedeutet in unserer Sprache nicht nur, Bäume zu fällen, zu jagen
oder Pilze zu sammeln. Es heißt auch, wie immer erzählt wird, sich zu verstecken, zu
flüchten, aus dem Hinterhalt anzugreifen. Man habe im Wald geschlafen, gekocht und
gegessen, nicht nur in Friedenszeiten, auch im Krieg seien Männer und Frauen in den
Wald gegangen. Nicht in den eigenen Wald, nein, dafür sei er zu schütter, zu klein und zu
überschaubar gewesen. In die großen Wälder seien sie aufgebrochen. Die Wälder seien
der Zufluchtsort vieler Menschen gewesen, eine Hölle, in der Wild gejagt worden sei und
in der sie gejagt wurden wie Wild.
Die Erzählungen kreisen um den Wald, wie auch der Wald um unseren Hof kreist.
In ihm verborgen die Jagdplätze, die Futterplätze, die Beerenplätze, die Pilzplätze,
die man nicht preisgibt. Noch heimlicher sind die heimlichsten Orte, zu denen kein Weg
und kein Steig führen, die über Jagdpfade und Bachbette aufgespürt werden müssen, die
Versteck- und Überlebensplätze, die Bunker, in denen sich unsere Leute, wie man sagt,
versteckt hielten.103
Certainly, then, the forest plays a crucial role in the memory work that takes place in the
novel, as does Mitz’s “conversational remembering” with the narrator.104 Moreover, near the end
of the novel, once the narrator has finished her doctorate in Vienna and returned home for her
father’s funeral, another intergenerational connection is made between the grandmother and
narrator based on the narrator’s assembling of various “testimonial objects” left behind by her
grandmother that she discovers tucked away in her old bedroom.105 For several pages, the
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narrator embarks on what she calls a “ratlose[s] Kreisen in der Familienvergangenheit.”106 She
reads her grandmother’s Lagerbuch, which not only sparks memories of her childhood spent in
her grandmother’s room, but also enables her to reconstruct her grandmother’s experience in
Ravensbrück through her grandmother’s own writing. She studies her grandmother’s documents,
including her report card from primary school, a certificate of residence given to her after her
return from Ravensbrück, letters from fellow camp survivors, and her correspondence with
various government ministries requesting (unsuccessfully) to receive Opferrente in the 1950s.
This assembling of objects even pushes the narrator to visit Ravensbrück, where she visits the
museum’s archive and discovers the Einlieferungsliste of her grandmother’s arrival in the camp
on November 13, 1943.107
Although I do not want to downplay the importance of the narrator’s interactions with
Mitzi—Mitzi is clearly, as one critic puts it, a “Schlüsselfigur der schockierend präzisen
poetischen Erinnerungsarbeit” in the novel—the symbolic transfer of memory from one
generation to the next in the text does not actually occur between these two figures. 108 Rather, it
occurs largely between the father (Zdravko) and the narrator, a detail that, as of yet, has been
overlooked in scholarly readings of the novel.
Intergenerational Memory in Engel des Vergessens
In his analysis of testimonies from the Holocaust, Lawrence Langer uses the concepts of
“heroic” and “unheroic” memory to better understand how concentration camp survivors narrate
their memories through video testimony. According to Langer, for heroic memory to develop, a
certain amount of “choice, will, power of deliberation, confidence in predictive certainty” must
106
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be available to the individual.109 This type of memory “searches for a moral vision, a principle
supporting the idea of the individual as a responsible agent for his actions.”110 Yet because this
ability to be in control of one’s existence was unavailable to those in the concentration camps, he
contends the testimonies from concentration camp survivors belong to the realm of unheroic
memory. As he argues, the “narratives in these testimonies reflect a partially traumatized or
maimed self-esteem, lingering like a nonfatal disease without any cure.”111
Forced to join the partisans as a small boy, the narrator’s father is overwhelmed by these
unheroic memories of the war as an adult. Unlike the grandmother, who seems to have been able
to assert a certain amount of control over her memories from Ravensbrück, the father is unable to
do so and tries to manage these through various self-destructive behaviors. Throughout the first
section of the novel, the reader is provided various scenes of a young daughter seeing the
consequences of this. These descriptions fluctuate from scenes in which she sees him as a type of
tragic figure struggling to impose control over his memory to those where she is uncomfortable
or embarrassed by his erratic and unpredictable behavior.
Due to the position of the narrator in the first half of the novel, these scenes are
transmitted to the reader through the eyes of a young child. Though she observes her father’s
actions, neither their consequences nor their underlying causes are understood or commented on.
One day, for example, she is puzzled when he stops working in the family’s apiary, seemingly
depressed, and begins singing “Vigred se povrne” with what she thinks is a gun in his hand.
Ich höre Vater im Bienenhaus singen; Vigred so povrne, ein trauriges Lied über den
Frühling, der jedes Jahr wiederkehrt und alles zum Leben erweckt, nur für ihn werde es
keinen Frühling mehr geben, singt er, weil er sterben werde...Ich starre auf die offene
109
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Bienenhaustür und glaube Vater mit einem Gewehr in der Hand zu erspähen. Er tritt
allerdings ohne Waffe ins Freie, setzt sich auf die Schwelle und stützt den Kopf in die
Hände.112
The narrator also witnesses her father’s extensive bouts with alcoholism. On weekends during
her childhood, she is often sent by her mother (Karla) to go fetch him from the local tavern down
the road, “weil er...vergessen habe, nach Hause zu kommen.”113 She sees the effects of his
alcoholism (he stumbles home incapacitated multiple times) but is too young to understand what
is happening or why: “Von Mutter will ich erfahren, ob Vater krank sei.”114 The most disturbing
of these scenes occurs when the narrator describes the game she and her little brother play when
they are forced to leave the house because of his threatening behavior.
Wir spielen Partisanen, wenn Vater wieder einmal laut schreiend mit einem Jagdgewehr
in der Hand droht, uns alle zu erschießen. Wir rennen den Hang hinauf in den Wald,
kauern uns hinter die Haselsträucher, robben mit einer unsichtbaren Waffe im Anschlag
den Waldrand entlang und blicken im Gras liegend auf das Elternhaus, erwägen, wann
wir die Deckung verlassen und unsere Zimmer wieder aufsuchen können. Einmal flüchtet
Mutter mit uns, was uns Sorgen bereitet, weil wir befürchten, dass sie die
Aufmerksamkeit des Vaters auf unser Versteck locken könnte...Ich blicke auf meinen
Bruder und hoffe, dass er das alles nicht begreift, aber ganz sicher bin ich mir
nicht...Sobald Vater, von einer tiefen Erschöpfung erfasst, einnickt und ihm das Gewehr
aus der Hand rutscht atmen wir auf. Mutter nimmt das Gewehr an sich und sperrt es in
den Jagdschrank.115
Not only does the narrator transform what is a extremely volatile situation into a harmless game
(“Wir spielen Partisanen”) in the passage above, but this seems to have happened regularly to her
and her brother (“wenn Vater wieder einmal...droht”). This time, however, the mother joins
them, which makes the narrator more worried, not because her mother’s actions could reveal the
gravity of the situation (even the mother, who has spent years with him, hides), but that the
mother could reveal their hiding place.
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Although similar scenes occur throughout the novel—one day, the family thinks he
actually kills himself in the apiary—as the narrator ages, she begins to recognize why her father
acts the way he does. “In mir wächst die Vermutung,” she says, “dass er sich unwillkürlich zu
jenen hingezogen fühlt, die von den Nazis gejagt worden sind…”116 This “Vermutung” becomes
more explicit once the narrator is an adult. Near the end of the novel, when her father “verliert
über den drohenden Krieg in Slowenien [in 1991] beinahe den Verstand” and “wird durch die
Erinnerung an den vergangenen Schmerz wiedergeboren,” she finally acknowledges to herself
that he has been suffering from the trauma of the Second World War his entire life.117 He has
always had, to use Langer’s words, “a partially traumatized or maimed self-esteem, lingering like
a nonfatal disease without any cure.”118
The narrator’s sense that her father has a connection to others who were targeted by the
Nazis becomes explicit at narrative knots in the novel. When she accompanies him through the
woods and to the border to Yugoslavia for the first time, he takes her to an abandoned house,
hidden behind overgrown grass and apple trees. Here, she meets Jaki, an acquaintance of her
father’s who has been trying to maintain the Blaj’s family farm, which has long since become
overgrown because all three Blajs brothers were killed during the war and no one is left to run it.
Schade, dass niemand den Hof bewirtschaftet, sagt er [the father]. Wer hätte gedacht,
dass es so kommen würde.
Wie viele Brüder sind eigentlich im Lager gestorben, fragt Jaki.
Die älteren drei, der Jakob, der Johi, der Lipi, sagt Vater. Die Asche von Lipi ist
aus Natzweiler gekommen, die anderen sind in Dachau gestorben.
Ich höre den klingenden Namen Dachau, den ich schon kenne, Natzweiler aber ist
neu und sogleich vergessen.
Sein Onkel sei auch da oben gefallen, fällt Jaki ein. Er sei gerade desertiert, sagt
er zu mir, weil er meinen Blick spürt, und sei im ersten Kampf mit den Deutschen
verwundet worden. Er habe sich über die Wiese zum Jekl geschleppt und sei blutend
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unterhalb der Straße, hinter einem Gebüsch, liegen geblieben. Die deutsche Patrouille sei
an ihm vorbeigegangen, ohne ihn zu bemerken. Aber dann habe der letzte Mann
hingeschaut und ihn erschossen. Die Jekl-Leute mussten ihn neben der Straße begraben.
Ich weiß, sagt mein Vater, ich kenne die Stelle.
Die Toten hinterlassen ihre Kühle an diesem Fleck, von dem sich die Sonne
zurückgezogen hat...Vater versinkt in Bewegungslosigkeit. Ich bitte ihn, doch nach
Hause zu fahren.119
While this passage received attention from critics for the narrator’s naive description of Dachau
(“Ich höre den klingenden Namen Dachau, den ich schon kenne”) and was (unfairly) criticized
for downplaying the severity of the camp experience, it is actually a noteworthy passage because
it is through conversation between Jaki and her father that the narrator not only encounters the
larger context of suffering, deportation, and resistance that affects most families in her
community, but she also sees it visibly manifested for the first in the abandoned house.120
The grandmother, too, plays a role in weaving together a larger context of the
community's shared suffering during the war. During the narrator’s weekends home in high
school—her mother sends her to the Slovene-language Gymnasium in Klagenfurt/Celovec—she
overhears her grandmother and father piecing together the family histories of the region.
Sie zählt alle nachbarlichen Anwesen mit den ehemals dort ansässigen Menschen auf, die
das Lager überlebt haben oder in den Lagern ums Leben gekommen sind. Sie zeichnet
die Anwesen auf ohne Schrift, flicht ein feines Netz von Hof zu Hof, zieht die Namen
über den Hügeln zusammen, ein eigentümliches Geflecht, eine verborgene Nachbarschaft
der Überwältigten. Im Lepena-Graben nennt Großmutter die Dimnik-Hube, den Knolič,
den Šertev, den Gobanc, den Hirtl, den Gregorič, den Auprich, den Hojnik, den Skutl, die
Hrevelnik-Keusche, den Winkel, den Kožel, den Peternel, den Čemer, den Blajs, den
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Kokež…Die Namen der Lager hängen an den Umgebrachten und Überlebenden wie
kleine Beschriftungstäfelchen und verblassen mit den mittlerweile Verstorbenen.121
As Prutti argues, Haderlap’s listing of these family names becomes an “Akt der poetischen
Restitution” for families that received very little of it in reality.122 But within the text, it is also
creating the larger context for the narrator’s encounter with her father’s own personal memory.
Though she has heard bits and pieces about her father’s experience during the war—he had
briefly mentioned being forced to flee the Savinja-Tal/Savinjska dolina with partisan couriers,
for example, and she overhead Peter, her father’s cousin, explaining how he had been the
youngest of all the partisans—the narrator’s most significant encounter with her father’s
memories occurs explicitly in one scene that Haderlap places in the middle of the novel in which
the narrator hears one specific memory of his wartime experience.
After her grandmother dies, the narrator returns home for her funeral. During the wake,
family members, friends, and neighbors all visit her parent’s house to pay their respects. During
the day, prayers are said and stories told, and the narrator learns more about how her
grandmother survived Ravensbrück from Mimi, a neighbor. Yet during the night, after the
narrator has woken up and gone into the living room, the stories have shifted from Ravensbrück
and her grandmother to the partisans and her father. It is here, sitting in his living room and
surrounded by close family and friends, that her father finally describes his suffering from the
war in vivid fashion in the presence of his daughter. Encouraged to tell his story by Leni, the
narrator’s great aunt, the narrator discovers that, during the war, local police came to the family’s
farm to find out the whereabouts of her grandfather who had been suspected of joining the
partisans. While her father was milking cows before school, the police surrounded him.
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Nachdem ich mehrmals beteuert habe, dass ich nichts weiß, haben die Polizisten Seile
aus den Rucksäcken gezogen und mir eines um den Hals gelegt. Dann haben sie mich auf
einen Ast gehängt, einen Ast des Nussbaums, der neben der Mühle gestanden ist. Sie
zogen mich mit dem Seil hinauf, bis mir schwarz vor den Augen wurde, und ließen mich
dann wieder hinunter. Dann zogen sie mich wieder hinauf, drei Mal hintereinander. Dann
ist Großmutter vom Flaus heruntergerannt und hat gebettelt, dass sie mich auslassen
sollen, sie sollen mich doch um Gottes willen auslassen, weil ich ja noch zur Schule
gehen müsste. Mit der Schule wird es nix, haben die Polizisten gesagt und sind zum Hof
hinauf und haben das ganze Haus auf den Kopf gestellt. Nachher haben sie ihn zu ČemerHof mitgenommen, erzählt Vater, sie hatten gerade den Čemer Johi verhaftet und so
zugerichtet, dass er ihn gar nicht anschauen konnte...Um zwei Uhr in der Nacht hätten sie
ihn auf den Polizeiposten nach Eisenkappel gebracht und ihn auf dem nackten Boden
schlafen lassen. Sie haben mir eine Decke hingeworfen, das war alles, sagt Vater. In der
Früh...hat mich ein Polizist mit der Peitsche geschlagen, Madonna, sagt Vater, ein Kind
mit der Peitsche schlagen...Während der Polizist auf ihn einschlug, habe er ihn immer
wieder gefragt, ob Großvater zu Hause gewesen sei. Ich habe aber nichts gesagt, beteuert
Vater. Also habe man ihn freigelassen. Der Polizist habe ihm noch aufgetragen, Mici
solle sich bei der Polizei melden. Dann bin ich gerannt wie der Teufel. Auf dem
Heimweg ist mir die Mutter entgegengekommen. Ich war blau und violett geschlagen, im
Gesicht und an den Beinen. So eine Angst habe ich gehabt, sagt Vater...123
Until this point in the narrative, the father had only spoken fleetingly of his past.124 But once he
begins to do so in this scene, he cannot stop. He himself, as the narrator remarks after he finishes
the story, “wirkt ein wenig verwundert, weil er so lange geredet hat.”125 Haderlap captures this
dynamic for the reader by placing it in one long, uninterrupted paragraph across three pages,
which allows the father’s story to be narrated without interruption. Upon hearing her father’s
story for the first time, the narrator suddenly remarks:
Ich bin in höchster Aufregung und möchte aufspringen, Fragen stellen...Seine Erzählung
ist zu meiner geworden, stelle ich fest, obwohl ich in diesem Augenblick gar nichts
feststelle, nur das Gefühl habe, dass er mir einen Teil meiner eigenen Geschichte erzählt
hat.126
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Corresponding with Hirsch’s definition of postmemory, the father’s memories from the war have
been transmitted to the narrator after this scene “so deeply and affectively as to seem to
constitute memories in their own right” for her.127
This scene also acts as a break in the narrative style of the text. Previously, memories of
the past were narrated to the reader largely through the observations of a child. For example,
after her father returns home from visiting Mauthausen, the narrator sees him cry for the first
time after he tells of what he has seen at the camp. Revealing the child’s perspective, the narrator
does not know what to make of this: “Ich sehe ihn zum ersten Mal weinen und fühle mich ratlos
und verwirrt.”128 After the narrator’s encounter with her father’s traumatic memory, though, the
narrative style shifts significantly, which not only ushers in the second part of the novel, but also
allows Haderlap to reflect on larger issues of cultural memory.
Cultural Memory in Engel des Vergessens
Matthew P. Berg reminds us that “The discourse of Austria-as-victim of National Socialism
remained the de facto official Geschichtsbild of the Second Republic well into the 1980s.”129
How the narrator describes, reflects on, and critiques this discourse as she grows up in the novel
is complex. She recognizes two different official memory discourses present in postwar Austria.
At the national level, the victim myth dominates.
Der neue Staat wird seinen Staatsbürgern, die gegen den Nationalsozialismus gekämpft
haben, misstrauen, weil er die Mehrheit der nazistischen Mitläufer und die
Deutschnationalen nicht provozieren will...Niemand in diesem verstellungsseligen Land
habe die Nazis willkommen geheißen, niemand das Großdeutsches Reich ersehnt,
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niemand Schuld auf sich geladen, niemand die Endlösung betrieben, nur ein wenig
mitgetan, mitgeschossen, mitgemordet, mitvergast, aber das zählt nicht, nichts zählt.130
At the national level, it is perhaps unsurprising that the Carinthian Slovene resistance is ignored.
If the official memory of the past emphasizes Germany’s victimization of Austria, then there is
clearly little discursive space for those who actively resisted Nazism. Yet in Carinthia, this
narrative of the past has a regional twist. This interpretation of the past, while of course
overlooking Austria’s (and Austrians’) role in the war, also connects Carinthian Slovene
resistance to their (supposed) desire to actually be a part of Yugoslavia, just as Slovenes a
generation earlier had tried to do during the Abwehrkampf after the First World War. As I
explained in chapter two, members of the partisan brigades, in this narrative, did not resist Nazi
policies for any other reason than to show their loyalty to Yugoslavia.131 Postwar Carinthia, then,
did not just forget the role of the Carinthian Slovene resistance, but actively tried to reframe it,
something the narrator overtly criticizes.
Sie [Carinthian Slovenes] wissen, dass ihre Vergangenheit in den österreichischen
Geschichtsbüchern nicht vorkommt, noch weniger in den Kärntner Geschichtsbüchern,
wo die Geschichte des Landes mit dem Ende des Ersten Weltkrieges beginnt, dann eine
Unterbrechung macht und mit dem Ende des Zweiten Weltkrieges wieder einsetzt.132
These conflicting memories of the war are perhaps best illustrated by a scene in which the
narrator, home from university during the winter holidays, picks her father up from a local bar in
Eisenkappel/Železna Kapla. She sits at the table with her father and his friends as they reminisce
about their time as partisans. Tine, a friend of her father’s, explains to the others what happened
at the Peršmanhof, where an entire Carinthian Slovene family was killed in April 1945.
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Overhearing this, a man from the neighboring table rejects Tine’s characterization of the events
at the Peršmanhof and calls into question the entire raison d'être of the partisans’ existence.
Ihr [the Carinthian Slovene partisans] habt doch nichts anderes getan, als die heimattreue
Bevölkerung zu terrorisieren. Für Jugoslawien habt ihr gekämpft. Ihr seid schlicht und
einfach Heimat Verräter, schreit der Mann vom Nebentisch…Ihr gehört alle vors
Kriegsgericht…die Engländer hätten euch verhaften sollen und nicht die anständigen
Bürger einsperren, die ihre Pflicht getan haben…Jetzt will er gehen, tönt es vom
Nebentisch, im Krieg hätte er uns auf der Stelle erschossen...133
With this passage, Haderlap shows what happens when the communicative memories of the
Carinthian Slovene resistance—which, up to this point in the novel had been told within the
Slovene community in the private spaces of the family home or amongst friends—are expressed
in the public sphere. Just like the monuments and memorials that comprise the southern
Carinthian landscape of remembrance, these memories are also pushed, by threat of violence, to
the margins. As the narrator remarks: “Für einen Augenblick erreicht uns der Nachhall des
Krieges. Die Gaststube verwandelt sich in einen Kampfplatz, auf dem die Gegner ihre Stellungen
einzunehmen beginnen.”134 Even in Eisenkappel/Železna Kapla, a town with a relatively large
Slovene-speaking community and only a few miles from the narrator’s home in Lepen/Leppena,
these communicative memories have yet to breach the official memory of Carinthia, represented
by the man from the neighboring table who sees the partisan resistance as a “Gewaltakt” against
the “Heimattreue” Carinthians.135
As the narrator continues with her studies, she begins to place her own family history and
the memories of her father and grandmother into this larger political context. She begins to think
in “öffentlichen Zusammenhängen,” and soon realizes that “Zwischen der behaupteten und der
tatsächlichen Geschichte Österreichs erstreckt sich ein Niemandsland, in dem man verloren
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gehen kann.”136 It is in this “Niemandsland” that Carinthian Slovene communicative memories
are located. Not sustained by the stuff of cultural memory—that is, the institutionalized
commemoration of the past through, among other things, museums, archives, official
celebrations or anniveresaries—it is only within the social context of the family that these
memories can be sustained.137 But while these memories are limited to the family in southern
Carinthia, the narrator discovers that in Yugoslavia a whole other cultural memory had
developed about the partisans in the postwar period. In stark contrast to Austria, across the
border, as Maruša Pušnik succinctly puts it, the “Partisans became national heroes.”138
Although she had accompanied her father into Yugoslavia multiple times—once, to buy
cigarettes, another time to take him to the dentist—her first encounter with the official memory
of Yugoslavia comes from her father after he returns from a trip to Slovenia organized by the
local “Partisanenverband.” To her amazement, he joyfully describes how the Carinthian
Slovenes were welcomed during a ceremony.
Nach der Heimkehr gerät er [the father] ins Schwärmen über den Empfang, der den
Kärntner Partisanen in Jugoslawien bereitet worden war. Er schildert, wie die Partisanen
in Slowenien mit großem Gepränge auftreten, wie sie sich staatstragend und
machtbewusst geben, wie ihnen noch immer etwas Kämpferisches anhafte...Bei uns
werden die Partisanen als Banditen und Mörder beschimpft, sagt er...139
The narrator herself explores this memory in more detail later in the novel once she finishes her
doctorate in Vienna and moves to Ljubljana. Living for a year in the capital of Slovenia in the
late 1980s, she observes the debates about democracy and independence that swept the country
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before the dissolution of Yugoslavia. In this context, new information comes to light about war
crimes committed by the partisans near the end of the Second World War, which not only
delegitimizes the (then) ruling communist party but also calls into question the entire “Mythos
der Partisanen und der Befreiungsfront,”140 upon which a pan-Yugoslav postwar identity had
been built.141
After an event in Ljubljana, the narrator is asked by a historian what the “slowenische[]
Kommunisten in Kärnten” have to say about these new discoveries.142 Though she explains to
him that, unlike in Slovenia, the communists never held power in Austria and the comparison is
rather shallow, the exchange with the historian pushes her to critically reflect on the official
memory of the partisans in Slovenia and how, what initially seems to be a place sympathetic to
her community’s memories, turns out to also exclude them.
Ich muss an die Partisanen und Partisaninnen aus unseren Gräben denken, die, aus der
slowenischen, zentralen Machtperspektive betrachtet, wirken wie verstreute Waldgänger.
Sie haben nichts mit der überdimensionierten, nach vorwärts stürmenden und stählernen
Ikonographie gemein, die jahrzehntelang das Bild des Partisanen in der jugoslawischen
und in der slowenischen Öffentlichkeit prägte. Sie wirken im Gegenteil wie Findlinge,
die man aus der Revolutionsgeschichte fallen ließ. Da in der jugoslawischen und
slowenischen Nachkriegsgeschichte nur die Verdienste der Kommunisten gerühmt
werden durften, liegt es auf der Hand, dass die anderen Partisanen, die unpolitischen und
die halbherzigen, die enttäuschten, die zweifelnden und die ernüchterten, aus der
Wahrnehmung verschwunden sind.143
This official “Revolutionsgeschichte” highlights the role of what her uncle Tonči calls the
“Partisanen aus Überzeugung” but, as she realizes, omits those from her familial surroundings
who do not fit into this narrative. In contrast to this heroic, revolutionary picture of the partisans
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in postwar Slovenia, most partisans in Carinthia actually came from conservative, rural, and
Catholic environments, traditionally not very responsive to the Liberation Front’s revolutionary
rhetoric.144 As her uncle Tonči explains to her after her return to Carinthia, during the war, the
Slovene farmers “freuten sich über die slowenische Armee, endlich jemand, der auf ihrer Seite
stehe! Die Uniform der Partisanen gefalle ihnen ganz gut aber der rote Stern auf der Mütze nicht
so sehr.”145 Surprisingly, then, what at first glance seems to be an environment that would be
supportive of Carinthian Slovene communicative memories of the war is, on closer inspection,
actually one that marginalizes it as well, just for different reasons.
The Barriers of Cultural Memory
This chapter has covered a significant amount of ground. Literature, as some scholars of memory
argue, is in a unique position to grapple with issues of memory. What literature’s role has been in
engaging with Austria’s Nazi past, however, has long been debated by scholars of Austrian
literature. Particularly in the early postwar period, it was long argued that Austrian writers tended
to shy away from the recent past and avoid political topics. Over the last twenty years or so,
however, scholars have moved to a more nuanced position, and now tend to agree that various
authors were indeed writing overt political texts that often confronted the legacies and lingering
attitudes of Nazism in the country. While this reassessment has helped sharpen our
understanding of what was happening in the postwar Austrian literary scene, this scholarship still
tends to concentrate overwhelmingly on German-language authors and omits key authors and
texts from Austria’s language minority communities (in this case, the Carinthian Slovenes). To
help draw a more complete picture of what was going on in early Austrian postwar literature, the
next section described how Carinthian Slovene authors were also writing about these topics
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throughout the postwar period and had been doing so from almost immediately after the war
ended.
It is out of this literary context that Haderlap wrote her 2011 novel, Engel des
Vergessens, which I examined for its representation of both communicative and cultural memory
in the second part of this chapter. Relying on various theories of memory developed by scholars
interested in the Holocaust, I highlighted the importance of the narrator’s father as a transmitter
of communicative memory in the text. In contrast to most readings of the novel that have
foregrounded the grandmother-granddaughter relationship, in my view, it is actually the father’s
(in)ability to articulate the traumatic events of his childhood that affect the transfer of
intergenerational memory.

What is so fascinating about this novel, though, is that while

Haderlap reveals the various ways these communicative memories can be transmitted
intergenerationally—through photographs, letters, family stories, and, most prominently,
conversations—she also demonstrates the limits of communicative memory. As the narrator
reflects more on the process of memory in the last third of the novel, it becomes clear that these
communicative memories are unable to break out of the social context of the narrator’s family or
the local Slovene region of Carinthia and into the broader cultural memory of either Austria or
Yugoslavia.

In postwar Austria, these memories remained locked in what the narrator calls a

“Vergangenheitskeller,” where those that expressed them were intimidated and threatened, a
dynamic the memory entrepreneuers also alluded to in my interviews with them. 146 In
Yugoslavia, though, a country in which one might have assumed to find a supportive cultural
memory environment, the communicative memories did not fit into the state-supported
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“Heldenkult” of the partisans.147 In Yugoslavia, as Sabina Rutar explains, official memory
effectively marginalized experiences of war that could not be encapsulated under the image of
the partisan fighter.
Those who had experienced the war in prison, in concentration camps, forcefully
recruited into the Wehrmacht (Slovenes), serving forced labor in Germany or in the
occupied territories, rather than “in the woods,” even if they had sympathized with the
national liberation movement, were rejected by all schemes of a memory system geared
to remembering only heroic, victorious combatants. Within this rhetoric, there was only
one form of victim who was associated with heroism—the dead, who were ideologized
and politically instrumentalized...Within the official policy of remembrance of Yugoslav
post-war society no room was granted to victims who survived, even if they were not
openly identified as traitors.148
This dynamic leads to the communicative memories being excluded from the public sphere, in
both Austria and in Yugoslavia and only told in the private realm of the family and local
community.149 Stuck between a rock and a hard place, these memories, according to Amann, fall
into a “terra ignota, ein öffentlich nicht zur Kenntnis genommenes Terrain, das besetzt ist mit
Vorurteilen, Unterstellungen und Schuldzuweisungen.”150
Unfortunately, the cultural memory of the Second World War in both countries does not
seem likely to become supportive of these communicative memories anytime soon. In today’s
Slovenia, official memory of the war has shifted from a postwar pan-Yugoslav emphasis on the
partisan resistance to a new “revisionist narrative” that has tried, since the 1990s, to rehabilitate
147
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the Domobranci (Home Guard), the right-wing paramilitary group that collaborated with the
Axis powers during the war. According to Pušnik, this official memory discourse has been quite
successful. Not only has the partisan resistance been recast as simply a precursor to communist
totalitarianism, the partisan’s postwar killings of the Domobranci, their families, and their
supporters has been used to delegitimize the entire postwar period when Slovenia was part of
Yugoslavia.151 According to Pušnik:
...the entire Partisan movement is effectively criminalised...and it is represented only in
the context of a communist regime as oppressive and criminal...In such a general
narrative template, the Partisans as communists are equated with the Nazi regime and
treated at the same level as Nazis. The effect of such narrative techniques of blurring
different sides is that not the Nazi regime but the communist regime is presented as the
main villain of WWII.152
In today’s Austria, the situation is similarly complex. While commemorative space has yet to be
made for Carinthian Slovene memories of persecution and resistance in Carinthia’s official
memory, Engel des Vergessens did bring public attention to the plight of the Carinthian Slovenes
in the twentieth century. Already a prominent name in the Slovene literary world due to her
earlier work as a lyricist, Haderlap became a (relatively) well-known public figure in Austria in
the wake of winning the Ingeborg Bachmann Prize in 2011, and the story told in the novel
became part of Austrian (and German) public discourse.
In the public reception of the novel—particularly in interviews with Haderlap—
commentators often foregrounded the political and historical aspects of the text and asserted
Haderlap had shined a bright light on an aspect of Austrian history unknown to many readers.
For Paul Jandl, Haderlap broke a taboo with Engel des Vergessens and popularized a part of
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Carinthian history that had been diminished for far too long.153 Summarizing how the novel had
been received by literary critics, Haderlap explained this dynamic in an interview with Marjan
Horvat:
Ich finde es interessant, dass in den ersten Rezensionen die politisch-historische
Dimension des Buches im Vordergrund stand. Offenbar gibt es da einen
Nachholbedarf...Für die Kärntner Slowenen hat diese neue Aufmerksamkeit große
Bedeutung. Nach den Reaktionen zu schließen, freuen sie sich sehr und sind sehr stolz,
nicht nur, was das Buch betrifft, sondern auch über die lange ignorierte Wahrnehmung
ihrer Geschichte.154
Even in critical reviews of the novel, this aspect of the text was praised. Ulrich Greiner, for
instance, while seeing various shortcomings of the text (e.g., its pacing and Haderlap’s use of the
present tense to tell a historical story), he asserted that awarding Haderlap the Ingeborg
Bachmann Prize was a “noble Geste, denn Haderlaps Anstrengung richtet sich auf ein einziges
Thema: Gerechtigkeit für die Slowenen. Die versteht sich in Kärnten noch immer nicht von
selbst.”155
Other commentators took this perspective one step further. In addition to pushing the
history of the Carinthian Slovenes into a more prominent space in the public sphere, some even
argued that Engel des Vergessens helped initiate a larger shift in Carinthian attitudes towards its
Slovene minority. In the award ceremony for the Rauriser Literature Days Prize, which Haderlap
won in 2012, Arno Russegger proclaimed that he had witnessed a “Ruck der Veränderung” in
Carinthia after the novel’s publication. According to him:
So, als öffneten sich plötzlich die Augen und Ohren für Dinge, die zwar längst offenbar
gewesen, doch von einem Augenblick zum anderen in ein neues Bewusstsein, in eine
veränderte Wahrnehmung und Einschätzung versetzt worden sind. Ich habe bei einem
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kleinen Forschungsprojekt über Lesegruppen selbst erlebt, wie Menschen durch den
Engel des Vergessens ganz tief in ihrem Innersten ergriffen wurden.156
Although measuring such a public shift would be difficult, official institutions in Austria did
indeed honor Haderlap with various awards, which not only publicized and recognized her work
as an author, but, by doing so, also signalled that perhaps the history of the Carinthian Slovenes,
along with the Slovene language, could begin to occupy a more prominent place in Carinthia. In
2012, for example, she was awarded both the Grand Decoration of Honour in Gold of the State
of Carinthia and an honorary doctorate from the University of Klagenfurt/Celovec. Perhaps most
significantly, Haderlap was invited to speak in the Vienna opera during the Austrian
government’s official 100th anniversary celebrations in 2018, which brought renewed public
attention to the novel, the Carinthian Slovenes, and their place in twentieth-century Austrian
history.157
Whether the popularity of the novel or the more public role Haderlap took on in the wake
of its success have had any lasting impact on Carinthia’s official memory culture, however, is
another question.158 While much has improved over the last several decades when it comes to
Austria’s official stance towards its role in the Second World War, in Carinthia, commemorative
space has yet to be made for Carinthian Slovene memories of persecution and resistance. Of
course, Engel des Vergessens itself can act as a “vehicle” of cultural memory for Carinthian
Slovenes. In one of the most remarkable sections near the end of the novel, for example, the
narrator tells the history of the region in “Bruchstücken,” condensing the biographies of
156
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individuals and families across six pages in one uninterrupted narrative sequence. 159 Long
overlooked in both Austrian and Yugoslav official commemorations of the past, Haderlap places
their fates on the page, intertwining her narrative with aspects of the Carinthian Slovene memory
texts and prose described earlier in this chapter, and thus herself makes a contribution to
Carinthian Slovene cultural memory.160
Zdravko Haderlap, Maja Haderlap’s brother and founder of the A-Zone, described this
side of Engel des Vergessens to me during an interview about his organization’s work.
Die Literatur hat diese Geschichten [from the region] herausgebracht und die steht ja
nicht nur für die individuellen Geschichten der Autorin, sondern sie steht auch
stellvertretend für alle anderen Geschichten in der Nachbarschaft, die nicht
aufgeschrieben sind. Das heißt, dass es [Engel des Vergessens] eine Art idealer
Botschafter für diese Region ist. Wo sich Menschen dann auch mit dem identifizieren,
was in Majas Roman drinnen steht. Es ist auch ihre Geschichte. Oder die Geschichte
dieses Nachbarn oder von denen, oder von denen. Und das hat einen hohen Stellenwert in
der Region.161
But what happens to these memories, which have been so clearly transmitted within private
social structures in southern Carinthia and are even supported by such a novel, when they cannot
be pushed into the realm of the official cultural memory of the state? Memories, as Ann Rigney
reminds us, “are dependent on their being recalled in various media by later generations who find
them meaningful.” 162 Once the “living carriers” of these memories have passed, do these
memories simply disappear from the wider social environment? In Engel des Vergessens, these
questions remain unanswered. In the novel, the narrator turns to writing to make sense of the
predicament. Near the end of the story, she begings writing the novel that the reader has just
finished reading.
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Der Engel des Vergessens dürfte vergessen haben, die Spuren der Vergangenheit aus
meinem Gedächtnis zu tilgen...Ich werde diesen Engel nicht zu Gesicht bekommen. Er
wird keine Gestalt haben. Er wird in den Büchern verschwinden. Er wird eine Erzählung
sein.163
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Chapter Five.
Conclusion
In the late summer of 2020, I was walking through a small cemetery in Köttmannsdorf/Kotmara
vas, and I noticed a funeral was being held. Not wanting to be disrespectful, I put away my
camera and notebook, but I continued searching for the particular memorial I knew was hidden
somewhere in the vast row of headstones and flower gardens. When I found it, I quickly took a
picture of it. Before I could leave, though, an older man, dressed in a perfectly put together suit
in the hot afternoon air, came up to me and asked what I was doing. I explained to him no
offense was meant, but that I had come from the United States to visit the graves of those
Carinthian Slovenes who had fought in the resistance and the memorials dedicated to them.
“Ah,” he said, “die Kärntner Slowenische Erinnerungskultur.”
To my surprise, he told me to take as many pictures as I wanted. What surprised me even
more, though, was what he said next. The funeral service that was being held was what he called
a “Partisanenbeerdigung” (partisan funeral). The man being buried had survived Dachau, and
many of those in attendance were former partisans. He then asked me what I planned to do with
the photographs. Before I could reply, he held up the flyer that had been made for the service,
and told me to take a picture of it, along with all of those in attendance. My pictures of the graves
and of these people, he said, should be published. Considering all that had happened, the man
who was now buried would like that.
I want to conclude this dissertation with this brief anecdote to demonstrate that, 75 years
after the Second World War ended, the Carinthian Slovene community is still building
memorials to resistance fighters and attending funerals for those who were persecuted under
Nazism. As I have shown throughout this dissertation, though, the remembrance of the Second
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World War is still a controversial topic in southern Carinthia. Although the victim myth has lost
much of its interpretative power, diverging memories of the war—in particular, the partisan
resistance—has created a competitive memory dynamic that has managed to linger on in the
region. For every year that passes, though, these memories shift more and more from the realm
of communicative memory—those memories, with a lifespan of three to four generations,
created through individual experience of everyday life in the immediate past—to that of cultural
memory—those memories that have become institutionalized and are shared across eras with the
help of symbolic objects and practices that mediate between generations. This process is
significantly altering how the vernacular memory of the past is being remembered in the region.
In 2020, these events are less likely to be remembered by individuals who experienced them
directly and are more likely to be recalled through individuals’ engagement with memorials and
monuments, museums, civil society initiatives, and literature. Now, more than ever, as Dora
Osborne writes, “the work of memory necessarily depends on exterior, media support.”1
These media all offer a minority community various strategies for creating and
maintaining a vernacular memory that is at odds with its official counterpart. This vernacular
memory, as I demonstrated, has itself been evolving over the years, and each medium presented
in this dissertation has advantages and limitations. The partisan memorials of southern Carinthia
and the monument at the Peršmanhof offer simple expressions of martyrdom and heroicism that
leave little room for diverging interpretations of these structures. But however plain the
aesthetics of these structures are and how direct their message, they send a powerful signal to the
viewer: “Tu počivajo partizani padli v borbi proti fašizmu, 1941-1945”—“Here rest partisans
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who fell in the struggle against fascism, 1941-1945.”2 As Peter Schneider has written in a
different but related context, these structures around the region show that “Even in the worst
years of state terror, there was a choice, a small choice, and some citizens made that choice.”3
The heroic discourse that is cultivated by these commemorative structures, most
prominently at the Monument to the International Struggle against Fascism at the Peršmanhof, is
aided by the pedagogical discourse curated at the Peršmanhof Museum, the only museum that
tells the history of Carinthian Slovene persecution and resistance in all of Austria.4 By extending
the historical narrative from the late nineteenth century into the present, the museum manages to
tell the “hard truths” of the persecution and deportation of the Carinthian Slovenes and the
targeted state violence directed at them. The museum offers a broad understanding of the term
resistance—enabling it to tell a more complex narrative of the past—allowing the visitor to
grapple with the various reasons individuals joined the partisans and resisted Nazism. In addition
to acting as a site of learning for visitors from outside the Carinthian Slovene community, as a
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small exhibition space located in the former Sadovnik family home, the museum manages to also
act as a site of remembrance for visitors from within it.
My interviews with local memory entrepreneurs in chapter three revealed the more
complicated nature of the various southern Carinthia sites of memory in the twenty-first century.
These individuals, from a wide range of backgrounds, use the sites in diverse ways. While all of
these memory entrepreneurs are trying to activate the objects and places of the landscape of
remembrance for their visitors, they have different goals for doing so. For some, memory of the
past can be used to develop a new politically engaged citizenry that can counter right-wing
political trends around Europe. For others, memory of the past can be used to force visitors to
reflect on broader, civil society issues. Although all of these individuals argue that, even in
Carinthia, public awareness of Austria’s role in the crimes of National Socialism has improved
tremendously over the last several decades, they also all agree that public awareness of the role
of the Carinthian Slovenes in defeating Nazism and liberating the country from it remains
extremely limited.
As I demonstrated in chapter four, however, the success of Maja Haderlap’s 2011 novel
Engel des Vergessens marks a significant shift in Austrian discourse surrounding the Carinthian
Slovenes during the Second World War. The novel, moreover, offers the most complex avenue
to portraying these memories—of deportation and resistance, and the ensuing memory conflicts
in the postwar period—narrating the consequences the war had on the region and revealing the
intergenerational trauma it left behind in literary form. Out of all of the mediums examined in
this dissertation, Haderlap’s novel, a winner of various literary awards and state prizes from both
Austria and Carinthia, has likely had the largest impact on Carinthian official memory.
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What, then, does the future of memory look like in Carinthia? In 2020, on the 100th
anniversary of the Carinthian plebiscite, the Carinthian state government sponsored the
“CarinthiaJA” exhibitions, which marked a significant departure from the way the 10th October
has traditionally been celebrated over the last century in the official realm. In contrast to the
typical centralized celebrations that have taken place in Klagenfurt/Celovec, in 2020, the
celebration was decentralized and organized by various artists and organizations around the
region. Due to this change, organizations that have long ignored the state’s official celebrations
have participated in them for the first time. In Sankt Jakob im Rosental/Šentjakob v Rožu, for
example, the Slowenische Kulturverein/Slovensko prosvetno društvo (Slovene Culture
Association) initiated the project “HRANCA_._GRENZ,” which draped a large red, ribbon
through the town to mark the imagined language border in the area, thus making the invisible
visible, and sparking a critical engagement about what the border has meant for the people living
there (Figure 54, pg. 236) According to the informational panel that described the intervention:
Als symbolische Grenze zieht sich ein rotes Band willkürlich durch die Landschaft, um
hinzuweisen, Fragen zu stellen, Muster zu reflektieren und im besten Falle Grenzen zu
durchbrechen.
Rdeči trak, ki se vije po pokrajini, predstavlja tako navidezno mejo, da bi opozarjal na
zamolčano, zatrto in pozabljeno…opazovalka in opazovalec naj se sprašuje in razmišjla o
svojih zaprašenih miselnih vzorcih in – v najboljšem primeru – skuša premagati meje.
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Figure 54. HRANCA_._GRENZ in Sankt Jakob im Rosental/Šentjakob v Rožu.
Although many other mobile exhibitions, plays, concerts, and displays were cancelled or
disrupted by the Covid-19 pandemic of 2020, the government’s commitment to providing a more
open, dynamic commemorative space that gives a platform to interpretations of 1920 that are
odds with the traditional, exclusionary narrative of the event shows that how the Abwehrkampf
and the plebiscite are commemorated in Carinthia’s official memory culture is undergoing a
shift. This new dynamic was perhaps best illustrated during the official celebrations on October
10, 2020, during which Alexander van der Bellen, Austria’s current president, officially
apologized to Carinthia’s Slovenes on behalf of the Austrian government for not upholding
Article 8 of the Austrian Constitution. After quoting Article 8, which requires Austria “zu
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achten, zu sicher und zu fordern” the culture and language of its autochthonous ethnic groups,5
van der Bellen said:
Haben wir uns immer daran gehalten? Leider muss ich zugeben, nein, vieles ist erst nach
langem Drängen, spät erfolgt. Für das erlittene Unrecht und für die Versäumnisse bei der
Umsetzung von verfassungsmäßig garantierten Rechten möchte ich mich hier und heute
als Bundespräsident bei Ihnen, liebe Angehörige der slowenischen Volksgruppe,
entschuldigen. Kot zvezni predsednik bi se Vam želel iskreno opravičiti za krivice in
zamude pri uresničitvi vaših ustavnih pravic.6
But as I explained in my reading of the Peršmanhof, Carinthia’s official memory culture
also emphasizes the Verschleppung of May 1945 and a generally negative image of the Sloveneled partisan resistance during the Second World War. Out of all the mediums of memory
examined in this dissertation, perhaps Haderlap’s novel can best help usher in a more inclusive
official memory culture in the twenty-first century regarding the partisans and the Slovene
experience during the war. As Helmut Konrad explains, her novel has been widely read “auf
beiden Seiten der historischen Gräben” in the state, meaning it has been read by both Germanand Slovene-speakers. 7 The novel, though, is already a decade old, and judging from my
discussions with those memory entrepreneurs who are engaged in the hard work of memory
activism on an everyday basis and my fieldwork in the region, little seems to have changed.
According to Metka Wakounig, although Haderlap’s novel brought German-language readers’
attention to southern Carinthia for something other than the debate over bilingual topographical
signs, this has not had much of an impact regarding how the Slovene language and the
5
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Carinthian Slovenes are perceived in the region.8 More likely than not, official memory in
Carinthia will continue to tell the story it has been telling since the early postwar period and, by
doing so, will continue to marginalize Carinthian Slovene vernacular memories of the Second
World War which will become ever more locally anchored amongst community members and a
small group of supporters.
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Appendix
Since I was interested in both “how” and “what” style answers from the memory entrepreneurs, I
conducted qualitative, semi-structured, expert interviews with them.1 According to Bruce Berg,
this form of interview:
involves the implementation of a number of predetermined questions and/or special
topics. These questions are typically asked of each interviewee in a systematic and
consistent order, but the interviewers are allowed freedom to digress; that is, the
interviewers are permitted (in fact expected) to probe far beyond the answers to their
prepared and standardized question.2
I used expert interviews as “an attempt to obtain systematic and complete information” on the
process of remembrance relating to the Second World War in Carinthia.3 The interviews engaged
with the experts’ specific knowledge of these practices, gained from their respective experience
working within organizations dedicated to this type of work.
Interview Procedure
In consultation with a mentor from the University of Klagenfurt/Celovec and the University of
Graz, eight memory organizations operating in southern Carinthia were identified and contacted
by email. Of those eight, the four described in chapter four responded and agreed to participate in
the project. The interviews lasted between 53 and 67 minutes. Before each interview began, I
introduced myself, provided an overview of my dissertation project, and explained the interview
procedure to each participant. Informed consent, provided in writing, was obtained before the
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interview began. In addition, my methodology, questions, and aims had all been pre-approved by
Georgetown University’s Internal Review Board. While all of the experts were provided the
opportunity to remain anonymous, all rejected this.
Interview Guide
A semi-structured interview guide was prepared beforehand, which ensured that all questions
were asked in a consistent manner to the various participants. However, since the questions were
open-ended, the participants had a wide-range of space for their possible answers. This method
enabled me to, when needed, ask follow up questions and probe the expert for more detail. The
guide was developed based on insights gained from four months of fieldwork and in close
collaboration with a colleague from the University of Graz with extensive qualitative
interviewing experience. As with any guided interview, this guide provided the starting point for
all five interviews, yet the specific phrases and questions varied depending on the context of the
individual interview situation.4
Data Analysis
All interviews were audio-recorded, transcribed, coded, and analyzed using qualitative content
analysis.5 To begin this process, I familiarized myself with the data by reading all of the
transcripts independently from one another. This part of the analysis, as Eriksson and Kovalainen
put it, was “about uncovering, naming, and developing concepts and categories by opening up
the text” for the first time.6 During this stage, I broke the data down into relevant “meaning
units,” or the “words, sentences or paragraphs containing aspects related to each other through
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their content and context.”7 Once these meaning units had been isolated, I coded the data, which
enabled me to better understand “the meanings of individual sections of data.”8 To ensure
consistency, I developed an inductive codebook where the codes, categories, and themes were
derived from the interview data itself.9 These codes form the backbone of my analysis, and they
helped me develop the “concepts around which the data [could] be assembled into blocks and
patterns.”10 After the codebook was developed, I labeled each meaning unit with a particular
code from this list. To achieve greater rigor, I repeated the coding process three times, adding
and deleting codes in the process.
In the end, I developed five main themes based on the data: (1) Why remember the past;
(2) Strategies of remembrance; (3) Dynamis of memory; and (4) Transnational memory. The
codebook can be found in Table 1 (pg. 242-243). Before I could develop these themes, the
meaning units had to be condensed. From this condensed text, I then developed categories,
which helped identify my themes. The coding scheme can be found in Table 2 (pg. 244).
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Table A1. Codebook.
Theme
R1: Why
remember the
past?

Category
Goals of
organization

Code
Public-oriented
commitment

Individual-oriented
commitment

R2: Strategies of
remembrance

Strategies used
to accomplish
goals

Commemorative
structure

Education

Protest
Public event

Guided tour
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Defintion
Coding of every text passage that
describes a commitment to raising
(general) public awareness of National
Socialism in Austria, its effects, its
legacies, and the perceived return of
forms of right-wing extremism (e.g.,
right wing extremism, xenophobia,
asylum politics).
Coding of every text passage that
describes a commitment to increasing
individual understanding of issues
related to contemporary civics (e.g.,
what is freedom, democracy, civil
society, etc.).
Coding of every text passage that
describes why and/or how structures
of remembrance (memorials,
monuments, historical plaques, etc.)
are built.
Coding of every text passage that
mentions aspects of education. This
refers to both techniques of
educational learning (e.g., workshops,
lectures, seminars, museum visits) to
teach about the past and also attempts
to influence the official educational
system.
Coding of every text passage that
describes the use of organized protests
and/or demonstrations.
Coding of every text passage that
describes the holding of an event open
to the public about the organization’s
work (e.g., commemorative event,
public lecture, publishing of book,
concerts, theater, etc.)
Coding of every text passage that
describes organized tours (e.g., city
tour, hike).

Table A1. Continued.
Theme

Category

Code
Collaboration

Parameters of
commemoration
(broad or narrow)
R3: Dynamics of
memory

R4: Transnational
memory

Austria’s role
in Second
World War

Awareness (+ or -)

Carinthian
Slovene
experience
during Second
World War

Awareness

Carinthian
official
memory culture

Description
(reasoning, + or -)

Transnationalis
m

Visitors
Supporters
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Defintion
Coding of every text passage that
describes efforts to collaborate with
other NGOs or initiatives (in the
region and internationally) doing
similar memory work on the Second
World War.
Coding of every text passage that
describes the criteria by which the
organization decides who gets
memorialized in their work.
Coding of every text passage that
describes the existing or nonexisting awareness of the Austrian
public about Austria's role in
National Socialism.
Coding of every text passage that
describes the existing or nonexisting awareness of the Austrian
public about the experience of
persecution and resistance in the
Carinthian Slovene community
during National Socialism.
Coding of every text passage that
describes the dynamics of the
contemporary Carinthian official
memory regime in relation to WWII
(e.g., how WWII is officially
remembered).
Coding of every text passage that
describes international visitors.
Coding of every text passage that
describes funding or rhetorical
support the organization receives
from an international partner.

Table A2. Analysis schedule of meaning units. Excerpt. Transcribed interviews with memory
entrepreneurs.
Meaning unit

Auf Basis dieser Ausstellung,
natürlich auch zum
Besichtigungsprogramm
dazugehörend, wenn wir einen
Workshop für Schüler anbieten,
meistens von den letzten Klassen vom
Gymnasium, höheren Schulebenen,
18-19 jährige, die kommen. Ist
natürlich auch der Besuch mit dabei.
Ansonsten versuchen wir mit ihnen
praktisch den Horizont noch zu
erweitern, nicht nur den Widerstand
zu besprechen, sondern wie es
Heutzutage ist, das ganze Spektrum
von neuen Formen des Faschismus
und Rechtsextremismus, von der
Ausländerfeindlichkeit bis...das
gesamte Spektrum irgendwie nahe zu
bringen oder sie davor zu warnen oder
sie bitten darum, dass sie 18 sind, und
nicht blind irgendeine Propaganda
aufsitzen.
Es geht um, was basiert Freiheit? Was
heißt Zivilcourage? Was heißt
Selbstbestimmungsrecht? Sodass
alles, was um dich herum passiert, auf
den basiert die Demokratie. Von
Menschen, von dem Individuum
ausgeht und nicht von der Masse. Es
geht um die Mündigkeit eines
demokratischen pluralistischen
Systems, das man hier vermittelt. Und
dann kann man das Beispiel nehmen,
wo die Menschen das nicht
wahrgenommen haben. Man hat hier
viele Beispiele was die Auswirkungen
sind. Hier geht’s praktisch um eine
individuelle Bewusstseinsbildung für
jeden einzelnen Jugendliche.

Condensed
meaning unit

Category

Theme

Tries to use the
Publicexperience of
oriented
Carinthian
commitment
Slovene
persecution and
resistance from
the Second World
War (as displayed
in the exhibition)
to influence
visitors’ political
views about
contemporary
issues; draws a
link between
National
Socialism of the
1930s and 1940s
and contemporary
right-wing
politics.

Goals of
organization

Why
remember
the past

Increasing
individual
understanding of
complex civil
society issues;
uses the past as
an avenue to
discuss the duties
of citizenship in
contemporary
period; develops
individual critical
thinking skills for
each visitor.

Goals of
organization

Why
remember
the past
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